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Nurturing the Joy of Learning
Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) is a global education solutions provider dedicated
to nurturing the joy of learning and preparing students for the future. We believe the
best way to do so is by simplifying learning and listening to the needs of schools,
teachers, students, and parents.
We make our world-class educational content more accessible through a seamless
experience that integrates both print and digital resources.
We provide holistic and end-to-end solutions customised to the school’s requirements,
with professional development to help educators implement the curriculum.

Educational Content
That Takes You On A Journey Of Discovery
Education doesn’t have to be boring. From early
childhood through primary and secondary, research-based
educational resources have been crafted by education
experts to turn the school years into an engaging adventure
for every student’s mind.

Professional
Development
Programmes

MCE
COMPLETES
YOUR LEARNING
JOURNEY

Digital Solutions
For Seamless Learning

Your Path to Excellence

Educators learn too. We’re with you on
your path to excellence.
Our professional development programmes
are developed by in-house education experts
and partners such as Nanyang Technological
University (NTU), to arm educators with the latest
knowledge and advance their skills. We believe
that when teaching expertise grows, so does
the learning of students.

Designed to keep up with the
evolving needs of education, our
digital solutions support blended learning
and provide an engaging and interactive
learning experience. This approach will
be the blueprint for how students learn in
the post-pandemic years.

Our Global Reach
and Recognition
MCE has worked with ministries, policymakers,
educators, and parents in over

85 countries, designing

education solutions in 14 languages for Pre-K to 12.

We have gained recognition globally with consistent top performance in international studies
such as TIMSS, PIRLS, PISA and the Global Competitiveness Report.
We are the only Asian publisher that has been an endorsement partner of Cambridge
Assessment International Education since 2019.

Trends in International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS)

1995

– 1995, 1999, 2003, 2007, 2011
Since 1995, Singapore has been ranked as one
of the top-performing countries by TIMSS.

2001

Progress in International Reading
Literacy Study (PIRLS)
– 2001, 2006
Singapore saw a marked ranking
improvement in the PIRLS rank, from 15th in
2001 to 4th in 2006. Singapore also ranked
2nd among the education systems that
took tests solely in English.

The Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA)

2009

– 2009, 2012, 2016
Our 15-year-old students regularly emerge
top for Mathematics, Science, and Reading
in The Programme for International Student
Assessment (PISA), a prestigious triennial
benchmarking assessment.

2019

Cambridge Assessment International
Education
– 2019
Marshall Cavendish Education is the
only Asian publisher that has been an
endorsement partner of Cambridge
Assessment International Education
since 2019.

ENGLISH

Learning Pathways

Our materials are thoughtfully crafted to accompany
students on their learning journey, from Preschool to a
Secondary level. Discover how our selection of titles suit
each educational level in the diagrams below.
CEFR LEVELS
The Common European Framework of Reference for Languages
(CEFR) is an international standard for describing language ability.
It describes language ability on a six-point scale, from A1 for
beginners, up to C2 for those who have mastered a language.
C2
C1
B2
B1
A1

A2

BASIC USER

INDEPENDENT USER

PROFICIENT USER

Source: http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/cefr/

ENGLISH
CEFR MAPPING

Curriculum Mapping
Pre-A1

A1

A2

B1
LOW

Preschool

MID

B2
HIGH

LOW

MID

HIGH

FIRST STEPS

From Phonics to Reading
FROM Phonics to Reading

Level 1 to 3

My Pals are Here! English International (2nd Edition)

Primary
(G1 – 6)

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3 & 4

Level 5 & 6

Take Off with English
Level 1 & 2

Level 3 & 4

Level 5 & 6

English Ahead
Book 1

Secondary
(G7 – 10)

Book 2
Book 3

MCE
Cambridge
IGCSETM ESL
(2nd Edition)

Learning Pathways

MATHS

Our materials are thoughtfully crafted to accompany students on their learning journey from Grade
K to 12.
Learning Pathway: Mathematics for Grades K to 12
Preschool

Primary

Lower Secondary

Upper Secondary

• Earlybird Kindergarten
Mathematics
• Primary Mathematics
(2022 Edition)
• Maths in Focus 2020
• Up, Down and All Around (UDAA)
• Kinder Thinkers

• MCE Cambridge Primary
Maths 2nd Edition*
• My Pals Are Here! Maths
3rd Edition
• My Pals Are Here! Maths
4th Edition
• Shaping Maths 3rd Edition
• Primary Mathematics 2022
• Math in Focus 2020
• New Mathematics Connection

•
•
•
•
•

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Core
and Extended Mathematics*
(Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ and
O Level Additional Mathematics*
(Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge O Level
Mathematics D* (Coming Soon)
• Maths 360†
• Additional Maths 360†
• Mathematics Matters
• New Mathematics Count

Maths Ahead
Maths 360†
Math in Focus 2020
Mathematics Matters
Discovering Mathematics

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.

*

†

Cambridge Pathway
Suggested MCE series to support learners from Grades K to 11 following the Cambridge International
curriculum.
Primary

Upper Secondary

• MCE Cambridge
Primary Mathematics
2nd Edition*
• My Pals Are Here! Math
3rd Edition§
• My Pals Are Here! Math

Lower Secondary
• Maths Ahead††§
• Maths 360†§

4th Edition§
• New Mathematics
Connection§

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Core and
Extended Mathematics* (Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ and O Level
Additional Mathematics* (Coming Soon)
• MCE Cambridge O Level Mathematics D*
(Coming Soon)
• Maths 360†§
• Additional Maths 360†§

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.
††
Aligned to the latest Cambridge Lower Secondary Mathematics curriculum framework 0862.
§
These titles will not undergo the Cambrige International endorsement process.
*

†

MCEduHub Digital Resources and Materials
Supplementary Materials
Continuous Professional Development for Educators and School Leaders

Maths

Curriculum Mapping

Choose the right series from our selection of quality Primary and Secondary Maths materials,
depending on your school’s curriculum needs, to ensure learners receive a joyful and nurturing yet
intellectually stimulating education.

Primary Maths

Choosing the Right Series:
International Series

(Primary)

Marshall Cavendish
Education Cambridge Primary
Mathematics
(2nd Edition)

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

UK Curriculum

US Common Core
State Standards

Singapore
Curriculum

Others

✔

My Pals Are Here! Maths

✔

My Pals Are Here! Maths
Next Gen

✔

Shaping Maths

✔

Inspire Maths

✔

New Mathematics Connection

Thailand

Primary Mathematics

✔

Primary Mathematics 2022

✔

Math in Focus

US Edition of Singapore curriculum

Math in Focus 2020

US Edition of Singapore curriculum

MC Primary Mathematics

Hong Kong

Secondary Maths

Choosing the Right Series:
International series

(Secondary)

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

US Common
Core
State
Standards

Math in Focus

✔

Math in Focus 2020

✔

Singapore
Curriculum

Others

Discovering Mathematics

✔

HKDSE
Maths Ahead

✔
Aligned for Grades
7 to 9

Mathematics Matters

✔
Green is a 4-year course
Yellow is a 5-year course
covering the same
content.

New Mathematics Counts

Additional Maths 360
Maths 360

✔
A 5-year course
(Normal Academic)
✔
A 4-year course
(Normal Technical)

Thailand

SCIENCE

Learning Pathways

Our materials are thoughtfully crafted to accompany students on their learning journey, from
Grade 1 to 12. Discover how our selection of titles suit each educational level in the diagrams below.
Learning Pathway: Science for Grade 1 to 12
Primary
•
•
•
•
•

MCE Cambridge Primary
Science 2nd Edition*
My Pals are Here! Science
International
My Pals are Here! Science
International 2nd Edition
i-Science International
New Science Connection

Lower Secondary

Upper Secondary

• Science Ahead††
• Science Matters†
• International Lower
Secondary Science
• Inspiring Science

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Physics,
Chemistry and Biology¶
• Physics, Chemistry and Biology
Matters†
• Discover Physics, Chemistry and
Biology†
• Discovering Physics, Chemistry
and Biology

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.
††
Aligned to the Cambridge Lower Secondary Science curriculum framework (1113).
¶
The titles in this series are endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the syllabus for examination from 2023.

*

†

Cambridge Pathway
Suggested MCE series to support learners from Grade 1 to 11 following the Cambridge International
curriculum.
Primary
• MCE Cambridge Primary

Upper Secondary

Science 2nd Edition*

• My Pals are Here! Science
International§

• My Pals are Here! Science
International 2nd Edition§

Lower Secondary
•
•

Science Ahead
Science Matters†§

• MCE Cambridge IGCSE™ Physics, Chemistry
and Biology¶

††§

• Physics, Chemistry and Biology Matters
• Discover Physics, Chemistry and Biology

†§
†§

• New Science Connection

§

We are working with Cambridge Assessment International Education towards the endorsement of these titles.
Singapore-Cambridge GCE O level and N level.
Aligned to the Cambridge Lower Secondary Science curriculum framework (1113).
¶
The titles in this series are endorsed by Cambridge Assessment International Education to support the syllabus for examination from 2023.
§
These titles will not undergo the Cambrige International endorsement process.
*

†

††

MCEduHub Digital Resources and Materials
Supplementary Materials
Continuous Professional Development for Educators and School Leaders

Science

Curriculum Mapping

Choose the right series from our selection of quality Primary and Secondary Maths materials,
depending on your school’s curriculum needs, to ensure learners receive a joyful and nurturing yet
intellectually stimulating education.

Choosing the Right Series:
International series

(Primary)

Primary Science

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

UK
curriculum

US Common
Core
State
Standards

✔

✔

Indonesian
Curriculum

Thailand
Curriculum

Singapore
Curriculum

Marshall Cavendish Education
Cambridge Primary Science

✔

(2nd Edition)
My Pals Are Here! Science
(International)
My Pals Are Here! Science

✔ (adapted)

✔

(International) 2nd Edition

✔

i-Science (International)

✔

New Science Connection

Choosing the Right Series:
International series

(Secondary)

Secondary Science

Cambridge
Assessment
International
Education

UK curriculum

Lower Secondary Science
Matters

✔
✔

✔

Inspiring Science

✔

Matters Series

✔

Discovering Series
Marshall Cavendish Education
Cambridge IGCSETM Series

Hong Kong
Curriculum

✔

International Lower Secondary
Science
Science Ahead

Singapore
Curriculum

✔
✔

✔
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TAKE OFF WITH ENGLISH

Suitable for Pupils of English as a Foreign Language
Grade 1 – 6 Age 7 – 12

Product Introduction
Suitable for general English classes, this six-level series will prepare pupils for the 21st century,
equipping them for language use in the real world. 100% aligned to the Cambridge English:
Young Learners tests, this series fully covers the language requirements and prepares them to
work towards three certificates: Starters, Movers and Flyers.
International Frameworks
Take Off with English 6
Take Off with English 5
Take Off with English 4
Take Off with English 3
Take Off with English 2
Take Off with English 1

CEFR

Cambridge English exam

A2

Flyers

A1

Movers

Pre-A1

Starters

Pupils will learn effective communication through:
• songs, rhymes, stories and games
• pictures that teach new vocabulary
• audio clips that model good pronunciation

Support materials for teachers can be found online:
www.mceducation.com/towe

2

Primary English

TAKE OFF WITH ENGLISH

Core Components
Workbook
with Audio

Pupil's Book
Pupil’s Book

A2

CEFR

Flyers

Take Off with English 6
Take Off with English 4

Movers
Starters

Online Teacher’s Resources include downloadable and editable unit,
mid-course and end-of-course tests, flashcards, MP3s of all the audio, and
photocopiable games and activities, and more.

Level 1
• Pupil’s Book
• Workbook with Audio
• Teacher’s Guide with Class Audio
• Online Teacher’s Resources
www.mceducation.com/towe

Take Off with English 6
Take Off with English 5
Take Off with English 4
Take Off with English 3
Take Off with English 2
Take Off with English 1

Cambridge
English
exam

A2

Flyers

A1

Movers

Pre-A1

Starters

Level 1
• Pupil’s Book
• Workbook with Audio
• Teacher’s Guide with Class Audio
• Online Teacher’s Resources

ISBN 978-981-01-8984-6

ISBN 978-981-01-8978-5

CEFR

Name:

with Class Audio

• Games & Activities
• Tests (editable)

Frances Treloar • Steve Thompson

Steve Thompson Frances Treloar

Take Off with English 2

Flyers

A1
Pre-A1

Take Off with English 3

Level 1
• Pupil’s Book
• Workbook with Audio
• Teacher’s Guide with Class Audio
• Online Teacher’s Resources
www.mceducation.com/towe

A2

Take Off with English 5

Take Off with English 1

Frances Treloar • Steve Thompson

Movers
Starters

Frances Treloar • Steve Thompson

A1
Pre-A1

• Flashcards

Teacher’s Guide

The Teacher’s Guide contains:
• Detailed lesson plans with objectives, answer keys and audio scripts
• Teacher’s tips including warm-up and cool-down activities, optional extension
activities, cultural notes and ideas for differentiated instruction
The Class Audio provides:
• Recordings of all reading texts, listening activities, key vocabulary and
speaking models from the Pupil’s Book

Cambridge
English
exam

• Audio Clips (MP3s)

www.mceducation.com/towe

Class:

ISBN 978-981-01-8990-7

9 7 89 8 1 0 18 9 7 85

9 7 89 8 1 0 18 9 8 46

Frances Treloar • Steve Thompson

Frances Treloar • Steve Thompson

9 7 89 8 1 0 18 9 9 07
(E)TOwEWB1_Cover.indd 1

wEPB1_Cover.indd 1

Online Support

www.mceducation.com/towe

• Scope & Sequences

Take Off with English is fully supported with comprehensive teacher’s resources
to save time and make lesson planning easy.

with Audio

Teacher’s Guide 1

Cambridge
English
exam

makes learning English fun! This six-level series prepares
learners for success in today’s world. Suitable for general classes, the series
also prepares pupils for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests.
Levels 1 and 2 cover the Cambridge English: Starters test syllabus.

Workbook

On the Workbook Audio CD:
• The Audio CD and selected audio scripts allow learners to use the Workbook
in class or at home
• Say it! sections help improve pupils’ pronunciation

Teacher’s Guide
with Class Audio
Take Off with English

Take Off with English 6
Take Off with English 5
Take Off with English 4
Take Off with English 3
Take Off with English 2
Take Off with English 1

In the Workbook:
• A wide variety of tasks consolidate vocabulary and grammar from the
Pupil’s Book and integrate more skills practice
• Unit Extra! sections provide extra practice and extension
• Engaging activities develop 21st century skills
• Two revision units consolidate learning

Pupil’s Book 1

CEFR

makes learning English fun! This six-level series prepares
learners for success in today’s world. Suitable for general classes, the series
also prepares pupils for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests.
Levels 1 and 2 cover the Cambridge English: Starters test syllabus.

Workbook 1

In the Pupil’s Book:
• 12 units cover grammar, vocabulary and skills while following
the adventures of Bill, Sam, May, Sue, Max, Pex and Mr Lee
• Songs, rhymes and stories engage children
• Pictures and audio introduce all new vocabulary
• It’s our world! sections bring the unit topic to life and challenge learners
• Varied activities develop 21st century skills
• Extensive audio recordings support teaching and learning
• Two revision units consolidate learning

Take Off with English

Take Off with English

makes learning English fun! This six-level series prepares
learners for success in today’s world. Suitable for general classes, the series
also prepares pupils for the Cambridge English: Young Learners (YLE) tests.
Levels 1 and 2 cover the Cambridge English: Starters test syllabus.

Teachers' Resource

Frances Treloar • Steve Thompson

11/18/14 3:44 PM

11/18/14 3:48 PM

(E)TOwETG1_Cover.indd 1

11/19/14 10:03 AM

• Teaching Tips
• Lesson Plan
Template
		(customisable)
• Lesson Log
Template
		(customisable)

Grade 1

(Age 7)

Pupil’s Book 1
9789810189785

Grade 2

(Age 8)

Pupil’s Book 2
9789810189792

Grade 3

(Age 9)

Pupil’s Book 3
9789810189808

Grade 4

(Age 10)

Pupil’s Book 4
9789810189815

Grade 5

(Age 11)

Pupil’s Book 5
9789810189822

Grade 6

(Age 12)

• Certificates

Pupil’s Book 6
9789810189839

Workbook with
Audio 1
9789810189846

Teacher’s Guide
with Class Audio 1
9789810189907

Workbook with
Audio 2
9789810189853

Teacher’s Guide
with Class Audio 2
9789810189914

Workbook with
Audio 3
9789810189860

Teacher’s Guide
with Class Audio 3
9789810189921

Workbook with
Audio 4
9789810189877

Teacher’s Guide
with Class Audio 4
9789810189938

Workbook with
Audio 5
9789810189884

Teacher’s Guide
with Class Audio 5
9789810189945

Workbook with
Audio 6
9789810189891

Teacher’s Guide
with Class Audio 6
9789810189952
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Primary English

TAKE OFF WITH ENGLISH

Develops Effective Communicators
The four language skills (reading, writing, speaking and listening) are fully integrated into each
unit through a systematic and structured approach to learning.
To master a language, pupils start with the acquisition of listening and speaking skills. This
series understands the need for models of good English, hence audio clips of reading texts,
listening texts, vocabulary and speaking models are made available on CD and online.

New words are introduced
with pictures and audio to aid
comprehension.

Audio recordings of reading texts
develop pupils’ reading and
listening skills.

Clear Grammar sections focus
pupils’ attention on the correct
form of grammar.

Pupil’s Book

The Class Audio provides a
clear model for pupils.

Simple pronunciation
activities introduce pupils to
the sounds of English words
and encourage them to be
more aware of their own
pronunciation.

4

Primary English

Workbook

TAKE OFF WITH ENGLISH

Prepares for the Real World
Teachers recognise the importance of equipping pupils with 21st century skills. In the It’s Our
World! lessons, pupils learn about the world, and about other pupils' lives and reflect on their
own experiences as they go through activities that develop skills such as critical thinking,
creativity, collaboration and global awareness.
It’s our world!

3. Read and underline the correct answer to the
questions below.

1. Look at the photo on this page. Guess the answers
to the questions before you read the text.

3.10

1. Where is the boy?
2. Who is the boy with?
3. What animal is in the photo?

2. Now read and answer the questions in exercise 1.

3.9

The theme of every unit is
expanded on with a real
world topic.

Hi! My name is Aman. I live in
Singapore. I am nine years old
and I love animals. Yesterday, I
visited Singapore Zoo with my mum,
dad and sister. We didn’t have
breakfast at home, because we
wanted to have breakfast at the
zoo with the orangutans! Here is a
photo of us at the zoo.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

We walked into the zoo café and, first, a
zookeeper showed us a snake. It was only a
baby snake, but it was very long, and it was
around the zookeeper’s shoulders! Then two
orangutans walked in from the zoo garden.
There was food for them on a table. We
watched them eat lots of different kinds of fruit. There
was fruit, bread and honey for our breakfast, too. I loved the
orangutans. They were slow and quiet, and their eyes were
beautiful. I’d like to have breakfast with the orangutans every day!
Did Aman have breakfast
in a café?
café
snake
Did Aman see a snake?
Were there three
orangutans
orangutans?
Did the orangutans have
breakfast
honey for breakfast?
Did Aman like the
orangutans
orangutans?
Were the orangutans
loud?

It’s our world!
5.11

Yes, he did. / No, he didn’t.
Yes, he did. / No, he didn’t.

My name is John. I live in Costa Rica.
I like birds and I like taking photos
of birds! These are my photos.
The birds all live in Costa Rica.

1

Yes, there were. / No, there weren’t.
Yes, they did. / No, they didn’t.

1. Look at the photos.
Talk about the birds.
What can you see?

Yes, he did. / No, he didn’t.
Yes, they were. / No, they weren’t.

4. Talk to a friend. Then tell the class.

2

1. Do you like going to zoos? Why?
2. Do you like orangutans? Why?
3. What animal would you like to
have breakfast with?

Singapore

3

Zoo

28

Now go to Workbook pages 28–29

(E)TOwEPB4_U03.indd 28

12/8/15 4:26 PM

29

2. Tick (✓)) the table. Which photo has got …?
Photo 1

Pupil’s Book

(E)TOwEPB4_U03.indd 29

Discussion questions encourage

communication and critical thinking.

Photo 2 Photo 3

a long thin beak

12/15/15 11:36 AM

✓

two red bodies
ﬁve large beaks
ﬁve black and white wings
one blue and green body
very long legs

3. Which birds live in your country?
Now go to Workbook pages 34–35

(E)YLGPB1_U05_3rdPf.indd 35

35

Pupil’s Book
24/10/14 15:44

Extensive Support Materials for
Teachers
Detailed lesson plans make preparations for classes fast and easy with
teaching tips, optional extension activities and ideas for differentiated
instructions.
Online materials such as flashcards, games and activities resource sheets
can support lesson delivery. Editable mid-course and end-of-course tests
can support end-of-lesson assessments.

www.mceducation.com/towe

What is your dinosaur made of?

12. What is Bill’s dinosaur made of? Read the notes and label
the dinosaur.

My Dinosaur

Answers

Audio track 10.7 (CD 02 track 57)
Page 86, exercise 8

paper (plates)
plastic

Bobby:
Bill:
Bobby:
Bill:

What did you do at school today, Bill?
We had an art lesson, Bobby. It was good.
card
What did you do in your art lesson?
glass (balls)
We drew pictures of different sorts of
metal (wire and
dinosaurs.
\paper
plastic (cups)
Bobby: What are dinosaurs, Bill?
Bill:
They are animals that lived millions of years
13. In your notebook, draw a Optional
dinosaur that
you would like
to
ago. There aren’t any now.
extension
activity
make.
Write notes about how to make it. Use Bill’s notes to
Bobby: Oh. So how did you draw pictures of
them?
help you.
• Elicit the titles of the sections (1–5 and 7).
Bill:
We looked at pictures in our teacher’s
• Elicit a title for section 6 (Covering your dinosaur / Finishing the
books. And now our class is going to have
body).
Grammar
a competition. We’re all going to
make
• Challenge pupils to find instructions in the text (make, cut, brush,
two glass
dinosaurs for homework, and theGlue
best
oneballsinonto the head.
stick, wait, draw, paint, glue, push, use).
Wait for six hours.
the class will win a prize.
Use a piece of card to make the tail. • Pupils read out their suggestions in turn. The others raise a hand
when they hear a correct instruction.
Bobby: How are you going to make a dinosaur?
Now go to Workbook page 87
87
Bill:
Well, we’re going to use paper, plastic, wood
... and anything else we can find.
12 In your notebook, draw a dinosaur that
CS
Bobby: Great! Can I help you make it?
you would like to make. Write notes
Bill:
Er, no, because it’s a competition. I have to do
about
how
to
make
it.
Use
Bill’s notes to
it myself.
help you.
Bobby: Oh …
Bill:
But you can help me find the pieces of paper,
• As a class, discuss other ways to make a model
wood and card that I need to make it.
dinosaur. What shapes could you have?stWhat
Bobby: Yes, OK. Come on, Bill. Let’s find all that now.
materials do you have that you could
CSuse? How could
you join parts together? How could you decorate it?
What will you need?
9 Match Bobby’s questions in exercise 8 to
• Give pupils some time to plan their work. The finished
Bill’s answers.
work should include: a labelled diagram; an illustrated
• Pupils read the sentences as a class. Check
list of the materials they will need; and instructions for
understanding.
each step of the procedure.
• Use the example to explain the task.
• Pupils can work alone, with a partner or in a small
• Pupils work in pairs.
group.
• Do not check the answers yet.
o Pupils (or pairs/groups) decide how to make their
dinosaur.
10 Listen again. Check your answers to
o Pairs/Groups decide what each person will do. A
exercise 9.
different pupil can write notes for each step. Monitor
and give support.
Play audio track 10.7 again, pausing to check the
• Display the plans around the room for everyone to
answers.
read.
• Have a class discussion about the ideas. Prompt positive
Answers
comments.
a. 3 b. 6 c. 1 (example) d. 5 e. 2 f. 4
• Keep the work on display for the Cool down activity.

Grammar

st

(E)TOwEPB5_U10.indd 87

st

CS

st

CS

Optional extension activity
• Pupils role-play the conversation.

st

CS

11 What is Bill’s dinosaur made of? Read

the notes and label the dinosaur.

• Do the grammar activity as a class first.
• Choose pupils to read short sections of the text aloud.
• In pairs, pupils label the model.
• Check the answers.

Now go to Workbook page 87

11/04/2016 13:31

Guided lesson plans with
step-by-step instructions

reduce time for lesson
preparation.

Optional extension activity
• Pupils make and display their dinosaurs.

Grammar: Imperatives
• Read the instructions in the grammar box as a class.
• Remind the pupils or elicit that the verbs in instructions
never change.
• Elicit more examples.

5

122

Teacher's Guide
(E)TOwETG5_U10_4thPf.indd 122
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Primary English

Editable Tests

MY PALS ARE HERE! ENGLISH (INTERNATIONAL) 2ND EDITION

Suitable for Pupils Learning English as a Second Language
Grade 1 – 6
Age 7 – 12

English
(International)
2nd Edition

Product Introduction
My Pals are Here! English (International) 2nd Edition is an exciting six-level series for young
learners aged 7 to 12. Drawing from both first and second language learning methodologies,
the series contextualises learning and recycles language elements with increasing
levels of difficulty to nurture competence and confident communicators.
Fully updated and packed with new features, this edition builds on the successful formula of the
first. Taking the learning outcomes from international syllabi, the series prepares students for both
national and international examinations.
CEFR
MPaH! English (Int) 2nd Edition 6

Low B1 to High B1

MPaH! English (Int) 2nd Edition 5

Higher A2 to Low B1

MPaH! English (Int) 2nd Edition 4

A2 to High A2

MPaH! English (Int) 2nd Edition 3

Low A2 to A2

MPaH! English (Int) 2nd Edition 2

A1 to Low A2

MPaH! English (Int) 2nd Edition 1

Pre-A1 to A1

Support materials for teachers can be found online:
www.mceducation.com/mpaheng
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MY PALS ARE HERE! ENGLISH (INTERNATIONAL) 2ND EDITION

Core Components
Workbook

Pupil's Book

Pupil's eBook
+ Audio

Pupil's Book
with Enhanced
eBook Bundle

Workbook

English
(International)
2nd Edition

6B

(Age 7)
(Age 8)
(Age 9)
(Age 10)
(Age 11)
(Age 12)

Grade 6

Grade 5

Grade 4

Grade 3

Grade 2

Grade 1

Name:

Class:

Judy Ling • Anne Smith

Pupil's Book
eBook 1A
9781099095276

Pupil's Book 1A
9789810199012

Workbook 1A
9789810199135

Pupil's Book 1B
9789810199029

Workbook 1B
9789810199142

Pupil's Book 2A
9789810199036

Workbook 2A
9789810199159

Pupil's Book 2B
9789810199043

Workbook 2B
9789810199166

Pupil's Book
eBook 2B
9781099095306

eBundle 2B
9789813163966

Pupil's Book 3A
9789810199050

Workbook 3A
9789810199173

eWorkbook 3A
9789815014525

eBundle 3A
9789813163973

Pupil's Book 3B
9789810199067

Workbook 3B
9789810199180

eWorkbook 3B
9789815014532

eBundle 3B
9789813163980

Pupil's Book 4A
9789810199074

Workbook 4A
9789810199197

eWorkbook 4A
9781099095337

eBundle 4A
9789813163997

Pupil's Book 4B
9789810199081

Workbook 4B
9789810199203

eWorkbook 4B
9789815014549

eBundle 4B
9789813164000

Pupil's Book 5A
9789810199098

Workbook 5A
9789810199210

eWorkbook 5A
9789815014556

eBundle 5A
9789813164017

Pupil's Book 5B
9789810199104

Workbook 5B
9789810199227

eWorkbook 5B
9781099095368

eBundle 5B
9789813164024

Pupil's Book 6A
9789810199111

Workbook 6A
9789810199234

eWorkbook 6A
9789815014563

eBundle 6A
9789813164031

Pupil's Book 6B
9789810199128

Workbook 6B
9789815014570

eWorkbook 6B
9789815014570

eBundle 6B
9789813164048
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Pupil's Book
eBook 1B
9781099095283
Pupil's Book
eBook 2A
9781099095290

eBundle 1A
9789813163935
eBundle 1B
9789813163942

eBundle 2A
9789813163959

MY PALS ARE HERE! ENGLISH (INTERNATIONAL) 2ND EDITION

Teachers' Resource
Teacher’s Guide
with Audio

Online Support
Pupil's Book
eBook
www.mceducation.com/mpaheng
(Teacher's Edition)
• Scope & Sequences
(Teacher's
Edition)

• Schemes of Work
• Word Lists
• Hands On! Tasks
• Audio Clips (MP3s)
• Lesson Plan Template
(customisable)

(Age 7)
(Age 8)
(Age 9)
(Age 10)
(Age 11)
(Age 12)

Grade 6

Grade 5

Grade 4

Grade 3

Grade 2

Grade 1

(Teacher's
Edition)

Teacher’s Guide with Audio 1A
9789810199258
Teacher’s Guide with Audio 1B
9789810199265

Teacher’s Guide with Audio 2A
9789810199272
Teacher’s Guide with Audio 2B
9789810199289

Teacher’s Guide with Audio 3A
9789810199296
Teacher’s Guide with Audio 3B
9789810199302

Teacher’s Guide with Audio 4A
9789810199319
Teacher’s Guide with Audio 4B
9789810199326

Teacher’s Guide with Audio 5A
9789810199333
Teacher’s Guide with Audio 5B
9789810199340

Teacher’s Guide with Audio 6A
9789810199357
Teacher’s Guide with Audio 6B
9789810199364
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• Lesson Log Template
(customisable)

MY PALS ARE HERE! ENGLISH (INTERNATIONAL) 2ND EDITION

A Two-Stage Learning Process
First and second language learning approaches are combined for an effective approach to
language and literacy.
Stage 1

Stage 2

Grades 1 – 3

Grades 4 – 6

Learning to communicate in English

Learning to learn in English

Stage 1 helps pupils
1 to achieve a solid foundation in
English. Interesting themes and storylines provide a
context for the introduction of language.

Stage 2 prepares pupils for the future by introducing
them to Content and Language Integrated Learning
(CLIL). A focus on language, literacy and content
knowledge enhances learning. Pupils learn to use
1
English in socially and culturally appropriate ways.

Hone Skills and Stretch Pupils through Real-Life Topics
Activities designed around real-life topics encourage pupils to practise language skills.

marathon

Skills Lessons sections (stage 1) enhance pupils’ reading, writing, listening and speaking skills
and challenge higher ability pupils as they learn new vocabulary related to real world topics.

Fun in the Sun!

School Subject sections (stage 2) enable Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL)
through collaborative activities that promote the discussion of concepts from other school
subjects in English.

100-metre dash
3

Useful phrases and examples
help develop pupils’
speaking skills.

your friend.
u like? Tell
Who do yo
I like Nisa.
a kite!
She can fly

I like Ben.
k!
He can kaya

2

x.
ker in the bo
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e the numbe
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4
60

5
61

ten again.
ey say? Lis
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/ climb answer.
p correct
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We likeCircle
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d
2. Joe:
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/
y is the article about? children and family /
What
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Fun in. the Sun!
fun in
s
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1.
.
at
fun
s
ha
She is from Hawaii. She likes
Kate.
This is
2. Nisa
water. She can surf. She surfs with her
fun in
father. They have fun in the sun!
3. Ben has

Photos and real-life contexts
teach pupils about the
world while developing
their vocabulary and
reading skills.

lls04.indd

'l_PB1A_Ski

(E)MPaH!Int

This is Nisa. She lives in Malaysia. Nisa
likes kites. She flies kites with her mother.
They can run with kites. They can fly kites
at the beach. They think kites are fun!

kite

Maths and Physical Education: The Olympics
1

3

marathon

73

2

Now talk about your list in

1

I think the marathon
is the most difficult.

3
34

I agree, but I think the
high jump is the most fun.

Circle the correct words to complete the sentences.
Then listen and check.
• The Olympic record for the men’s 100-metre
dash / high jump is under ten seconds.
• The Olympic record for the men’s javelin /
marathon is just over two hours.

Yes No

• The Olympic record for the women’s marathon /
high jump is more than two metres.

2. Kate and Nisa have fun with their mothers.
3. Nisa and her mother have fun at the beach.

jump over a high bar

with a partner.

The Best in the World

kayak

Seconds, minutes and hours
measure time. A second is the
shortest length of time. There are
60 seconds in a minute and
60 minutes in an hour.
Centimetres, metres and
kilometres measure height and
length. A centimetre is the smallest.
There are 100 centimetres in a metre
and 1,000 metres in a kilometre.

• The Olympic record for the women’s javelin /
100-metre dash is more than 70 metres.

4. Ben can’t kayak very well.
72

high jump

run a short distance very fast

communication
and collaboration.

PM
3/16/15 3:25

throw a long spear

100-metre dash

Fun and varied
activities encourage

Ben is from Canada. He can kayak
very well. He kayaks with his father.
They have fun in the sun and water!

Read. Tick ( ) Yes or No.
1. Kate and Ben have fun in the water.

javelin

run over 42 kilometres

73

2

Look at the photos and read the descriptions. Rank the events
from 1 (the most difficult) to 4 (the easiest).

The Best in the World

surf

2

The learning of language is done
in context as pupils learn new
1
vocabulary when they discuss
concepts from other school
subjects in English.

Skills Lesson: Fun in the Sun

80
(E)MPaH!Int'l_PB1A_Skills04.indd 72

School subject: Maths and Physical Education

3/16/15 3:25 PM

(E)MPaH!Int'l_PB4A_CLIL p80-81.indd 80
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Pupil’s Book
16/11/15 10:36 AM

MY PALS ARE HERE! ENGLISH (INTERNATIONAL) 2ND EDITION
Ideas for

Extension Activity

Comprehensive Support
for Teachers

lesson
extension.

The ‘ng’ and ‘nt’ sounds
• In a Book of Sounds, have pupils write ‘ng’ and ‘nt’ at the top of separate pages (allowing two or three pages
per sound).
• Discuss which words end in these letters. Ask pupils to write them in their books.
• Have pupils suggest silly sentences using the words ending in the target letters, for example, ‘There’s a funny
thing on my swing singing a song!’, ‘The naughty boys painted the front of the tent!’. Write them on the
board. Get pupils to copy the sentences into their Book of Sounds and draw simple pictures to illustrate them.
• Practise reading the sentences as a class.

Reading skills:
• Identify and distinguish between the main idea and
the supporting details in a paragraph.
• Read a report on food in some countries.
Writing skills:
• Find and write specific information from a text.
• Write an information report about favourite food and
drink types in a guided writing activity.
Critical thinking skills
• Present simple information using the correct structure.

Ali writes about food and drinks in his country. Read the information
report he wrote and list the types of food and drinks.

Favourite food and
drinks in my country

Writing

13

Lesson Objectives

Teachers will find teaching easy with simple
lesson instructions in the Teacher's Guide.
To stretch higher ability pupils, suggested
differentiation strategies and lesson extension
options are provided.

Writing

Writing
Let’s Do It!
1

Write an information report about favourite types of food and drinks
in your country. Write two paragraphs: one on food and one on drinks.
Remember that each paragraph has
a main idea and supporting details.

by Ali

main idea

supporting
details

main idea

supporting
details

There are many kinds of delicious food in Malaysia.
There are Indian, Malay and Chinese dishes. People
in Malaysia eat a lot of curries. Some curries are spicy.
People eat curry with rice or roti canai – a thin bread.
In Malaysia, people also like nasi goreng or fried rice.
This tasty dish has a fried egg on top of it. Satay is a
favourite too. Satay is usually chicken or mutton on a
stick. You eat it with peanut sauce. People also like
Chinese food. There are many kinds of Chinese food.
There are noodles and claypot rice. Sweet and sour
fish is a favourite too. Then there is chicken rice. This is
steamed chicken with rice. It is delicious!
There are many delicious drinks in Malaysia too.
Malaysia has many coconuts. Coconuts have delicious
water inside them. There is also a lot of sugar cane
in Malaysia, and this makes a lovely sweet drink.
Malaysia has many sweet and juicy fruits, like
mangoes, pineapples and watermelons. All of these
fruits make delicious drinks. People make milkshakes
with milk and fruits like papayas and bananas. There
are also drinks like iced tea and iced lemon tea. It is
easy to find a delicious drink in Malaysia!

paragraph 1

paragraph 2
In my country, people
love to eat fish and chips.

Glossary
peanut: a type of tasty, hard nut
coconuts: big fruits from palm trees that grow on beaches
sugar cane: a plant with long stems from which we can
make sugar

Types of food:
Types of drinks:
3
43

(E)MPaH!Int'l_PB4A_03.indd 43
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Unit 3: Favourite Food and Drinks

Workbook Practice 7, pages 33–3

(E)MPaH!Int'l_PB4A_03.indd 44

13/1/16 11:38 AM

Pupil’s Book Pages 43–44
Activity 13
• Get pupils to look at the information report in Activity 13.
• Explain that Ali has written a report on the food in his country. Point out that the report is divided into two
paragraphs and that the main idea appears first, then the supporting details.
• Read the information report aloud and have pupils follow in their Pupil’s Book.
• Ask questions to check pupils’ understanding of the layout:
“What is the main idea in paragraph 1?” (many kinds of delicious food in Malaysia)
“What are the supporting details in paragraph 1?” (Accept all reasonable answers.)
“What is the main idea in paragraph 2?” (many delicious drinks in Malaysia)
“What are the supporting details in paragraph 2?” (Accept all reasonable answers.)
Differentiation Strategy

Differentiation strategies

3

Further practice
• Read out the beginning of some sentences from the information report. Ask pupils to find and say
endings of the sentences. For example, “People in Malaysia eat a lot of …” (curries)

cater to pupils with
different learning
speeds.

My Family

Activity 1�
• Have pupils look at Activity 14. Remind them of the layout of a paragraph.
• Get them to work individually and write two paragraphs — one on food and one on drinks. Suggest that pupils
use the text in Activity 13 as a model if they need to.
Study Skills
• Get pupils to read through their work and check that they have the main idea and supporting details for
each paragraph.
58

Unit 3 Favourite Food and Drinks

Answers: Pupil’s Book Page 44
[Accept all reasonable answers.]

We like to work together
We like to have some fun,
We like to eat together
When each day is done.

(E)MPaH!Int'l_TG4A_03.indd 58

1/3/16 1:04 pm

Unit 3 Favourite Food and Drinks

Teacher’s Guide

(E)MPaH!Int'l_TG4A_03.indd 55

1

(E)MPaH!Int'l_PB1A_03.indd 30

1/3/16 1:04 pm

Lesson delivery can be conducted with the eBook which contains
embedded audio, answers to questions and a lesson manager to support
teaching using a projector or an interactive whiteboard.

Is your family big or small?

26

55

Listen and read.

10/2/15 11:15 AM

Pupil’s Book eBook

Register online to access editable resources such as word lists, templates
and photocopiable resources such as Hands on! Tasks.
English (International) 2nd Edition

Teacher’s lesson log

Unit

4

Teacher:
Class:
Date:
Timing:
Pages:

At the Park

Objectives:

H
H aa nn dd ss O
O nn !!

Stage and aims
Warm up or
review

Draw you and your friends playing at the park.

Introduction

1
2
3
4
5

Procedure

Materials

Presentation
Practice, games
and activities
Follow up or close
down
Homework

Follow up

Notes for next
class

Areas for improvement

© 2015 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Photocopiable

Customisable Lesson Log Template
www.mceducation.com/mpaheng

Write about your picture.
.

At the park, we can

.

© 2015 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Photocopiable

Hands On! Tasks

Lesson delivery can be supplemented with interactive digital
companions which contain animated tutorials to teach language
items and interactive activities that can be done as a class to
consolidate learning or assigned to pupils as home assignments.
To help pupils develop a good grasp of the English Language,
reading, writing, listening, grammar and vocabulary are taught
through animated videos and interactive activities available via our
English learning suite to make learning enjoyable and effective.
Primary English

This content is available for pupils with subscribed accounts.
For a demonstration, please contact our educational consultants.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Primary English

Grade 1-6

English with Coco

English with Coco is an interactive and engaging knowledge platform suitable for Grade 1 – 6
English Language learners. Content covers critical language skills that can be taught on its own
(during ICT lessons) or concurrently with English classes.
• Boosts confidence in critical language skills such as Grammar, Reading, Writing, Speaking and
Listening
• Encourages independent and interactive learning through a variety of songs, games, activities
and assessments with timely feedback
• Maps to My Pals are Here English International 2nd Edition and can be utilised concurrently with
other English curriculum
• Content made available and downloadable both online and offline

Comprehensive Theme-based Lessons

Song Lesson
Objectives
New Vocabulary
Comprehension
Questions with
Explanations

Story Prediction
Story with Vocabulary
in bold
PDF printable
versions of Story
and Questions

11 Primary English

Fill-in-the-lyrics
Animated Song
Lesson Review with Simple
T/F Questions

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Learn-by-doing

Intuitive user interface to
prompt young learners

Story Prediction with Q&A

Encourages students to verbalize their observations with new vocabulary learnt before reading the story

Fill-in-the-lyrics with New Vocabulary

Songs with Animation sung to
familiar tunes

12 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Comprehension Quiz with Story Reference

Printable PDF Version for Blended Learning

13 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Primary English

Grade 1-6

Oral Buddy
Components
Oral Buddy equips students with clear strategies to
tackle the three components of English Oral- reading
aloud, picture discussion, and conversation. The stepby step approach, with guided practices, helps students
acquire oral skills and confidence.

Levels

6

Reading Passage

10 practices per level

Picture Discussion

10 practices per level

Conversation (Lvl 3 to 6 only)

10 practices per level

Total practices

160

Reading Loud
Listen, practise and playback
recordings to improve
• Pronunciation and articulation
• Rhythm and fluency
• Expression and emotions

Reading Loud Phrase

Words

Click on “Play” button to
listen to model reading.

Click button to switch between Phrase or Words. You can
click on sentence or word to listen to pronunciation.

14 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Reading Aloud - Read
Students can read and record whole reading passage for self- evaluation

Click on “microphone” to record all while you read the entire
passage. Click on the “earphone” to listen to the entire recording.

Picture Discussion
Learn to express yourself in
small, guided steps and
gain tips on
• Interpretation and
explanation
• Proper use of vocabulary
and grammar
• Structuring responses:
giving details, analysis,
reasons and opinions

15 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Picture Discussion - Learn
Students can learn and practise using suggested prompts, helping words and phrases and model answer

Picture Discussion - Test
Students can structure own answer and do self- evaluation.

Students can record and play to listen back.

16 Primary English

After recording or
while listening back,
students can refer
to model answer for
self-evaluation.

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Conversation
Hone your skills in
• Providing personal responses by expressing
thoughts using examples, experiences and
suggestions
• Conducting and engaging conversation

Conversation - Learn
Students can learn and practice using
suggested guidelines, prompts and
suggested answer to structure own
response.

Tips
“DEW” strategy for G3 & G4
“TREES” strategy for G5 & G6

Conversation - Learn

“DEW” strategy for G3 & G4
“TREES” strategy for G5 & G6

17 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Conversation - Test
Students can structure own answer and do self- evaluation.

After recording
or while listening
back, students
can refer to model
answer for selfevaluation.

Students can record and play to listen back.

18 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Primary English

Grade 1-6

Writing Buddy
Components
Writing Buddy introduces the writing process and
demonstrates simple strategies to help students excel in
writing. Through animated tutorials, language activities,
and guided practices, students develop necessary
writing skills easily.

Levels

6

Reading Passage

10 practices per level

Picture Discussion

10 practices per level

Conversation (Lvl 3 to 6 only)

10 practices per level

Total practices

160

Animated Tutorials: Text Types
Understand the purpose, structure
and language features of
• Narratives
• Recounts
• Situational Writing
• Letters…and more

Animated Tutorials: Writing Process

Learn to write systematically with the
following writing process
• Pre-Writing
• Writing
• Editing
• Publishing

19 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Animated Tutorials: Writing Skills
Acquire simple skills to improve your
writing with
• Strong introductions
• Good Closures
• Use of Adverbs and adjectives
• Character description…and more

Language Activities: Writing Skills
Acquire simple skills to improve your
writing with
• Strong introductions
• Good Closures
• Use of Adverbs and adjectives
• Character description…and more

Guided Practices
Step-by-step guidance in increasing
levels of difficulty
• 4 pictures
• 3+1 picture
• 1 picture
• Situational writing

20 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Secondary English

Grade 3-15

English Writing Buddy

Available on

Writing Buddy introduces the writing process and demonstrates
simple strategies to help students excel in writing.
• Tutorials and Practices: Narrative, Recount and
Situational Writing
• Writing Process and Language Activities for Skill Enhancement
• Scribo AI platform
– Provides instant writing check and suggests edits
– Increases teacher efficiency and reduces feedback cycle
– Presents usage reports for live monitoring
– Writing models for reference

FEATURES
Text Types

Writing Process

Writing Skills

21 Primary English

Components
Levels

4

Animated Tutorials

28

Language Activities

69

Guided Practices

80

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Practices (Narratives), Practices (Recount), Practices (Situational)

Self-Directed Learning Tools

Reading Aloud Practices – Listen, Learn, Read, Record and Publish with fluency and expression
Stimulus-based Conversation – Practise engagement and clarity in personal responses
Animated Tutorials: Text Types, Writing Process & Writing Skills – Reinforce learning
objectives and enhance writing skills for functional use
AI-Powered Practices – Plan, edit, check and publish with confidence while teachers track
progress in real time to give timely feedback and review

22 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Primary English

Grade 1-6

Grammar Rules!

Engaging videos and comprehensive quizzes to improve Grammar

Total Tutorials: 384
Total Quizzes: 411

Grammar Rules! Items
Nouns

Common & Proper; Singular/Plural; Gender;
Collective; Possessive; Compound; Abstract…
and more

31 Tutorials
53 Quizzes

Pronouns

Personal; Reflexive; Demonstrative;
Interrogative…and more

28 Tutorials
53 Quizzes

Verbs

Infinitive; Regular/Irregular; Participles;
Imperative; Transitive & Intransitive; Action/
Stative/Saying; Gerunds…and more

39 Tutorials
47 Quizzes

Adverbs & Adverbials

Adverbs & Adverbials of Manner/Place/Time/
Frequency/Duration… and more

31 Tutorials
20 Quizzes

Adjectives

Descriptive; Demonstrative; Possessive;
Distributive; Interrogative; Adjectival Phrases &
Clauses…and more

28 Tutorials
63 Quizzes

Determiners/ Modals/
Connectors

Definite/Indefinite Articles; Shall & Will; Must &
Mustn’t; And; Or & But; Either…nor, neither…
nor…and more

70 Tutorials
39 Quizzes

Direct & Indirect
Speech; Grammatical
Features of Text
Types

Indirect Orders; Commands & Requests;
Reported Speech; Explanations; Expositions;
Procedural; Recounts; Narratives

46 Tutorials
15 Quizzes

Prepositions &
Punctuation

Introduction; Positions; Place; Direction; Time

39 Tutorials
21 Quizzes

Sentence Struc/Types
of Sentences/Active
Passive Voice

Negative/Declarative/Interrogative/Exclamatory/
Imperative, Compound & complex sentences;
Simple Present/Past Tense; Present perfect
Tense; Future Tense…and more

27 Tutorials
23 Quizzes

23 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Animated Tutorials
Learn all the different components of
grammar via
• contextual examples
• illustrative pictures
• clear explanation of usage

Grammar Quizzes
Ample questions are set for each component to ensure students are thoroughly assessed.

24 Primary English

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Primary English

Grade 1-6

English Assessment

Quizzes to assess student’s understanding of the English language

Total Quizzes: 342
Total Questions: 3470

English Assessment Items
Grammar MCQ/OE/
Cloze

223 Quizzes
2330 questions

Vocab MCQ/OE

67 Quizzes
650 questions

Compre MCQ/Cloze

16 Quizzes
141 Questions

Synthesis/
Transformation

1 Quizzes
10 Questions

Editing for Spelling &
Grammar

9 Quizzes
103 Questions

Revision

26 Quizzes
236 Questions

Quizzes
Addresses all the different components of the English language. Ample questions are set
for each component to ensure students are thoroughly assessed

25 Primary English

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Product Type

Title
Skills-based

Grammar

My Pals are Here! Grammar Workbook
Marshall Cavendish English Grammar Workbook
New Essential Grammar Practice
Grammar Practice (2nd Edition)
Grammar MCQs Explained!

Vocabulary

Primary Essentials English Vocabulary and Writing
My Pals are Here! Vocabulary Skills
Vocabulary MCQs Explained!

Writing

Primary Essentials English Vocabulary and Writing

Comprehension

The Ultimate Guide to Mastering Comprehension

Listening
Comprehension
& Oral

New Primary Essentials Listening Comprehension and Oral
Listening & Speaking
English Listening Comprehension and Oral (Foundation)
Primary Essentials English Oral and Listening
Visual Text Comprehension Explained!
Marshall Cavendish English Listening Comprehension and Oral
English Listening Comprehension and Oral (Standard)

Editing

Editing for Spelling and Grammar Explained!

Synthesis &
Transformation

Synthesis & Transformation (3rd Edition)

Cloze Passage

Cloze Practice

All Language
Components

Marshall Cavendish English Test Papers

Guide Book
Grammar

My Pals are Here! Grammar Handbook
Marshall Cavendish English Grammar Handbook
Students’ Guide to Nouns, Adjectives and Adverbs
Students’ Guide to Verbs and Phrasal Verbs
Confusing Grammar Explained!

All Language
Components

English Revision Guide

Legend:
Basic –
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Intermediate –

Advanced –

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Skills-based
My Pals are Here! Grammar Workbook
These Grammar Workbooks cover essential grammar items to build a strong foundation. An ideal practice material to
reinforce grammar items taught in class.
* Handbook available

My Pals are Here!
Grammar Workbook
Primary 1

My Pals are Here!
Grammar Workbook
Primary 2

9780462001586

9780462001593

Marshall Cavendish English Grammar Workbook
These grammar resource books are highly recommended for use in both the classroom and at home. Grammar items
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hone pupils’ understanding.
* Handbook available
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This fun and comprehensive series is designed to help pupils develop their communicative skills. Exercises include Thinking
Skills Assessment type questions, comprehension questions as well as fun drawings. An audio CD is provided to facilitate
the listening exercises. A separate booklet provides answers and audio scripts with prompts to show pupils how to derive the
answers.
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Developed and written by leading educators, Dr. Cheah Yin Mee and Ms. Tan See Keen, this series gives pupils
a step-by-step approach to answering oral and listening tasks. Pupils are guided with techniques and strategies
in answering questions. Varied practice exercises ensure that pupils will learn how to approach different oral
and listening tasks systematically to do well in the examinations.
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Primary Essentials English Oral and Listening
These books contain an explanation of oral and listening skills and strategies to equip educators with the necessary information
to help pupils master oral and listening skills. Comprehensive practices with attractive visuals are also included to engage
pupils in the subject matter.
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The Cloze Practice series is designed to help pupils overcome difficulties they may face
when they do cloze passages. Suitable for both supervised and independent use, this series
will serve as a handy resource guide for pupils, parents and teachers.

The Cloze Practice series is designed to help pupils overcome difficulties they may face
when they do cloze passages. Suitable for both supervised and independent use, this series
will serve as a handy resource guide for pupils, parents and teachers.
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This book provides a wide range of text types in accordance with the latest English Language
syllabus from the Ministry of Education (Singapore). It includes three sections:

This book provides a wide range of text types in accordance with the latest English Language
syllabus from the Ministry of Education (Singapore). It includes three sections:

• Grammar Cloze
Teaching pages explain different word classes concisely with illustrative examples.
• Vocabulary Cloze
Exercises cover a wide range of themes and help to expand pupils’ vocabulary.
• Comprehension Cloze
The integration of grammar and vocabulary cloze sharpens pupils’ skills in attempting
cloze passages.
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• Grammar Cloze
Teaching pages explain different word classes concisely with illustrative examples.
• Vocabulary Cloze
Exercises cover a wide range of themes and help to expand pupils’ vocabulary.
• Comprehension Cloze
The integration of grammar and vocabulary cloze sharpens pupils’ skills in attempting
cloze passages.
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4 microwave
To remember the
The letter c sometimes
spelling
of this word, split
makes the “k” sound,
the
word into two parts:
e.g. cat, because.
A
news + paper. The
microwave oven
first
is a
part of the word is
metal box that cooks
news,
not new. The newspapers
food using electric
are big, printed sheets
waves.
5 instruments
paper that have reportsof
This word has three
about what is happening
syllables: in-stru-ments.
in your country and
The second syllable
in
the rest of the world.
has the letter r.
An
example of newspapers
Musical instruments
are
is The Straits Times.
things that we use
to
We form this word
make music, e.g.
by
piano,
adding –ing to live.
violin.
We
6 poisonous
usually drop the letter
This word has three
e at the end of a
syllables: poi-son-ous.
word
before we add –ing,
The last syllable
e.g.
is
wave – waving, love
ous. The letters
–
–ous
loving. A living room
are used to make
is
a room in the house
adjectives, e.g.
where family members
dangerous, humorous.
get together to relax
A poisonous thing
and
watch television.
has something
It is
in
usually the main
room in
it that can make
a
the house.
person very ill or
The letter i makes
even die.
a
7 hawker
short sound. The
This word has a
letters
long
ea make a long sound.
vowel sound. We
Do not confuse hit
use aw to make
with
this
heat. To hit someone/
sound. A hawker
something is to touch
centre is an eating
them with force. The
place that has a
word heat is related
number of small
to
hot. In this sentence,
stalls selling different
scorching heat means
kinds of food. The
very hot weather
letters ock make
or very
a
high temperature.
short sound, e.g.
sock,
rock.

Expl ined!
1

Section A

Each question in this book comes with
clear and detailed explanations as to
why each answer is right or wrong.
As we say, the real learning is in the
answers!

Grammar MCQs Expl

climbed: When
you climb, you
something using
move up
your feet and
We climb stairs
your hands.
and
We do not “climb” sometimes, trees.
a bus.

mounted: To
mount is to get
on a horse
or a bicycle, e.g.
The handsome
mounted his
prince
horse
We do not “mount”and rode away.
a bus.
boarded: To board
is to get on a
plane or train.
bus,
People

Vocabulary MCQs Expl

(3)

diting for Spelling and Grammar

ined!

(1)

(2)

10

No.
Answer
1 newspapers

Build up your vocabulary with related
words in the Thematic Worksheets.

Question 4

permission:
When someone
gives you
permission to
do something,
you
allowed to do
it, e.g. My teacher are
me permission
gave
to leave the classroom.
Parents do not
sign a “permission
form” for their
children to go
on school
excursions.
allowance: Allowance
is money that
someone gives
you regularly,
e.g. My
parents give
me an

punnet: A punnet
is a small plastic
used to hold
box
soft fruits. We
may buy a
punnet of grapes,
strawberries,
tomatoes.
plums or

© 2016 Marshall

Do you sometimes feel
frustrated when you donʼt know
why an answer is wrong?

Editing for Spelling and Grammar Explained!
helps you understand exactly where you
have gone wrong and what you
Primary
have done right!
Answer Key

(1)

(2)

Vocabulary MCQS

(E)VocMCQP3_AnsKey.indd

Vocabulary
MCQs
Worksheet

Worksheet 7:
Going on School
Excursions

Question 1

Excursions
Going on School

allowance of
the
often queue or
up to board buses
dollar every day.
one
line
its number in “allowance
Parents do not
and trains.
sign an
answer. Write
form” for their
children to go
Question 5
on school excursions.
most appropriate
Choose the
(3) consent:
(1) theatre:
When someone
A theatre is a
a school excursion.
brackets provided.
building with
gives you
consent, he gives
stage where
) you permission
child to go on
a
(
plays
form for their
do something.
A play is a story and shows are held.
to
(3) consent
a
Parents sign
that is performed
a “consent
form” when
actors on a stage.
1. Parents sign
by
(2) allowance
their children
Plays are performed
go on school
excursions.
theatres.
trip.
in
(1) permission
go on a field
(2) stadium:
bottle when you
Question 2
A stadium is
to bring a water
a big building
a sports field
!
)
with
(
or courts in the
2. Remember
(1) parched:
centre,
surrounded by
you will feel
(3) sizzling
When someone
many rows of
Under the sun,
feels very
seats.
thirsty, he is parched.
Many sporting
(2) dried
events
That is why you
of
should
are held in stadiums. and music concerts
kindsbring
(1) parched
a water bottle
different on
when you go
a field trip.
and saw many
(3) arena: An
arena is
through the forest
(2) dried: If (
)
area in the centre, a building with a big flat
something
3. We
surrounded by
dried, it does
rows of seats.
(3) ploddedhave water in it, e.g.isDried
many
not
Similar to a stadium,
plants and animals. (2) trekked
plums
sporting events
even sweeter
many
than fresh ones! taste
and games are
an
arenas.
held in
(1) tripped
(3) in
the bus
sizzling: If something
they
is sizzling, it is
hot, e.g. It was
the pupils as
Question 6
a sizzling
) afternoon andvery
everyone felt(
4. Mrs Lim counted
very sleepy in
(1) automatic:
class.
(3) boarded
Something that
orderly line.
Question 3
is automatic
(2) mounted
can work without
play.
something, e.g. someone doing
(1) climbed
(1) tripped:
The sliding door
)
to watch a children’s
When( you trip,
automatic. The
is fully
clue here is that
hit something
(3) arenawith your foot and almostyou
took us to the
lets you ask and
the
fall, e.g.
answer questions, screen
tripped over a
5. The school
(2) stadium
not “automatic”
stone and twisted Sandy
so it is
.
We
displays
her ankle.
not “trip
(1) theatre
through a forest”
questions.doThe
(2) electrical:
.
Something that
ask and answer (2) trekked: When you
is electrical
uses electricity
the screen to
to
you walk for a ( go on) a trek or a hike,
Our homes have give it power.
long
6. You can touch
many electrical
.
trek or hike throughdistance. People often
(3) interactive
such as televisions,
products,
a forest or a mountain
here are
as an adventure
computers, kettles
(2) electrical
and irons. The
sport.
clue here is that
(1) automatic
lets you ask and
the
(3) plodded:
answer.
To plod is
answer questions. screen
more than just
So it is
and difficult way. to walk in a slow
circle the correct
“electrical”.
People plod through
muddy water
carefully. Then,
(3) interactive:
or thick snow.
If a screen is
The sentence
does not tell
Read the sentences
interactive,
it allows you
us that
it was hard
to “talk” to it
special
through
and it will do
the the
to see
things to respond
forest, so “plodded”to move
is not the
National Museumanswer.
here is that the to your actions. The clue
screen lets you
were 8.
our class to the
answer questions.
ask and
Miss Lee took
we turned there
This means that
“interactive”.
it is
carnival). Everywhere
some were
62
Vocabularyand
dinosaur 7. (exhibition,
Some were small MCQS P2
of dinosaurs.
follow Miss
that I forgot to
(models, paintings)
© 2016 Marshall
Cavendish Education
was so excited
Pte Ltd
the ceiling. I
of my class. Luckily,
almost touching
from the rest
I was
9. (divided, separated)
and stayed where
Lee and was
10. (trick, tip)
Miss Lee’s safety
13
I remembered
P2
Vocabulary MCQS
back for me.
until she came
Ltd

clump: A clump
is
bushes that grow a group of trees or
closely together,
I like to go to
e.g.
the bench near
the
trees at the far
end of the school clump of
field.

Question 5

team: A team
is a group of
people who
work closely
together, such
as a team of
experts, workers
or players.

troupe: A troupe
is
perform together, group of people who
dancers, singers such as a troupe of
or performers.
deck: “Deck”
is the collective
noun for
playing cards
or slides that
are used for
audio-visual presentations.

(2)

Do you sometimes feel
frustrated when you donʼt know
why an answer is wrong?

Vocabulary MCQs Explained! helps you
understand exactly where you have
gone wrong (or gone right!)

7

stack: A stack
is a
top of the other. pile of things, one on
We may have
books or papers
a stack of
on the table.

Question 4

troop: “Troop”
is
lions, monkeys the collective noun for
and
government sent soldiers, e.g. The
a
help the villagers. troop of soldiers to

swarm: “Swarm”
for insects, bees is the collective noun
and flies, e.g.
swarm of bees
A large
attacked the
man who had
disturbed their
hive.
flock: “Flock”
is the collective
noun
sheep and birds,
like in the sentencefor
here.

(4)

Question 2

(3)

(4)

Question 3

(3)
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Build up your vocabulary with related
words in the Thematic Worksheets.

Question 13
(1)

(2)

combined: If
two or more
things or people
come together,
they combine
to
together, e.g.
The two schools work
put on a mass
combined to
display at the
National Day
Parade. In this
case,
that the production it is possible to say
many big names. combined the talents of
recognised:
To recognise
is to accept
and approve
of something
or someone in
an official way,
e.g. That school
recognised for
is widely
encouraging
its students to
be involved in
the arts. Involving
does
someone

Do you sometimes feel
frustrated when you donʼt know
why an answer is wrong?

Editing for Spelling and Grammar Explained!
helps you understand exactly where you
have gone wrong and what you
Primary
have done right!
Answer Key

No.

30
15

Revision
Write its number

in the brackets

1

Section A

3.

4.

Cavendish Education
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Vocabulary MCQS
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P5

My cousin is

9.

at 9.00 a.m.

recieved an email

Who is that man

8.

is friendly and

from the rehersar

with the wild

going aboard

Some people

3

not need much

punctually

approachable

help.
4

rehearsal

sore throat. 5

eggs.

Quail

6

from the school

received

regarding timetable
7

1 Spelling

Explanation

8

There is a “k” sound
at
end of the first syllable. the
This
is represented by
the letter c.
This word is formed
from
punctual. We add
the
to punctual to form suffix –ly
the adverb,
so there is a double
l. The
word punctually
means doing
something on time.
This word is spelt
with
e’s. It is an adjective three
used
to describe someone
who is
confident and able
to do things
without much help
from others.
Both o and oa make
the long
“o” sound. Here,
we use oa. An
approachable person
is friendly
and easy to talk
to.

9

10

11

12

13

abroad

possessive

err

c,
so we spell cei.
To receive
something is to
get it.
The second syllable
has a “p”
sound, which is
sometimes
hard to hear. This
sound is
represented by the
letter p. The
word unkempt means
untidy.

14

apparently

To go abroad is
to go to a
foreign country.
To go aboard,
on the other hand,
is to go onto
a bus, a train, a
ship or a plane.
This word is formed
from
possess, which
is spelt with
two double s’s. It
means being
unwilling to let
others use
your things.

The second syllable
has the
letter combination
ui. The
letter u is silent.
A disguise
something that someone is
puts on
to hide his/her real
appearance.
A blessing in disguise
something that appearsis
bad at
first, but which will
turn out to
be good in the end.
This adjective is
formed from
the noun carnivore.
There is the
letter r in the first
syllable. We
drop the final e
and add –ous.
This suffix is used
to form other
adjectives, e.g.
dangerous,
courageous. Something
that is
carnivorous eats
the meat of
animals.

There is a double
p but one r.
We use this word
in a
to say that we think sentence
something
is true, but we cannot
be sure.

June.

© 2020 Marshall

about their cars

and will not let
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Editing for Spelling
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and Grammar

1

Explained! P5

5

Each question in this book comes with
a clear and concise explanation in
the Answer Key. As we say, the real
learning is in the answers!

The correct word
is err,
means make mistakes. which
On the
other hand, an earl
is a highranking male in
British society.
This word means
rude and
disrespectful. The
second
syllable has the
letter o, but it
is unstressed.

insolent

disguise

carnivorous

the letters i and
changes.
e come after

unkempt

and unkemt hair?

to study next

are quite posesive

drive them.

© 2020 Marshall
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This is a noun formed
from the
word rehearse.
We drop the
final e and add the
suffix –al.
This suffix is used
to form other
nouns, e.g. reversal,
denial. A
rehearsal is a practice
session
to prepare for a
performance.
The “kw” sound
is used,
represented by the
letter
combination Qu.
A Quail is
a small bird whose
eggs are
often used for food.
Remember this
spelling rule:
i before e, except
after c. Here,

aprochable.

because of a

smaller than chicken

All parents have

7.

learner who does

service officer

Kwail eggs are

6.

18

Spelling

will leave puntualy

an indipendant

Li Da was absent

5.

Pte Ltd
PM
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pm
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pm
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Challenge
Yourself!

45

1

12

Learn effectively
with thematic
worksheets.
Prisha was awakened

eyes. Through

by the sound

her window,

night sky. It was

and incesent

2.

It made her feels

Prisha heard

4.

be evaccuatted.

the rain so that

1. “How much
luggages is each
person allowed
to carry on board?”
my mother asked
the tour guide.
across the
of lightning flash
2. Among my
classmates, Jun
Wei is the one
who lives
farther fierce
from school.
of the year with
3. The organisers
are really appreciative
of the volunteers’
comitment.
4. What
weather.
dreary
is the
dateline for the
not like such
submission of
this mathematics
homework?

5. The receptionist
who works here
is very friendly.
6. Did anyone
ever prove the
3.
existence of the
town had
Loch Ness Monster?
7. a neighbour
My brother is
the news that
really good in
computer programming.
8. This is quite
a useful device,
isn’t it?
people had to
9. “Areofthese
rain. Hundreds
tasks managable?”
asked the boss.
6.
10. My brother
and hiswith
fiancée are busy
to wait
planning their
relief centres
wedding.
to makeshift

they could return

Cavendish Education
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(

season, the time

rain. Prisha did

a little moody.

A few days ago,

been hit by floods

5.

of thunder.

she saw a bolt

the monsoon

1.

thunderstorms
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or
Section
a spelling
A Six of the
contains either
sentences below
word in the passageword in each of the boxes.
contain either
or grammatical
correct
Each underlined
a spelling
error. Circle the
error. Write the
sentences. Put
grammatical
a tick (✓) in the error in each of the
correct, and
bracket if the
put
sentence is
contains an error.a cross (✗) in the bracket
if the sentence
She opened her

Watch out for tricky questions
when you attempt the “Challenge
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Learning
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highlight where the mistakes are.
You have to spot them yourself!
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The customer

4.

5.

Primary 5

2.

Swee Ling is

3.

15
answer. Write

Being a(n)
short time.
(1) dynamic
(3) buoyant

1.

a spelling
sentence contains
word in each
boxes. 2 independent
in each of the
The underlined
correct word
error. Write the

The next train

2.

Challenge Yourself!

Choose the most
provided.
appropriate

its number in
1. inPicasso’s
a very ideas
the brackets
appropriate answer.
provided.
about art were
sales in the shop he
extremely
was a genius
managed to increase
or
for his time; people
leader, Jim has
(1) controversial a madman.
either thought
)
(3)
( superstitious
(2) eminent
(2) colourful
(4) reckless
(4) deputy
2.
a smile.
and When
business dropped,
(
with a brief nod
)
my father’s company
half of them;
my presence
he was one of
downsized the
)
those who got
(1) ( disengaged
the room, he
staff and
laid off.
(2) accepted
When I entered
(3) ejected
(2) retrenched
(4) admitted
(1) acknowledged
(4) evicted
by a crowd
(3) consented
he was
3. The lawyer
his retirement,
was able to
(
)
the golfer announced
that he was not
the innocence
Immediately after
in the country
)
(
(1) admit
when the crime of his client by presenting
(2) engulfed
evidence
of reporters.
took place.
(3) establish
(2) certify
(4) overpowered
(1) embraced
(4) guarantee
the nurse
(3) confined
wound even after 4. Although the
newspapers say
slowly from the
(
)
to
it is true, personally,
(1) disapproving
Blood continued
I am
)
(
(3) sceptical
(2) sensible
.
(2) ooze
bandaged it.
(4) swayed
(4) gush
(1) spew
5. People
the
during
who
have
(3) shed
(
was crushed
)
jobs sit at their
(1) sedentary
his leg after it
desks for most
to
of the day.
(3) stationery
no choice but
(2) manual
His doctors had
)
(
(4) retired
(2) analyse
accident.
6. I find it too
(4) amputate
(
(1) paralyse
to carry my
)
my smartphone
to the
attention
(3) suffocate
for all my work. laptop everywhere, so I have
25 has drawn
(1) unfeasible
switched to using
at the age of
(3) ambitious
death of the singer celebrities.
(2) cumbersome
many
6. The
)
abuse among
(
(4) monotonous
(2) unfailing
problem of drug
7. Pat went
through a(n)
(4) unsavoury
(
(1) unseemly
)
managedthat
period when
to
her mother
(3) untimely
“I have a (1) stressed overcome her pain with the
and then said,
help of her friends.passed away, but she
(3) trying
(2) interim
looked at us suspiciously
7. My teacher
)
”
(
(4) trivial
(2) doubt
someone is lying.
8. It helps to
get advice from
(4) hunch
(1) hint
(
)
because they
friends when
may
(3) gut
you are making
floral patterns. (1) sympathetic help you to save money.
financial decisions
with
)
(
(3) subtle
(2) frugal
was richly decorated (2) swanky
8. The vase
(4) fervent
(4) lush
(1) ornate
9. The student
went
(3) plush
(
)
a tall tale to explain
didn’t believe
our school carnival
his absence from
him.
everything during
(1) spun
the class but
so relieved that
his teacher
9. We were
)
(3) whirled
(
(2) spiralled
(2) smoothly
according to plan.
(4) twisted
(4) cordially
(1) orderly
49
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Each question in this book comes with
clear and detailed explanations as to
why each answer is right or wrong.
As we say, the real learning is in the
answers!
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3rd Edition

something
which is not arranged
in advance, e.g.
It’s a walk-in

7.

Revision Worksheets provide more
practice in what you have learnt.
Watch out for tricky questions
when you attempt the “Challenge
Yourself!” Worksheets.

Grammar Practice

(3) walk-in:
provided.
“Walk-in” describes

6.

Primary 5

5.

Primary 5

4.

ined!

3.

ined!

where one person
comedy
stands in front
audience and
of an
tells jokes.

the brackets

Tammie’s
her family.
(1) agile
(3) dynamic

2.

Grammar MCQs Expl

stand-in: A stand-in
is a substitute
replacement
for another person, or
what the other
and does
person
do. In performances was supposed to
and shows, the
in is called an
standunderstudy. We
are told
that the understudy
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MCE CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2ND EDITION)

Grade 1 – 6

Age 7 – 12

Marshall Cavendish Education is working closely with Cambridge
Assessment International Education towards endorsement of this series.

Product Introduction
The Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) Cambridge Primary Mathematics (2nd edition) series
is designed to support educators and learners following the 0845/0096 curriculum framework.
Our package nurtures Cambridge active learners, using the Concrete, Pictorial, Abstract (CPA)
approach to help them develop a broad understanding and the ability to apply mathematics in
their daily lives.
The series draws on the tried and tested Singapore Maths teaching approach, that focuses
on mastery through sequencing of concepts. Through activities that promote engagement,
curiosity, innovation and reflection, learners are encouraged to become more confident and selfdirecting. The series develops learners as 21st Century mathematical thinkers within a globalised
community. Incorporating the latest Thinking and Working Mathematically framework, the series
is sure to excite and engage learners!
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Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.

Activity
Book
2nd Edition

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.
AB The Activity Book:

• Provides plenty of practice opportunities to reinforce key mathematical principles and skills taught in the
Student’s Book
• Scaffolds practice with formative questions of different levels, ranging from simple recall questions to
more complex ones with real-life scenarios
• Fosters Thinking and Working Mathematically skills by prompting students to think about and describe
how they have arrived at an answer
• Encourages learner self-reflection with a journaling feature in every chapter
• Familiarises learners with the Primary Checkpoint format by incorporating Reviews with Checkpoint-style
questions at Stages 5 and 6
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For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.

Mathematics

2nd Edition

• Provides plenty of practice opportunities to reinforce key mathematical principles and skills taught in the
Student’s Book
• Scaffolds practice with formative questions of different levels, ranging from simple recall questions to
more complex ones with real-life scenarios
• Fosters Thinking and Working Mathematically skills by prompting students to think about and describe
how they have arrived at an answer
• Encourages learner self-reflection with a journaling feature in every chapter
• Familiarises learners with the Primary Checkpoint format by incorporating Reviews with Checkpoint-style
questions at Stages 5 and 6
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The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.
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Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.
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Mathematics

• Appeals to young learners with bright and colourful illustrations and engaging cartoon mascots
• Brings mathematics to life and makes learning fun through songs, videos, animations, comics, sticker
activities, augmented reality and virtual manipulatives
• Scaffolds lessons such that young learners are first reminded of what they have already learned, before
they are guided into understanding mathematical concepts through CPA tools
• Provides mathematical games, activities, and questions that cover a range of real-life contexts, prompting
learners to reason, describe and present their solutions, and building crucial Thinking and Working
Mathematically skills in the process
• Has an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• Uses simple language and presents key mathematical terms as infographics to build vocabulary

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous
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Book

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.
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• Appeals to young learners with bright and colourful illustrations and engaging cartoon mascots
• Brings mathematics to life and makes learning fun through songs, videos, animations, comics, sticker
activities, augmented reality and virtual manipulatives
• Scaffolds lessons such that young learners are first reminded of what they have already learned, before
they are guided into understanding mathematical concepts through CPA tools
• Provides mathematical games, activities, and questions that cover a range of real-life contexts, prompting
learners to reason, describe and present their solutions, and building crucial Thinking and Working
Mathematically skills in the process
• Has an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• Uses simple language and presents key mathematical terms as infographics to build vocabulary

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.
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For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.
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The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.
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• Provides plenty of practice opportunities to reinforce key mathematical principles and skills taught in the
Student’s Book
• Scaffolds practice with formative questions of different levels, ranging from simple recall questions to
more complex ones with real-life scenarios
• Fosters Thinking and Working Mathematically skills by prompting students to think about and describe
how they have arrived at an answer
• Encourages learner self-reflection with a journaling feature in every chapter
• Familiarises learners with the Primary Checkpoint format by incorporating Reviews with Checkpoint-style
questions at Stages 5 and 6
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Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.
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education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.
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rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.
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• Provides plenty of practice opportunities to reinforce key mathematical principles and skills taught in the
Student’s Book
• Scaffolds practice with formative questions of different levels, ranging from simple recall questions to
more complex ones with real-life scenarios
• Fosters Thinking and Working Mathematically skills by prompting students to think about and describe
how they have arrived at an answer
• Encourages learner self-reflection with a journaling feature in every chapter
• Familiarises learners with the Primary Checkpoint format by incorporating Reviews with Checkpoint-style
questions at Stages 5 and 6

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.
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The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.

2nd Edition

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

✓ Supports the full Cambridge Primary Mathematics
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• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1–6)
• e-book (Stages 1–6)

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.
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Book
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• Appeals to young learners with bright and colourful illustrations and engaging cartoon mascots
• Brings mathematics to life and makes learning fun through songs, videos, animations, comics, sticker
activities, augmented reality and virtual manipulatives
• Scaffolds lessons such that young learners are first reminded of what they have already learned, before
they are guided into understanding mathematical concepts through CPA tools
• Provides mathematical games, activities, and questions that cover a range of real-life contexts, prompting
learners to reason, describe and present their solutions, and building crucial Thinking and Working
Mathematically skills in the process
• Has an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• Uses simple language and presents key mathematical terms as infographics to build vocabulary
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they are guided into understanding mathematical concepts through CPA tools
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Teacher Resources
Teacher’s Guide
Cambridge Primary
Mathematics

For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.
Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.

Teacher’s Guide

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.
TG The Teacher’s Guide:

✓ Supports the full Cambridge Primary Mathematics
Curriculum Framework (0096) for first teaching
from 2021

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

2nd Edition

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

1

• Empowers teachers with practical strategies to enable effective classroom or home-based learning
(including a section on making manipulatives from household items)
• Eases lesson preparation by providing tips and questions for teachers to stimulate Thinking and Working
Mathematically and check for misconceptions
• Supports differentiated learning with clear instructions for supporting less confident learners while
challenging those who are more confident
• Focuses teaching direction with clearly structured lesson plans, including warm-up sections to get
learner’s attention and wrap-ups to consolidate understanding
• Enables teachers to extend learning beyond the classroom with open-ended cross-curricular and
home-based activities

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1–6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1–6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1–6)
• e-book (Stages 1–6)

quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ Used by Cambridge schools worldwide

• Student’s Book:

Cambridge
Primary

Mathematics

1

Additional Digital Resources*

Teacher’s
Guide

– Annotatable Enhanced eBooks

2nd Edition

(Tagged with interactive digital resources)

ISBN 978-981-4971-21-8
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Cambridge Primary
Mathematics

For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.
Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Mathematics series, you will find a
unique combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources,
paired with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary
Mathematics programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.

Teacher’s Guide

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Mathematically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of
mathematics to the world around them.
TG The Teacher’s Guide:

Curriculum Framework (0096) for first teaching
from 2021

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

2nd Edition

✓ Supports the full Cambridge Primary Mathematics
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• Empowers teachers with practical strategies to enable effective classroom or home-based learning
(including a section on making manipulatives from household items)
• Eases lesson preparation by providing tips and questions for teachers to stimulate Thinking and Working
Mathematically and check for misconceptions
• Supports differentiated learning with clear instructions for supporting less confident learners while
challenging those who are more confident
• Focuses teaching direction with clearly structured lesson plans, including warm-up sections to get
learner’s attention and wrap-ups to consolidate understanding
• Enables teachers to extend learning beyond the classroom with open-ended cross-curricular and
home-based activities

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

• Activity Book:

Consultant: Dr Amanda O’Shea (PhD) • Authors: Axel Tan and Joseph Wilson

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1–6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1–6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1–6)
• e-book (Stages 1–6)

quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ Used by Cambridge schools worldwide

– Annotatable eBooks
• Digital Teacher’s Guide:
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Primary
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Teacher’s
Guide

– Scheme of Work (Editable)

2nd Edition

– Lesson Plans (Editable)
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– Teaching Ideas and Strategies
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(Age 7)

Grade 1

– Suggested Answers for Student’s Book
and Activity Book and Blackline Masters

Teacher’s Guide 1
9789814971218

• Levelled Worksheets (Editable)

(Age 8)

Grade 2

• School-to-Home Notes
• Lesson PowerPoint Slides (Editable)
Teacher’s Guide 2
9789814971225

*These resources have not been through the
Cambridge International endorsement process.

(Age 9)

Grade 3

Available on:
Teacher’s Guide 3
9789814971232

Grade 4

(Age 10)

Teacher’s Guide 4
9789814971249

Grade 5

(Age 11)

Teacher’s Guide 5
9789814971256

Grade 6

(Age 12)

Visit our website for more information:

Teacher’s Guide 6
9789814971263

https://bit.ly/MCECambridgePM2E
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MY PALS ARE HERE! MATHS

Grade 1 – 6

Age 7 – 12

Maths
Product Introduction
Drawing from extensive research and feedback, this world-class programme is widely adopted
and highly popular amongst teachers and pupils.
To hone pupils’ problem-solving and critical-thinking skills, concepts are arranged
and unfolded systematically using a structured approach that progresses with pupils’ cognitive
levels. Abundant resources are provided to support the differentiated pathways and facilitate
effective assessments for users of different needs.
This series is also adapted to:
–
–
–
–
–

MPH Maths, adopted in Ukraine, Kazakhstan & Libya, Kazak, Russian and Arabic text
Bli en Mattemostare, adopted in Sweden, Swedish text
Les Maths avec Leonie, adopted in France, French text
Rekenwonders, adopted in Netherlands, Netherlandic text
MPH Maths - NIIT version, adopted in India, English text
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Core Components

Actual Size: 439 mm (W) × 276 mm (H)

Page Extend: 176 pages

Spine Width: 5.8 mm

Actual Size: 437.8 mm (W) × 276 mm (H)

Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore
Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore
schools. It is written in line with the 2013 primary mathematics syllabus and
initiatives from the Ministry of Education. Drawing from extensive research and
feedback from teachers and pupils, the third edition has evolved to further
strengthen mathematical concept development through the inclusion of new
features to meet the needs of educators, pupils and parents.

Pupil’s Book

Maths 6B
3rd Edition

3rd Edition

Maths (3rd Edition) Workbook complements the Pupil’s Book

Class:
Dr Fong Ho Kheong • Gan Kee Soon • Chelvi Ramakrishnan

5/30/17 11:11 AM

by using a variety of questions, word problems and riddles for reinforcement,
testing and consolidation of concepts. Drawing from extensive research
and feedback from teachers and pupils, the third edition supports the
learning of mathematical concepts and development of processes via the
following features:
• Practice reinforces essential mathematical concepts, skills and problemsolving strategies using graded questions arranged in staggered levels of
difficulty.
• Maths Journal provides opportunities for self-reflection.
• Put On Your Thinking Cap! broadens pupils’ thinking skills and extends
their understanding of mathematical concepts through the use of heuristics.
• Chapter Review consolidates concepts at the end of each chapter.
• Review consolidates concepts after every two to four chapters as well as
from earlier levels.
• Revision develops exam readiness in pupils through a summative
assessment.

Maths (3rd Edition) comprises:
• Pupil’s Book in 2 parts
• Workbook in 2 parts
Visit www.mceducation.com for more information.

Workbook

Maths 6B
3rd Edition

Maths (3rd Edition) Workbook complements the Pupil’s Book

Class:
Dr Fong Ho Kheong • Gan Kee Soon • Chelvi Ramakrishnan

Maths 6B
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Visit www.mceducation.com for more information.
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In this edition, emphasis is given to the three clusters of mathematical processes:
Reasoning, communications and connections
• Chapter Opener jump-starts learning in a fun and engaging way through
poems, stories and common scenarios meant to capture the pupils’ interest.
• Maths Sharing offers opportunities for self-reflection.
Applications
• Hands-On Activity reinforces skills, concepts and problem-solving strategies
through active learning.
Thinking skills and heuristics
• Before you learn introduces concepts through short tasks that involve
concrete materials, and poses thought-provoking questions to help develop
the pupils’ thinking skills.
• Learn teaches concepts in concise steps using real-life contexts, manipulatives
and meaningful visuals.
• Put On Your Thinking Cap! challenges pupils to solve non-routine questions.
This edition also continues to facilitate the understanding of mathematical
concepts through scaffolded learning:
• Try allows pupils to practise new concepts with the help of the teacher.
• Review enables teachers to assess pupils’ understanding and helps pupils to
reinforce concepts learnt.
• Chapter Wrap-Up helps pupils consolidate concepts learnt in each chapter.
The direct correlation of the Workbook to the Pupil’s Book allows for practice,
assessment and development of problem-solving and thinking skills. Reviews
and Revisions consolidate learning.

Maths (3rd Edition) comprises:
• Pupil’s Book in 2 parts

• Workbook in 2 parts

Pupil’s Book

Maths 6B
3rd Edition

In this edition, emphasis is given to the three clusters of mathematical processes:

Visit www.mceducation.com for more information.

Maths 6B

ISBN 978-981-4684-02-6

9 789814 684026

Dr Fong Ho Kheong • Gan Kee Soon • Chelvi Ramakrishnan

Reasoning, communications and connections
• Chapter Opener jump-starts learning in a fun and engaging way through
poems, stories and common scenarios meant to capture the pupils’ interest.
• Maths Sharing offers opportunities for self-reflection.
Applications
• Hands-On Activity reinforces skills, concepts and problem-solving strategies
through active learning.

3rd Edition

Thinking skills and heuristics
• Before you learn introduces concepts through short tasks that involve
concrete materials, and poses thought-provoking questions to help develop
the pupils’ thinking skills.
• Learn teaches concepts in concise steps using real-life contexts, manipulatives
and meaningful visuals.
• Put On Your Thinking Cap! challenges pupils to solve non-routine questions.
This edition also continues to facilitate the understanding of mathematical
concepts through scaffolded learning:
• Try allows pupils to practise new concepts with the help of the teacher.
• Review enables teachers to assess pupils’ understanding and helps pupils to
reinforce concepts learnt.
• Chapter Wrap-Up helps pupils consolidate concepts learnt in each chapter.
The direct correlation of the Workbook to the Pupil’s Book allows for practice,
assessment and development of problem-solving and thinking skills. Reviews
and Revisions consolidate learning.

Maths (3rd Edition) comprises:
• Pupil’s Book in 2 parts

• Workbook in 2 parts
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and meaningful visuals.
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This edition also continues to facilitate the understanding of mathematical
concepts through scaffolded learning:
• Try allows pupils to practise new concepts with the help of the teacher.
• Review enables teachers to assess pupils’ understanding and helps pupils to
reinforce concepts learnt.
• Chapter Wrap-Up helps pupils consolidate concepts learnt in each chapter.
The direct correlation of the Workbook to the Pupil’s Book allows for practice,
assessment and development of problem-solving and thinking skills. Reviews
and Revisions consolidate learning.
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• Workbook in 2 parts
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schools. It is written in line with the 2013 primary mathematics syllabus and
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feedback from teachers and pupils, the third edition has evolved to further
strengthen mathematical concept development through the inclusion of new
features to meet the needs of educators, pupils and parents.
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and meaningful visuals.
• Put On Your Thinking Cap! challenges pupils to solve non-routine questions.
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This edition also continues to facilitate the understanding of mathematical
concepts through scaffolded learning:
• Try allows pupils to practise new concepts with the help of the teacher.
• Review enables teachers to assess pupils’ understanding and helps pupils to
reinforce concepts learnt.
• Chapter Wrap-Up helps pupils consolidate concepts learnt in each chapter.
The direct correlation of the Workbook to the Pupil’s Book allows for practice,
assessment and development of problem-solving and thinking skills. Reviews
and Revisions consolidate learning.
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In this edition, emphasis is given to the three clusters of mathematical processes:
Reasoning, communications and connections
• Chapter Opener jump-starts learning in a fun and engaging way through
poems, stories and common scenarios meant to capture the pupils’ interest.
• Maths Sharing offers opportunities for self-reflection.

ISBN 978-981-4684-02-6
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Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore
schools. It is written in line with the 2013 primary mathematics syllabus and
initiatives from the Ministry of Education. Drawing from extensive research and
feedback from teachers and pupils, the third edition has evolved to further
strengthen mathematical concept development through the inclusion of new
features to meet the needs of educators, pupils and parents.

Pupil’s Book

Visit www.mceducation.com for more information.
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Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore

schools. It is written in line with the 2013 primary mathematics syllabus and
initiatives from the Ministry of Education. Drawing from extensive research and
feedback from teachers and pupils, the third edition has evolved to further
strengthen mathematical concept development through the inclusion of new
features to meet the needs of educators, pupils and parents.

9 789814 684026
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Page Extend: 176 pages

Spine Width: 5.8 mm

Actual Size: 437.8 mm (W) × 276 mm (H)

Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore
Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore
schools. It is written in line with the 2013 primary mathematics syllabus and
initiatives from the Ministry of Education. Drawing from extensive research and
feedback from teachers and pupils, the third edition has evolved to further
strengthen mathematical concept development through the inclusion of new
features to meet the needs of educators, pupils and parents.
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• Practice reinforces essential mathematical concepts, skills and problemsolving strategies using graded questions arranged in staggered levels of
difficulty.
• Maths Journal provides opportunities for self-reflection.
• Put On Your Thinking Cap! broadens pupils’ thinking skills and extends
their understanding of mathematical concepts through the use of heuristics.
• Chapter Review consolidates concepts at the end of each chapter.
• Review consolidates concepts after every two to four chapters as well as
from earlier levels.
• Revision develops exam readiness in pupils through a summative
assessment.

3rd Edition

Page Extend: 176 pages

Spine Width: 5.8 mm

Actual Size: 437.8 mm (W) × 276 mm (H)

Workbook
Maths 6B 3rd Edition
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Maths 6B 3rd Edition

• Workbook in 2 parts

Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore
schools. It is written in line with the Singapore Ministry of Education’s 2013
primary mathematics syllabus.

Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore
schools. It is written in line with the Singapore Ministry of Education’s 2013
primary mathematics syllabus.
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Maths (3rd Edition) comprises:
• Pupil’s Book in 2 parts

Page Extend: 200 pages

Workbook

ISBN 978-981-4684-04-0

9 7 89 8 1 4 68 4 0 40

Bar Code: Scan & Checked by Eve @ 18/05/16(Wed)

Maths 6B 3rd Edition

The direct correlation of the Workbook to the Pupil’s Book allows for practice,
assessment and development of problem-solving and thinking skills. Reviews
and Revisions consolidate learning.

Spine Width: 7 mm

Maths (3rd Edition) is a widely adopted series in Singapore

Maths (3rd Edition) Workbook complements the Pupil’s Book

Maths (3rd Edition) comprises:
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This edition also continues to facilitate the understanding of mathematical
concepts through scaffolded learning:
• Tr y allows pupils to practise new concepts with the help of the teacher.
• Review enables teachers to assess pupils’ understanding and helps pupils to
reinforce concepts learnt.
• Chapter Wrap-Up helps pupils consolidate concepts learnt in each chapter.
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Thinking skills and heuristics
• Before you learn introduces concepts through short tasks that involve
concrete materials, and poses thought-provoking questions to help develop
the pupils’ thinking skills.
• Learn teaches concepts in concise steps using real-life contexts, manipulatives
and meaningful visuals.
• Put On Your Thinking Cap! challenges pupils to solve non-routine questions.
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primary mathematics syllabus.
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testing and consolidation of concepts. Drawing from extensive research
and feedback from teachers and pupils, the third edition supports the
learning of mathematical concepts and development of processes via the
following features:
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difficulty.
• Maths Journal provides opportunities for self-reflection.
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Applications
• Hands-On Activity reinforces skills, concepts and problem-solving strategies
through active learning.
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Reasoning, communications and connections
• Chapter Opener jump-starts learning in a fun and engaging way through
poems, stories and common scenarios meant to capture the pupils’ interest.
• Maths Sharing offers opportunities for self-reflection.
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Maths (3rd Edition) is a comprehensive, task-based and learner-centred
programme designed to provide pupils with a solid foundation in mathematics and
opportunities to become efficient problem solvers. This programme continues to make
learning mathematics fun and rewarding through the use of engaging illustrations,
hands-on activities and games that reinforce and consolidate learning for pupils of different
abilities.
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The tests provide ample practice to strengthen pupils’ foundation in mathematics.
At the same time, the tests prepare pupils for examinations by exposing pupils to
examination-type questions. Challenging problems are also included to develop
pupils’ problem-solving skills.
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The book comprises two parts — A and B — for each level. There are ample questions
to reinforce all the concepts taught throughout the school terms. At the end of each
chapter, pupils develop higher-order thinking skills through ‘Challenging Practice’.
This is followed by ‘Put On Your Thinking Cap!’ which consists of non-routine questions
to foster critical and creative problem-solving skills. Revision tests and examinations
are also included to prepare pupils for their school assessments. This pupil-friendly
book encourages excellence in mathematics through consistent diligence and practice.
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Maths Homework (3rd Edition) is a series of practice and revision tests
designed to complement the My Pals Are Here! Maths (3rd Edition) package.
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The Teacher’s Planning Guide is organised into chapters. Each chapter comprises:
• Scheme of work: facilitates lesson preparation by giving teachers an overview of each
chapter, including the resources needed for each lesson. These resources include all the
components available in the
.
• Teaching notes: empower teachers with information to facilitate classroom teaching.
Essential features such as answers and worked solutions, mathematics background
information, cross-curricular connections, common misconceptions, differentiated
teaching strategies and classroom management tips enable teachers to teach more
confidently and make each lesson more enriching for the pupils.
Special attention has been given to the teaching notes for the challenging topics of Circles
and Speed. With these notes, teachers are able to effectively anticipate and overcome
pupils’ specific learning difficulties in these areas.
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and strategies that help teachers to plan for mathematics lessons, and guides them in
successful lesson execution, enabling teachers to become effective facilitators in the pupils’
learning of mathematics. With content that is anchored by the blended learning framework,
teachers will be able to seamlessly integrate the requirements of the new syllabus with
mathematical concepts and processes using the latest tools of technology. The result is an
enhanced learning experience for pupils.
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components available in the
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• Teaching notes: empower teachers with information to facilitate classroom teaching.
Essential features such as answers and worked solutions, mathematics background
information, cross-curricular connections, common misconceptions, differentiated
teaching strategies and classroom management tips enable teachers to teach more
confidently and make each lesson more enriching for the pupils.
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and Speed. With these notes, teachers are able to effectively anticipate and overcome
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Promotes Deep Understanding through
Structured Approaches
A pedagogy with collaborative activities, this series allows pupils to learn and develop skills for
problem-solving. Through progressive approaches that build upon what pupils have learnt
previously before introducing the same topic in greater depth, pupils are able to bridge the
learning between the different concepts learnt and transit with ease.

The Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract (C-P-A) approach

Teachers can employ this ubiquitous teaching approach embedded in the series to guide pupils to
construct meaning and understanding so as to uncover abstract mathematical concepts. Starting
with an anchor task, teachers can follow up by providing scaffolding and feedback to help pupils
develop fluency to transit between the various stages, gain confidence and become proficient in
operating within a symbolic environment.

Concrete

1

Learning is made

Learn

manageable and
meaningful when

pupils learn new
concepts using real
objects and experience
mathematics in
real-life through
thought-provoking bitesized tasks.

Shapes and Two-Dimensional
Figures

Lesson

1 Use a circular piece of paper.

Fold the circle into two halves.

Getting to know more shapes

Take a circular piece of paper.
Fold it into quarters.
What shape do you have now?
How many of these shapes make a circle?

2 This half circle is known as a semicircle .
straight line
curve

Recall
semicircle

These are shapes you know.
corner

side

corner

side

Fold the semicircle into two halves.

corner

side

3 This is known as a quarter circle .
straight lines

circle

triangle

curve

straight line

square

rectangle

straight line

curve

straight line

quarter circle
Can you identify the
straight lines and curves
around you?

This is a straight line.

46

Chapter 13

This is a curve.

Lesson 1

Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Figures
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Pictorial
Pupils are guided
to transit from

using objects to
observing visual
representations of

8/28/13 11:51 AM
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Solids and Three-Dimensional
Figures

Lesson

2

Learn

Shapes and Two-Dimensional Figures

8/5/13 11:38 AM

Lesson

Getting to know solids

47

3

Making Patterns

Learn

Making patterns with shapes

Abstract

what they were using.

I can make a pattern using
circles of different sizes.

Examples of Objects
ﬂat face

cube
ﬂat face

corner

cuboid
edge

and become fluent in
using symbols and
numerals to handle
more sophisticated
mathematical tasks.

edge

corner
edge

ﬂat face

This is repeated in
the pattern.

ﬂat face

corner

I can make a pattern
using different shapes .

edge
corner

e
ag

p
Co
ext
ntinued on n

Lesson 2

Solids and Three-Dimensional Figures
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Two-Dimensional and Three-Dimensional Figures
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3

adept at learning
concepts
represented in an
abstract manner

Look at these solids and objects.
Solids

2

Pupils become

Make a pattern using squares of different colours.
Can you explain what the pattern is?

Take a football.
What solid is this?

1

Textbook
8/5/13 11:38 AM
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The Spiral Approach

Used concurrently with the C-P-A approach, the Spiral approach refers to content being
revisited in greater depth at higher levels. This allows pupils to build outward on prior
knowledge and develop their understanding of each concept in depth, and learn the content
well for application at advanced levels.
In Grade 2, pupils encounter fractions for the
first time and learn the fundamentals of what a
fraction is.
Learn

In Grade 3, pupils revisit fractions in a greater
depth and learn about how fractions can be
manipulated.
Lesson

1

Naming the parts of a whole

Take a circular piece of coloured paper.
Fold it in half.
Then, fold it in half again.
What fraction is 1 part of the circle?

Equivalent Fractions

Learn

Understanding equivalent fractions

Fold a strip into 4 equal parts.
Mark the parts and colour 1 part.
Fold the strip again into 8 equal parts and draw dotted lines to mark the parts.
What fraction of the strip is coloured?

The pizza shows one whole.

Andy, Betty and Cory each had a pizza of the same size.
Andy cut his pizza into 2 equal parts.
He ate 1 part out of 2 equal parts.
1
He ate of his pizza.
2

Betty cuts her pizza into 4 equal parts.
She ate 2 parts out of 4 equal parts.

Ben cuts the pizza into 2 equal parts.
2 halves make 1 whole.
1 whole =

She ate

2
2

2
of her pizza.
4

Cory cuts his pizza into 6 equal parts.
He ate 3 parts out of 6 equal parts.
He ate

Ben cuts the pizza into 4 equal parts.

3
of his pizza.
6

1
2

1
2

numerator
denominator

2
4

3
6

4 quarter circles make 1 whole.
1 whole = 4

1
of Andy’s pizza is the same size as 2 of Betty’s pizza.
2
4
2
of Betty’s pizza is the same size as 3 of Cory’s pizza.
4
6

4

He eats 3 parts out of 4 equal parts.
He eats 3 of the whole pizza.
4

1 2
3
, and are equivalent fractions.
2 4
6

He has 1 of the pizza left.
4

Lesson 1

56

77

Understanding Fractions

Grade 2 Textbook
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Fractions

Grade 3 Textbook
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In Grade 4, pupils extend their learning by learning more variations
of fractions. They also build on the manipulations they have learnt in
Grade 3 in greater depth.
Improper Fractions and
Mixed Numbers

3

Lesson

Converting an improper fraction to a mixed number
Kai Xiang ate 11 pizzas.
3

6

3
1

Use

1

Be

fore you l earn ...

1
3

to show the number of whole pizza and the fraction of a pizza that

he ate.

L

earn

1

Convert 3 to a mixed number.
2

3
2

 3 halves
 2 halves  1 half
 1 whole  1 half

3
21
2
2
2
1 1
2
1
1
2
So, 3  1 1 .
2
2

2

Number lines can be used to show an improper fraction and its
mixed number.
0

1
2

2
2

0

1
2

1

3
2

4
2

?

2

From the number line, 3 is 1 1 .
2

14

Chapter 8

2

Fractions

Grade 4 Textbook
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Hones Problem-solving Skills
Pupils hone their problem-solving skills through individual and collaborative practices. As
they work through mock problems, they learn how they can apply the same problem-solving
strategies to real-world problems.
Multiple practices allow pupils to hone their skills, Solving of non-routine questions in Put on
process information actively and deepen
Your Thinking Cap! let's pupils apply heuristics
their conceptual knowledge.
learnt and sharpen their critical thinking skills.
Name:

Class:

Class:

Date:

Put on Your Thinking Cap!

Dat e:

Maths Journal

1

Name:

14 Fractions

Chapter

Understand

ns
ing Fractio

2

nks.
Mariam

example
out of

1

rts
paMariam
Will
get more of the ice cream?
equal

12

is shaded.
1
12

Use diagrams to show your answer.

of the figure

is shaded.

Chiang Heng places f ive poles A, B, C, D and E in order along a straight
line. The distance between poles A and D is 1 m.
Poles A, B and C are 1 m apart from one another.
5
The distance between poles D and E is 7 m.
10
How far apart are poles B and E?
Give
your
answer
as
a
The figure is made up of identical squares. How many more squares mixed number in its simplest form.
need to be shaded so that 1 of the figure is shaded?
A
B
4

D

1m 1m
5
5

E

7 m
10
1m

is shaded.

equal parts

of the figure

is shaded.
Chapter 14

Fractions

Workbook B:
Put on Your Thinking Cap!
page 26

125

99

g Fractions

erstandin
Lesson 1 Und

36

Chapter 8

Fractions

Workbook

09(M)MPaHMathWB2B_14.indd 125
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PM
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Textbook
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C

?m

of the figure

is shaded.

Date:

Put on Your Thinking Cap!

What fraction of the square is shaded?

equal parts

out of

(b)

3

is shaded.

out of

(a)

Class:

(1)

Fill in the bla

(1)

Name:

I want more!
I want 1 of the ice cream!
8
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Practice 1

What fraction of the square is shaded?

I want 1 of the ice cream!
4

8/20/15 9:13 AM
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Hands-on Activity
Use

.

2 Find friends to make a whole with your

.

Game

3 Use

to divide the circle into equal parts.
Write a sentence for the number of parts that equal 1 whole.

1 Hold

numerator

Are the parts equ

Players: 2
You need:

facing down.

Your partner holds

al?

•

facing down.

2 Take turns to flip over one card and

.
e the same size
paper that hav
gular pieces of
Use three rectan
Workbook B:
Practice 2,
tangle into
parts.
al107–108
pages
c 4 equ
1 Fold each rec
parts.
b 3 equal
ts.
a 2 equal par
ts.
Lesson
2
More
Fractions
par
al
1 of the equ
tangle, shade
2 For each rec of the whole is each equal part?
What fraction
(M)MPaHMathTB2B_14.indd 83

83

solving real-world
problems.

3 Repeat 2 until one of you have no more
cards left.
The player with more cards wins.
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Maths Sharin
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pages 109–116
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les of fractions
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When pupils work together
on group activities, they
can learn collaborative
and teamwork skills,
which are essential for

1
1
is greater than 3 .
2

ivity
Hands-on Act

te
Example
ts of a chocola
of 8 equal par
I ate 2 parts out
te bar.
2
cola
cho
the
I ate of

and
(unit fractions
only)

compare the fractions on the cards.
The player who gives the correct answer first
keeps the cards on the table.

denominator
ber of
shows the num
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equal parts4of Colourws
number of
the parts.
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Lesson

1
Caters to Different Learning Needs

Two-step Word Problems Invo
the Four Operations

When pupils enjoy their mathematics lessons, they are more motivated to learn. Vast
Instructional Objective
resources designated at appropriate junctures can reinforce knowledge and help pupils
excel in the subject.
Warm-Up Activity

Teachers may use the complementary instruction and practices provided to
help pupils recall and strengthen prior knowledge.
Lesson

1

Let’s Recall
eck
Let’s Ch

50.
r costs $19
ision set.
$
A compute less than a telev
ogether?
50
ms cost alt
It costs $2
ite
th
do bo
How much

1

Using models to solve two-step word problems
involving addition and subtraction

Instructional Objective

Firdaus had $500.
He spent $325 on a bicycle and $98 on a safety helmet.
How much did he have left?

Warm-Up Activity

$325

Learn

• Use models to solve two-step word problems involving
the four operations.

$98

3_C8_01

ether.
eels altog
eels.
have 27 wh
has 3 wh
A tricycle shop, the tricycles
ve?
Mr Jay ha
es
In Mr Jay’s
do
les
tricyc
How many

Copying is
tion Pte Ltd.
dish Educa
© 2015 Marsh

all Caven

Chapter

on

8 Preparati

Digital Element

Recall

$500

permitted.

3

?

© 2015 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd. Copying is permitted.

2

per group

(Pupil’s Book 3A pages 147 and 148)
• Have pupils read the scenario on page 147.
Digital Element
• Have them work in groups of four and provide each
group with 88
to represent the consent forms.
Launch ‘Learn’ from the Learning Solution.
to act out the scenario and to
• Ask pupils to use
Have pupils interact with the Digital Element to
draw a model to represent each part of the problem.
enhance their understanding of the concept.
• Provide each group with 8 more
when they have
figured out that the first step is addition. (88 + 8 = 96)
Then, ask pupils to divide all 96 cubes into 8 equal groups. (96 ÷ 8 = 12)
• Have some pupils share their models with the class.
• Lead pupils to see that two steps and two separate models are required to solve the problem.

$423

Tan.
nt seeds.
eds as Mr
ets of pla
ckets of se
ys 6 pack
many pa
y?
Mr Tan bu
times as
m Nora bu
ra buys 4
s did Md
ed
se
Mdm No
of
packets
How many

• 96

Learn Solving two-step word problems involving the four operations

325 + 98 = 423
He spent $423 altogether.

MPHTPG

In this lesson, you will need:

• Have pupils work in groups of four.
• Provide each group with
and have them solve the following multiplication problem: Each pupil gets 3 cubes.
How many cubes will 8 pupils get? (24)
• Have pupils draw a model to represent the problem and then solve the problem.
• When a group gets the correct answer, give the group 24
.
equally among the four group members. Have them represent the division problem
• Ask pupils to share the
with a model.
• Then, have volunteers show both models on the board.

?
$?

$1,950

Two-step Word Problems Involving
the Four Operations

Pupils recall how to use models to solve two-part word
Best Practice
problems involving addition and subtraction.
Create and distribute copies of the four-step problem• Direct pupils’ attention to the ‘Recall’ segment on page
solving method that pupils can use to approach the
147 of the Pupil’s Book. Read the problem aloud and
problems in this lesson:
explain how pupils can solve part a of the two-part
Step 1: What have I gathered from the problem?
problem using the four-step problem-solving method.
Step 2: How do I solve this?
• Step 1: Ask: What have you gathered from the
Step 3: What do I need to find?
problem? (Huiting had $435 and she received $326
Step 4: How can I check the answer?
more from Ian.)
• Step 2: Ask: How do you solve this? (I can draw a model.) What kind of model should you draw? (A part-whole
model) Why? (There are two parts: $435 — the amount Huiting had and $326 — the amount Ian gave to her; the
two parts together make a new whole.) Highlight how the model in the Pupil’s Book shows the addition of another
set, representing $326, to the first set which represents $435.
• Step 3: Ask: What do you need to find? (The total amount Huiting had after Ian gave $326 to her — that is, the sum
of $435 and $326.) How do you get the answer? (I add $435 and $326.) Write the addition equation on the board.

500 – 423 = 77
He had $77 left.

Best Practice

a

7
Chapter 8 Preparation
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Animated chapter openers in the eBook and other
resources found in the rich repository can be used to

engage pupils, helping them reinforce what
they have learnt beyond the classroom.

Fractions

CHAPTER
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Facilitates Effective Assessment
As pupils progress in learning mathematics, they will have to master challenging
mathematical topics and undergo formal assessments. Teachers can help pupils consolidate
and strengthen their understanding while carrying out effective assessments using the wide
array of tools available.
Informal bite-sized assessments can be used to check pupils’ understanding of
foundational concepts. Tips and rubrics are provided to guide the teacher in implementing
these assessments effectively.

Name:

Chapter 5
Shapes and Patterns

Tips for the teacher

Diagnostic
Assessment

Task 1:

1

2

3

4

Identifying, Completing and
Making Patterns

Materials:

  

 



Mathematical
concepts

The pupil is able to
identify, complete
and make patterns
efﬁciently. He/She
is able to complete
all four questions
correctly.

The pupil is able to
identify, complete
and make patterns
relatively well.
He/She is able to
complete two or
three questions
correctly.

The pupil requires
prompts and
guidance to be
able to identify,
complete and make
patterns. He/She
is able to complete
one question
correctly.

•

What shape comes next in the pattern?
Circle the correct shape in the box.

I.

What shape comes next in the pattern?
Circle the correct shape in the box.

Rearrange these shapes to make a pattern.

II.

to show your answer.

© 2013 Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited

(1)

Criteria

Circle the pattern that repeats.

Use

Use the correct measuring item to answer the following questions.
remember to write the units next to your answer.

Suggested Assessment Rubric:
Identifying, Completing and Making Patterns

• Identify pattern units.
• Complete patterns of shapes according to size, shape, colour and/or orientation.
• Make patterns of shapes.

(a) The length of Strip A is

.

(b) The length of Strip B is

.

(c) The length of Strip C is

.

(d) The length of Strip D is

.

(e) Which is the longest strip? Strip
(f)

Which is the shortest strip? Strip

(g) Arrange the strips from longest to shortest.
,

,

,

longest

(2)

Assess
• Observe pupils during the task to assess their:
✤ ability to ﬁnd the pattern unit
✤ ability to complete a pattern according to orientation
✤ ability to complete a pattern according to colour and shape
✤ ability to make a pattern according to shapes
• Avoid evaluating or giving feedback during the task.
• Assess the ﬁnal work with close reference to the rubric.

29

Your teacher gives out four strips of paper labelled A, B, C and D.
Find the length of each strip of paper.

Share and explain
• Share with pupils the learning objectives of the task.
• Read the instructions with pupils.
• Explain the task to pupils clearly.
to present their solution for 4 .
• Inform pupils that they will be using
• Explain the criteria of the assessment rubric to pupils and get them to set a target
for the task. This encourages goal setting and ownership.
• Guide pupils through their thought processes. Example:
✤ Look at each pattern. First, ﬁnd the part that repeats.
• Get pupils to complete the task within a stipulated time.

Measure the length of the line below.

Chapter 9

Length

189

Workbook

15_(M)MPaHMathWB2A_09.indd 189
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Holistic Assessment Guide

30
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Teachers can use the various tagging found in the
Teacher’s Planning Guide to identify pupils’
(M)HolisticAssGuide1_05.indd 29

Date:

On the table, you have a centimetre ruler, a string and a measuring tape.
Your teacher has the metre rule.
Approach your teacher when you need it.

• Prepare the
before beginning the task.
• Prepare an assessment rubric.

Learning objectives:

Class:

performance task

FOR TEACHER’S USE

29/12/12 11:11 AM

(M)HolisticAssGuide1_05.indd 30
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weaknesses and effect remediation

whenever appropriate.

Let’s Check
Write the missing equivalent fractions.

1

Let’s
Let’s Practise

0

Let’s Practise
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1
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Let’s Practise
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Let’s Check
4

2
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the following
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3
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1 each
2 following
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Write
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1 number
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What
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represent?
aa mixed
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represent?
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6 the following
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are equivalent fractions.
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2
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0 = 2 thirds
1
2 wholes
+
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thirds
4
4
34
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theitsfollowing
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11 What
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mixed
number
Write
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fraction
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2 number
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thirds
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09
1
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Let’s
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each
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b following
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each
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represent?
1 number
Practise
6does
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6
Let’s
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146
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b
a
a
5
5
33 +
+ Compare
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are equivalent fractions.
6 fractions. Fill in the blanks.
6

36
3
6

2
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Name:

Class:

Date:

Revision 1

Name:

Paper 1
Section A

Class:

Date:

Review 3

Section A

For each question, four options are given. One of them is the correct answer. Make
Each
question
has four options. Choose the correct option ( 1 , 2 , 3 or 4 ).
your choice ( 1 , 2 , 3 or 4 ) and write your answers in the
brackets
provided.
Write in the brackets provided.
K (1)
6 031 005  6 000 000 
 5. What is the missing number?
(1)
Which of the following is another way to name ∠q ?
1 310 000
2
3
4

© 2017 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

K

K

(2)

(3)

(4)

B

C

1
2
3
4

Find the value of 473  7000.
1 3311
2 33 110
3 331 100
4 3 311 000
Find the value of 238 400  400.
1 596
2 2384
3 5960
4 59 600

15_(M)MPaHWB5A_Revision 1.indd 179

qq

( 2 )

D

Find the value of 45  9  (35  23)  4.
1 53
2 68
3 252
4 264

(2)

∠BAD
∠DCB
∠CBA
( 1 )
∠CDA

(

)

(

)

Which angle is smaller than 90°?

connect ideas across topics and
consolidate their learning.

2

1
( 4 )

3
© 2016 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

K

Various independent exercises, Reviews
and Revisions provide pupils with
ample practice to acquire the flexibility
and accuracy in solving problems,

A

31 000
3100
310

4
( 1 )

Revision 1

179

7/14/16 5:09 PM

Review 3

123

Workbook
(M)MPaHWB4A_Review 3.indd 123

8/14/15 4:51 PM

, teachers can diagnose pupils’ learning needs, assign suitable
resources that are autogradable to stretch, enhance and support pupils’ learning and provide

Using

remediation, reinforcement or extension of learning.

Lesson package for
pupils who need extra
support

Also available on

This content is available for pupils with subscribed accounts.
For a demonstration, please contact our education consultants.
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Lesson package
for on-level
pupils

Lesson package
for advanced
pupils

MY PALS ARE HERE! MATHS (4TH EDITION)

Grade 1 Age 7

Product Introduction
My Pals Are Here! Maths (4th Edition) is a fun, easy-to-use and student-centric programme
that develops resilient, critical and creative thinkers. Aligned to the latest syllabus,
My Pals Are Here! Maths (4th Edition) makes learning fun and instils the joy of learning
through pedagogically strong content and activities that help learners achieve success.
With enhanced features that support the development of the key focus area in the latest
syllabus, My Pals Are Here! Maths (4th Edition) ensures mastery learning so that learners are
confident in solving mathematical problems. There is also an emphasis on the Big Ideas, so
that learners are aware of the importance of learning mathematics and are ultimately able to
link the learning of mathematics to the real world.

Core Components
(Age 7)

Grade 1

Student’s Book Student’s Book eBook
Student Book 1A/ 1B

Student Enhanced
eBook 1A/ 1B

Workbook
Workbook 1A/1B

Activity Book eBook
eWorkbook 1A/1B

Teacher Resources
Teacher’s Guide

(Age 7)

Grade 1

Teacher’s Guide 1A/ 1B

Digital Resources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Animated Openers for key topics
Learn Videos for key topics
Virtual Manipulatives
Class Presentations
Chapter Tests
Question Bank
Digital Teacher’s Guide:
– Scheme of Work (Editable)
– Lesson Plans
– Worked Solutions
– Teacher Resources

*These resources have not been through
the Cambridge International endorsement process.

Available on:
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Grade 1 – 5

Age 7 – 11

(2022 Edition)
Product Introduction
(2022 Edition) is a program with a respected track record, and it is updated with
the latest mathematical thinking and best practices. Refreshed to engage a new generation of
(2022 Edition) program
teachers and students, the fundamentals of the original
have been strengthened to equip students with strong conceptual understanding, critical thinking,
and problem-solving skills.
In every lesson, mathematical concepts are presented from the simplest most basic aspect to
the most complex aspect for that grade. This is done to build a strong foundation that ensures
successful progression to mastery. With simple language and captivating visuals that support
learning, all students can achieve mastery.
Over the years, the program has been regularly adapted and updated to fully align with U.S. State
Standards. This program has always remained true to the original Singapore
Math® approach.
Today, a completely new and updated program has been created, completely aligned to U.S.
State Standards, and incorporating the latest thinking in the teaching and learning of mathematics
while maintaining the popular mathematical features such as the C-P-A approach to learning,
the spiral progression, visual models, and mathematical and perceptual variations in this new
(2022 Edition) series.
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Core Components

(Age 7)
(Age 8)
(Age 9)
(Age 10)
(Age 11)

Grade 5

Grade 4

Grade 3

Grade 2

Grade 1

Student Book

Student Book 1A
9789814911368

Mastery and Beyond

Additional Practice

Mastery and Beyond
1A*
9789814911764

Additional Practice 1A
9789814911566

Mastery and Beyond
1B*
9789814911771

Student Book 1B
9789814911375

Mastery and Beyond
2A*
9789814911788

Student Book 2A
9789814911382

Mastery and Beyond
2B*
9789814911795

Student Book 2B
9789814911399

Mastery and Beyond
3A*
9789814911801

Student Book 3A
9789814911405

Mastery and Beyond
3B*
9789814911818

Student Book 3B
9789814911412

Mastery and Beyond
4A*
9789814911825

Student Book 4A
9789814911429
Student Book 4B
9789814911436

Mastery and Beyond
4B*
9789814911832
Mastery and Beyond
5A*
9789814911849

Student Book 5A
9789814911443
Student Book 5B
9789814911450

Mastery and Beyond
5B*
9789814911856

Additional Practice 1B
9789814911573

Additional Practice 2A
9789814911580
Additional Practice 2B
9789814911597

Additional Practice 3A
9789814911603
Additional Practice 3B
9789814911610

Additional Practice 4A
9789814911627
Additional Practice 4B
9789814911634

Additional Practice 5A
9789814911641
Additional Practice 5B
9789814911658

* These components are only available in the US.
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Teacher's Resources
Teacher’s
Guide

Home
Instructor’s
Guide

Assessment
Guide Teacher
Edition

Supporting Resources
Reteach*
Extension*

(Age 7)
(Age 8)
(Age 9)
(Age 10)
(Age 11)

Grade 5

Grade 4

Grade 3

Grade 2

Grade 1

Transition Guide*
• Key Concept
Interactives

Teacher's Guide 1A
9789814911962
Teacher's Guide 1B
9789814911849

Teacher's Guide 2A
9789814911986
Teacher's Guide 2B
9789814911993

Teacher's Guide 3A
9789814913003
Teacher's Guide 3B
9789814913010

Teacher's Guide 4A
9789814913027
Teacher's Guide 4B
9789814913034

Teacher's Guide 5A
9789814913041
Teacher's Guide 5B
9789814913058

Home Instructor's
Guide 1A*
9789814913164
Home Instructor's
Guide 1B*
9789814913171
Home Instructor's
Guide 2A*
9789814913188
Home Instructor's
Guide 2B*
9789814913195
Home Instructor's
Guide 3A*
9789814913201
Home Instructor's
Guide 3B*
9789814913218
Home Instructor's
Guide 4A*
9789814913225
Home Instructor's
Guide 4B*
9789814913232
Home Instructor's
Guide 5A*
9789814913249
Home Instructor's
Guide 5B*
9789814913256

Assessment Guide
Teacher's Edition 1*
9789814913362

Assessment Guide
Teacher's Edition 2*
9789814913386

Assessment Guide
Teacher's Edition 3*
9789814913409

Assessment Guide
Teacher's Edition 4*
9789814913423

Assessment Guide
Teacher's Edition 5*
9789814913447

* These components are only available in the US.
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Structured for effective instruction
(2022 Edition) is based on the Readiness-Engagement-Mastery
instructional design.

EN

M AS
TE

READINESS–ENGAGEMENT–MASTERY is

the instructional model advocated for in the
Singapore mathematics curriculum.

G AGE M E N
T

READINESS

ADINESS
RE

In this phase, teachers engage students, capturing their attention through
interesting, relatable scenarios. Teachers ascertain readiness to learn by
helping students make connections to previously-learned concepts and skills.

E N GA G E M

Phases of
LEARNING

E

NT

MA

RY
TE

E SS

LEARNING

Phases of
LEARNING

IN
AD

Phases of

RE

RY

S

For the "Readiness" phase of learning, the Student Book engages students
through:
• Chapter Opener
• Recall
• Transition Guide
CHAPTER OPENER stimulates curiosity and interest
RECALL assesses students’ readiness for the

chapter so that teachers can allocate appropriate
resources during lessons. This is also available
online in auto-graded format, with data-driven reports
that illustrate performance levels.

Name:

through a context that connects Math to real life, taps into
prior knowledge, and encourages discussion.

Chapter

1

NUMBERS TO 10,000

Date:

Recall
Write past or to to tell the time.
(a)
10

11

(b)

12 1

2

10

3

9
8

7

5

6

4

12 1

6

7 6

5

Prize Redemption

4

10 minutes

11

10

11

12 1

(b)
2

10

3

9
8

7

5

6

11

12 1

2
3

9

4

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Write the time.
(a)

8

7

5

6

:
3.

2
3

8

15 minutes
2.

11

9

4

:

Write the time using a.m. or p.m.
(a)
10

11

12 1

8

(b)
2

10

3

9
7

6

5

4

11

12 1

7

6

SCHOOL

2
3

9
8

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

1.

5

4

700

3,200

.

It is

Which prize takes the most number of tickets to win?

.

I can…
tell time to 5 minutes.
268

use a.m. and p.m. to tell time.

Chapter 5 Time

07 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C05_4PP.indd 268

1/4/20 1:50 PM
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1,600

How many different prizes could you get with 8,000 tickets?

03 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C01_4PP.indd 1

It is

5,000

1/4/20 3:56 PM

Transition Guide is a detailed guide for teachers
to transition students into the Singapore Math®
program. The guide provides teachers with essential
background information on important concepts and
highlight potential challenges that students might face.
It also helps teachers understand the strategies and
methodology used in Singapore Math®.
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ENGAGEMENT

T

Students learn by doing, and are challenged to construct new
knowledge through engaging activities and guided inquiry.

Phases of
LEARNING
RY

IN
AD

GAGEMEN

MAS
TE

ESS

EN

For the “Engagement” phase of learning, students engage in
learning through:

RE

• Student Book
– Anchor Task
– Learn

Name:

– Learn Together
– Activity
ANCHOR TASKS are relatable tasks just

Date:

beyond students’ current level of formal learning.
They provide opportunities for productive
struggle.

3M Divide by 4
Aimee wants to put
4 flowers in each vase.
How many vases does
she need?

LEARN is a teacher-directed inquiry related

I have
12 flowers.

to the Anchor Task. It introduces the most
fundamental aspect of a concept for that learning
objective. Students learn through concrete
experiences and visual models.

Learn

DIGITAL MANIPULATIVES are interactive

12 ÷ 4 =

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

She needs

tools that support teaching and learning.

vases.

ACTIVITY! requires students to solve
problems collaboratively and to demonstrate
understanding by articulating their thinking.

Activity!
Put 16
equally into 4 bags. Then write a division
equation. Draw to show your work.
USE TOOLS AND MODEL

=
3M

159

1/4/20 1:31 PM

LEARN TOGETHER consists of

Learn T
ogether

a series of problems that are carefully
varied and progress from the simplest
concept in LEARN to more complex
ones, developing and deepening
students’ understanding. LEARN
TOGETHER is student-centric.
The variation exposes students to the
different ways a concept can be tested.
This helps them to develop application
of concepts in different perspectives.

Write the
missing nu
mbers.
1.
Double 9
9+9

2×9=
2.

5×9=
9×5=
3.

on Pte Ltd

05 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C03_3PP.indd 159

Divide by 4

9×9=

shall Cavend

10 × 9 =

© 2021 Mar

10 × 9

ish Educati

9×9

228

Chapter
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4 Multip
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tion and

Division of

6, 7, 8, and

9

228
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MASTERY

STERY

Phases of
LEARNING

READI

Students gain fluency and confidence through levelled practice. They
gain mastery through review, reflection and journaling. They also tackle
problems in unique and effective ways.

NE

SS

EN

M EN T
GE

MA

For the “Mastery” phase of learning, students gain mastery through these
resources:
• Extension
• Student Book
•	Additional Practice
– Practice On Your Own
• Mastery and Beyond
– Think!
• Reteach
– Performance Task
– STEAM Project Work
– Chapter Practice
– Heuristics

GA

PRACTICE ON YOUR OWN is an
independent practice at the end of a lesson.
It serves as a formative assessment, allowing
teachers to support students with differentiated
resources.

Name:

Date:

Practice On Your Own
Write the missing numbers.
1.
There are 63 balloons. 9 balloons are tied in a bunch.
How many bunches of balloons are there?

…

THINK! leads students to reflect on
mathematical concepts and challenges them to
use different strategies to solve a problem.

63 ÷ 9 =
There are

bunches of balloons.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

2.

Think!
4.

1
2

× 9 = 45

1
4

45 ÷ 9 =

Riley says that 21 is always greater than 41 . Is he correct?
Explain your answer.

9×

= 45

45 ÷

=9

REASON

4D

06 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C04_3PP.indd 233

REASON Is 1 of the triangle as large as 1 of the square? Explain
9
9
your answer.

51
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Multiply and Divide by 9

233

1/4/20 1:37 PM
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PERFORMANCE TASKS are formative assessment tasks, set in real-world
contexts, with accompanying rubrics. The questions require application of concepts and
skills learned or they may be open-ended but with limited possible answers.

Date:
Name:

Task
Performance

s.
ods in container .
ps boxes of go
boxes
A company shi
hold up to 1,000
can
ner
tai
con
xes
Each blue
to 100 bo .
ner can hold up
xes.
Each red contai
t.
hold up to 10 bo
can
ner
be shipped ou
tai
before it can
Each green con
to be fully filled
s
ha
ner
tai
The con

d
containers, an
tainers, 4 red
does the
ships 7 blue con
w many boxes
The company
Ho
ay.
nd
Mo
ners on
3 green contai
in all?
company ship

Tall, taller, ta

llest

Many of the wo
rld’s tallest bui
ldings stand out
of the archite
cture and des
because
ign. Buildings
shops, and hom
contain office
es. Which is the
s,
ever seen?
tallest buildin
g you have

boxes in all.

Task
1.

d
containers, an
tainers, 6 red
is lost during
ships 3 blue con
1 red container
The company
ay.
esd
Tu
on
ners
5 green contai
are there left?
w many boxes
the shipping. Ho

Use the intern
et to search for
tallest building
the five
s in the Unite
d States.
Find out the sci
ence behind the
architecture
of each build
ing.
Record the he
ights of the bu
ildings in feet
using a table.

2.
3.
4.

boxes left.

5.

Cut out and lab
el strips of pa
per to
represent ea
ch building.
6. Compar
e the heights
of the building
What is the dif
s.
ference in he
ight between
the tallest an
d shortest bu
ilding?
7. Design a
building on an
other strip of
paper. Name
your building
and write
its height.

1/4/20 1:17 PM

_4PP.indd 27
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Round the he
ight of each bu
ilding to the
nearest ten fee
t.

27

Task
Performance

STEAM PROJECT WORK

is an interdisciplinary task that
spans multiple chapters and shows
the relevance and importance of
mathematics. It promotes critical
and creative thinking.

8.

30

Show where yo
ur building wil
l rank among
the five talles
t buildings yo
u found.

Chapter 1 Num
bers to 10,0

03 (M)USPM202

Ltd

There are

Education Pte

2.
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Name:

Date:

Chapter Practice

CHAPTER PRACTICE

consolidates concepts
and skills across a chapter
through levelled, independent
practice.

1.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

2.

There are 8 wheels on a truck.
How many wheels are there on 5 trucks?

A

32

B

38

C

40

D

48

Write a multiplication equation.

=
3.

Write the missing numbers.
4×

= 28

28 ÷

=4

Chapter Practice

06 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C04_3PP.indd 261
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Name:

Date:

SOLVE! HEURISTICS is

Solve! Heuristics: Look for a Pattern

a dedicated section to teach
problem-solving strategies that
can be applied to different types
of problems. Across the grades,
students will be introduced to
new strategies that will help
them tackle complex problems.

Sophia is hanging pictures on a string. She uses 2 clips to hang a
picture, 3 clips to hang 2 pictures, 4 clips to hang 3 pictures, and
so on. How many clips will she need to hang 15 pictures?

Understand

Step 2

Plan

Step 3

Do
Make a table and observe the pattern.

© 2022 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Step 1

How many clips does Sophia use for
1 picture? 2 pictures? 3 pictures?

I need to look for a pattern between
the number of pictures and the
number of clips.

Number of pictures

1

2

3

15

Number of clips

2

3

4

?

+1

+1

Sophia uses 2 clips to hang 1 picture.
She will need 1 more clip to hang each additional picture.
2 + 14 = 16
Sophia will need 16 clips to hang 15 pictures.
Step 4

Look Back
Check that the answer makes sense.

MASTERY AND BEYOND

Is there another way to
solve the problem?
Solve! Heuristics

06 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C03_5PP.indd 179

consolidates concepts and skills at a section
level of a chapter to deepen and strengthen
students’ understanding.

179

17/6/20 1:01 PM

Name:
Chapter

7

RETEACH is a differentiated online

Date:

MASTERY AND BEYOND

FRACTIONS

Practice 1

resource that consists of worked
examples and scaffolded, levelled
questions for students who need more
support in reaching mastery.

1.

Divide a whole into equal parts.
(a)

1 whole
Name:

7

(b)

Date:

RETEACH

FRACTIONS

Exercise 7A

Unit Fractions

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Chapter

Example 1

Elijah draws a square.

He divides the square into
Each part is

one-half

2

Divide the orange
into 2 equal parts.

of the whole

(c)

Divide the orange
into 4 equal parts.

equal parts.

1
2

of the square.

of the whole

Elijah colors 1 part.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Mastery and Beyond Grade 3B

1
1
2

out of

2

equal parts is colored.

of the square is colored.

one-half

1
2

1 is a unit fraction.
2

A unit fraction is one part of a
whole divided into equal parts.

Reteach Grade 3B

(M)USPM2021_RTG3B_07_template.indd 1

Chapter 7
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Chapter 7 Fractions

1
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Name:
Chapter

7

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

FRACTIONS

Exercise 7A
1.

Date:

Unit Fractions

What fraction of each shape is colored?

How many
equal parts
are there?
How many
are colored?

(a)
1
2

1
3

1
4

1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1

1
2

1
3

1
4

1

1
2

1
5

1
10

(b)

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

(c)

(d)

2.

1

These fractions have a numerator of 1. What do we call them?
1
,
2

1
,
3

1
,
5

1
,
9

ADDITIONAL PRACTICE

1
12

These are

fractions.

Additional Practice Grade 3B

Chapter 7

PM2021_AP&HW G3_07.indd 1

Fractions

1

provides on-level practice at
the end of each lesson. This
component enables students to
hone their skills and sharpen their
grasp of concepts.

27/4/20 6:22 PM

Name:

Date:

Chapter

1

EXTENSION

NUMBERS TO 10,000

Exercise 1A
1.

EXTENSION is an online resource
that consists of novel, higher-order
thinking problems to motivate students
with challenging practice.

Place Value

Use a small rectangle to represent one hundred-dollar bill.
Draw enough small rectangles to represent $2,000.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

=

Extension Grade 3

1A

PM2021_EXT G3_C01.indd 1

Place Value

1

4/21/20 10:18 PM
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Teacher’s Guide for Effective Instruction
The Teacher’s Guide is designed to complement the Student Book. The guide provides
teachers with teaching ideas and strategies. It also aims to arm teachers with a repertoire
of strategies to facilitate exploration, classroom discussions, and student-centric learning.
Provided in the Teacher’s Guide are ideas for differentiation at various junctures in a
lesson, including concept development. The relevant differentiated resources are also
tagged to the differentiation page at the end of each lesson.

ACROSS-GRADES PROGRESSION

Chapter

AND SUBTRACTION
2 ADDITION
WITHIN 10,000

shows a longitudinal progression, providing an
overview of current grade learning objectives in
Looking Here, prior knowledge in Looking Back and
future learning in Looking Ahead.

Across-Grades Progression
Looking Back

Looking Here

Looking Ahead

Grade 2 Chapter 2
Section 2D Add Without Renaming
• Add Two 3-Digit Numbers Without
Renaming Within 1,000

Grade 3 Chapter 2
Section 2A Addition and Subtraction
Within 1,000
• Add Fluently Within 1,000
• Subtract Fluently Within 1,000

Grade 4 Chapter 2
Section 2A Add Multi-Digit
Whole Numbers

Section 2E Add With Renaming
• Add Two 3-Digit Numbers With
Renaming in Tens and Ones
Section 2F Add Three or Four
2-Digit Numbers
Grade 2 Chapter 3
Section 3D Subtract Without Renaming
• Subtract a 3-Digit Number Without
Renaming Within 1,000
Section 3E Subtract With Renaming
• Subtract a 3-Digit Number With
Renaming in Hundreds, Tens, and Ones
Grade 2 Chapter 4
Section 4D Word Problems
• Two-Step Word Problems: Addition
and Subtraction

Section 2B Addition and Subtraction
Within 10,000
• Addition Within 10,000
Without Renaming
• Addition Within 10,000 With Renaming
• Subtraction Within 10,000
Without Renaming
• Subtraction Within 10,000
With Renaming

Section 2B Word Problems: Addition
Section 2C Subtract Multi-Digit
Whole Numbers
Section 2D Word Problems: Subtraction
Section 2E Word Problems
• Two-Part Word Problems: Addition
and Subtraction
• Two-Step Word Problems: Addition
and Subtraction

Section 2C Other Addition and
Subtraction Strategies
• Add Using Numbers Lines
• Other Strategies to Add
• Subtract Using Number Lines
• Other Strategies to Subtract

ACROSS-CHAPTERS STEAM PROJECT
WORK provides a brief background of the
project work and how it relates to math and the
other disciplines. The write up also explains how
the skills involved are related to the chapters the
project work spans, and breaks down the tasks to
be distributed over the chapters.

Section 2D Word Problems

Across-Chapters STEAM Project Work
This project spans Chapters 1 and 2. Students are given an opportunity to make connections between engineering and mathematics as
they investigate the five tallest buildings in the United States. This task requires students to apply their knowledge of rounding numbers to
the nearest ten as well as comparing and ordering numbers to create a representation of the buildings. Students will work in pairs or small
groups to explore the heights of each building in feet. Finally, students will design a building of their own and compare its height with the
five tallest buildings in the United States. Invite each group to share their building design with the class at the end of Chapter 2.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Chapter 2 Addition and Subtraction Within 10,000
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Chapter Overview

Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract
Progression

In this chapter, students will extend and deepen their
understanding of the work from Grade 2 on place value where they
worked with numbers to 1,000, to learn numbers to 10,000.

Key Ideas

CHAPTER OVERVIEW provides embedded
professional development by providing insights
into the Key Ideas of the chapter. Key Ideas
provide teachers with the essential mathematical
understandings of each chapter, illustrated
by key examples. Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract
Progression provides an overview of the
concrete materials used, pictorial and abstract
representations students will encounter in the
chapter.

1,000 100

• Place value can be used to write numbers in standard,
expanded, and word forms.
10

10

1

1

1

10

10

1

1

1

1,000

10

1

1

1

100

100

1

10

100

1,000 1,000

• 4-digit numbers can be compared and ordered using place
value.

Tens

Ones

3,587

3

5

8

7

3,609

3

6

0

9

2

3

4

5

6

7

Place-value strip

Pictorial representations are also used to help students
understand the concepts of numbers to 10,000. Models are used
to represent up to 4-digit numbers and for students to visualize
the numbers in different ways.
1,000 1,000

Standard form: 3,259
Expanded form: 3,000 + 200 + 50 + 9
Word form: three thousand, two hundred fifty-nine

Thousands Hundreds

1

Place-value chips

1,000

1,000

Throughout the chapter, students will have multiple experiences
working with concrete materials such as place-value chips, strips,
and charts. The use of concrete materials provides hands-on
opportunities for students to build and extend their understanding
of numbers to 10,000.

10

1

1

1

10

1

1

1

10

1

1

This model shows the value of each digit in a 4-digit number.

Thousands Hundreds
4

1

Tens

Ones

3

8

This model shows the digit in each place.

3,587 is less than 3,609.

38

• Count on or count back to identify the rule and find missing
numbers in number patterns.
+ 100

2,134

+ 100

2,234

+ 100

2,334

+ 100

2,434

30

2,534

Each number is 100 more than the number before it.
The next number is 2,534.
• Numbers can be rounded to the nearest ten or hundred with
the help of a number line.
25

20

40

This model shows the position of a number between the tens.

After students have learned to represent numbers in different
ways, they will then learn to count, read, and write numbers, count
on from a given number, use symbols (>, <, and =) to compare two
numbers, and order a set of numbers using the concept of place
value. Using these skills, students will identify the rule and find
missing numbers in number patterns. Finally, Grade 3 students
move on to round numbers to the nearest ten or hundred.

30

25 is 30 when rounded to the nearest ten.

1B

Chapter 1 Numbers to 10,000

(M)USPM2020_TE_Gr3_Ch01_LC&CPG.indd 2
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CHAPTER PROGRESSION is an
overview of what students will learn in
each section of the chapter.

Chapter Progression
In Section 3A, students will learn to relate multiplication to equal groups and understand the commutative property of
multiplication through arrays.
C

We can use

P
A

C

P
A

C

P
A

or

to represent multiplication.

Equal Groups

Arrays

Commutative Property

2 groups of 3
2 threes
3+3=6
2×3=6

3 rows of 4
3 fours
4 + 4 + 4 = 12
3 × 4 = 12

3 × 5 = 15
3×5=5×3

Name:

CHAPTER AT A GLANCE

5 × 3 = 15

shows what is covered in each lesson,
lesson objectives, suggested pacing, and
takes the guesswork out of planning.

Date:

3D Multiply by 10

In Sections 3B to 3F, students will learn the multiplication facts for 2, 3, 4, 5, and 10 by skip counting, using arrays and

Learn
LearnTogether
Together

through related facts.
C

P

1.1.

How
Howmany
manybeads
beadsare
arethere
therealtogether?
altogether?

A

70
70

77××10
10==

beads
beadsaltogether.
altogether.

How many
2.2.
P
A

Total
Num ber of
Lessons:

10,
10,20,
20,30,
30,……

70
There
Thereare
are 70

C

Chapter at A Glance

9

are there in all?

How
Howmany
manyslices
slicesof
ofbread
breadare
arethere
thereininall?
all?

Learn

Lesson 1

Lesson 2

Lesson 3

Chapter Opener/
Recall

1A
Place Value

1B
Compare and Order
Numbers

Pages 1 – 4

Pages 11 – 14
• Read and write numbers up
to 10,000.

Learning
Outcome(s)

Count by tens.

• Relate the value of each digit in a

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

A

60
60

××10
10==

60
There
Thereare
are 60

3.
3.

10

20

Multiply.
Multiply.

(M)USPM2020_TE_Gr3_Ch03_LC&CPG.indd 3

+ 10

+ 10

+ 10

40

50

+ 10

60

+ 10

+ 10

33

100

10 × 10 =

70

80

+ 10

××

90

100

+ 10

+ 10

==

30
30

10
10

There are 100
in all.
4.
4. Write
Writethe
themissing
missingnumbers.
numbers.
00

10
10

20
20

30
30

40
40

50
50
80
10 tens = 1 hundred80

90
90

70
70

28/4/20 11:55 AM

• 1 copy of Tickets (TR01) per pair
• 1 set of base-ten set per pair
• 1 copy of Place-Value Chart 1 (TR02)

• 1 set of place-value chips

per pair
• 1 copy of Hundred Chart (TR03)
per pair

per pair
• 1 copy of Place-Value Chart 2
(TR04) per pair

• Student Book, pp. 1 – 4

• Student Book, pp. 5 – 10
• Additional Practice 3A,

• Student Book, pp. 11 – 14
• Additional Practice 3A,

• Reteach 3, Exercise 1A
• Extension 3, Exercise 1A

• Reteach 3, Exercise 1B
• Extension 3, Exercise 1B

• 2 Reason
• 4 Model
• 5 Use Tools

• 2 Reason

• Practice 1

• Practice 2

Exercise 1A

Mathematical
Practice(s)
111

Mastery and
Beyond

0505
(M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C03_3PP.indd
(M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C03_3PP.indd112
112

• 1 set of place-value chips per pair
• 2 copies of Place-Value Chart 2
(TR04) per pair

Exercise 1B

1/4/20
PM
1/4/201:54
1:54
PM

with suggestions on how to engage students
in mathematical conversations.
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provides sentence frames to guide students
in discussing the chapter opener.

20 minutes
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Prize Redemption
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Chapter at A Glance

ENGLISH LANGUAGE SUPPORT

00
NUMBERS TO 10,0

Chapter

Lesson 1

0

3,20

5,000

1,600

tickets?
could you get with 8,000
How many different prizes
to win?
most number of tickets
Which prize takes the
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PROMOTING GROWTH highlights
common learning difficulties that
students may encounter in the chapter
and provides strategies to help students
overcome them.

Promoting Growth
of
concrete, give each group
To make this activity more
in chips to
hips. Ask them to cash
students eight 1,000-c
classroom
or set up prizes in the
redeem the prizes shown
the “banker”
. Have a classmate play
that they might redeem
spent. Repeat
a complete 1,000 is not
and give change when
tickets are spent.
the activity until all 8,000

coupons are
languages, tickets and
Be aware that in some
of:
Share the vocabulary
not interchangeable.
s
Coupon
Tickets
Redemption
Prize
Redeem

Chapter Opener
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per pair

• 1 set of place-value strips
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CHAPTER OPENER supports teachers

Chapter Opener

within 10,000 using >, =, and <.

• ten thousand

Vocabulary

Material(s)

Chapter
Chapter33 Multiplication
Multiplicationand
andDivision
Division
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you put them in order?

87C

100
100

3D Multiply by 10
112
112

• I can compare and order numbers

in a 4-digit number.

Instructional
Resource(s)

60
60

• I can read and write numbers
to 10,000.

Chapter 3 Multiplication and Division

30

• How does comparing numbers help

• I can state the place value of a digit

I CAN
Statement(s)
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10,000.

• How is the place value of a digit
related to its value?

Count
Countby
by10s.
10s.

slices
slicesof
ofbread
breadininall.
all.
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• Compare and order numbers within

4-digit number to its place.

Focus
Question(s)
C

Pages 5 – 10

1
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)
Quality resources, strategies and ideas make teachers’ planning seamless and their lessons
coherent.

explicate the
learning goals for
each lesson. These
statements are used
at Lesson Debrief for
students to reflect on
their learning.

sdiK ehT
kooB

The Kids
Book

$38

Name:

$25

$22

Date:

1D Rounding Numbers

Lesson 5

1D Rounding Numbers

Lucia, Ethan, and Ali each bought a book
from the book store.

Learning Outcome(s)
• Estimate the location of numbers up to 4 digits on a number line
marked in tens, hundreds, or thousands.
• Round numbers to the nearest ten or hundred.

Book A

Book B

sdiK ehT
kooB

sdiK ehT
kooB

Adventures
of the Bear

Book C
The Kids
Book

I paid about $20
for my book.
$38

I CAN Statement(s)
• I can tell the location of a number within 10,000 on a
number line.
• I can use place value to round numbers to the nearest ten
or hundred.
Mathematical Practice(s)
• 2 Reason
Vocabulary
• round

LESSON
OPENER provides

sdiK ehT
kooB

Adventures
of the Bear

Readiness Engagement Mastery

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

I CAN
STATEMENTS

$25

$22

I paid about $30
for my book.

I paid about $40
for my book.

Lucia

Ethan

Ali

Which book did each of the children buy?

Learn
The children rounded the cost of the books to the nearest ten dollars.

Material(s)
• 1 set of paper money per pair
• 1 copy of Number Line Template 1 (TR05) per pair

22

25

38

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
1D Rounding Numbers

ROUNDING NUMBERS (pages 21 to 26)
C

P
A

teaching ideas
for teachers to
orchestrate concrete
experiences in
ANCHOR TASK.

Lesson Opener
Task (page 21)

21

Student Book Page 21
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10 minutes

• Group students in pairs or small groups.
• Display the task and provide students with a set of
paper money. Have students use paper money to pay
for each book.
What do you notice about the prices the children
say they paid and the costs of the books? They are
different. Why do you say so? The children are giving
a rough amount of the cost. How do you think the
children came up with the numbers? They chose a ten
closest to the actual cost.

Caution
Some students decide that Lucia bought Book B or Book C
as they round $25 down to $20. This will be addressed in the
following Learn section.

C

P
A

Lesson Development
Learn (pages 21 and 22)

10 minutes

• You may use the virtual number lines to support classroom
teaching and learning at appropriate junctures.
• Provide students with Number Line Template 1 (TR05).
Tell students to mark the costs mentioned by the children as
the endpoints on Number Line A in one color. Have them mark
the prices of the books in another color.
What do you notice about the position of 22? It is close to
20. What about 38? It is close to 40. What about 25? It lies
exactly in the middle of 20 and 30. Which ten is it closer to?
It has the same number of steps from 20 and 30.
• Explain that when students decide on the ten closest to a
number on the number line, they are rounding the number to
its nearest ten.

1D Rounding Numbers

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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LESSON
DEVELOPMENT

provides ideas for
concrete experiences
and support at
different levels of
mastery.

21

28/4/20 11:31 AM

CAUTION highlights

common errors and
provides suggestions to
rectify the errors.

Readiness Engagement Mastery

NOTES:

LESSON DEBRIEF wraps up
the lesson by posing focus question
for students to articulate their
understanding and for teachers
to evaluate students’ level of
understanding.

Lesson Debrief
• Conclude the lesson and facilitate students’ reflection by
asking students to answer the Focus Question and share
their thinking.
? Focus Question

How can I use estimation to check if the sum of two 4-digit
numbers is reasonable?

• Extend the discussion by posing the following questions.
What strategy can you use to estimate your answer? I can
round the numbers to the nearest hundred, then add the
numbers. How does that help you know if your answer is
reasonable? If my answer is close to the rounded answer,
it is reasonable.

Promoting Growth
Allow students time to reflect on what they have learned and
ask questions about what they may be unsure of. Encourage
them to share how they overcome a difficulty in the process
of learning. Provide students with this prompt: My friend
says the sum of 4,362 and 2,100 is 5,462. Do you think if the
sum is reasonable? Justify your answer.
Have them write a journal entry.
To encourage and support students to persevere in problem
solving and maintain a learning mindset, provide them with:
• Time to reflect and ask questions
• Opportunities for sharing what they have learned

• Display this lesson’s I CAN statement(s) for students to reflect
on their learning.
o I can add numbers within 10,000 without renaming.
o I can check if the answers to addition problems are
reasonable using estimation strategies.

Primary Mathematics

57
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Addition and Subtraction Within 10,000

49A

PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

CHAPTER SELF-REFLECTION

Chapter Self-Reflection

provides students with the opportunity to
reflect on their learning.

Check (✓) to show what I can do.
I Can

Yes

Refer to

No

Not Sure

read and write numbers to 10,000.
state the place value of a digit in a 4-digit number.
compare and order numbers within 10,000 using >, = , and <.
add 1, 10, 100, or 1,000 to a number within 10,000.
subtract 1, 10, 100, or 1,000 from a number within 10,000.
find missing numbers in a number pattern by counting by 1s, 10s, 100s, or 1,000s.
tell the location of a number within 10,000 on a number line.
use place value to round numbers to the nearest ten or hundred.

I can show…

MY JOURNAL

I still wonder…

Name:

(b)

My work is accurate.
I explain my thinking clearly.
I can apply my thinking in word problems.
I can justify why my strategy fits the situation.

4

34A

I am mostly accurate.
I explain my thinking clearly.
I can apply my thinking to calculations.
I can use multiple strategies.
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Chapter 1 Numbers to 10,000
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Point(s)
1

• gives the correct answer. (185)

1

The student:
• correctly draws the number of place-value
chips. (4 thousands, 5 hundreds, and 1 one)
• gives the correct answer. (4,510)
Total

I show little work.
I do not explain my thinking clearly.
I am28/4/20
struggling
11:31with
AM word problems.
I can only think of one way to solve a problem.

(M)USPM2020_TE_Gr3_Ch01.indd 34

Description
The student:
• correctly draws a number line and identifies
the position of the numbers that give 190
when rounded to the nearest ten.

Date:

Performance Task Rubric

1
1
8

• Use this table as a guide to help you relate students’ scores to
their performance levels.

Teacher’s comments

Level

Score
7-8
2.5 - 6.5

RUBRIC provides the scoring
guide for each question in
the Performance Task and
relates the points scored to
the criteria in the Performance
Task Rubric.

Performance Task

29

0-2

Student Book Page 29

03 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C01_4PP.indd 29
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Rubric (page 29)
• Use the scoring guide to help you grade students’ work. You
may write your comments to help them improve on their work.
Consider writing words of encouragement to let the students
know what they have done well.
Scoring Rubric
Description
1

The student:
• gives the correct answer. (7,430)

2

The student:
• writes the correct number of boxes the
company ships on Tuesday. (3,650)
• subtracts to give the correct answer. (3,550)

3(a)

29

The student:
• gives the correct answer.
(5 blue, 9 red, and 2 green)

Chapter 1 Numbers to 10,000

(M)USPM2020_TE_Gr3_Ch01.indd 30
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Point(s)
1
1
1
1

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)
A program packed with learning experiences facilitated by print and digital resources that
encourage a growth mindset and confidence in problem solving.

Differentiated Instruction

DIFFERENTIATED INSTRUCTION
suggests activities for students at different
levels of mastery.

Additional Support

On-Level Practice

Extension

• Print Reteach 3, Exercise 1D
and guide students to complete
the questions.

• Encourage students to
summarize their learning and
make connections to what
they have previously learned.
Ask them to give examples to
show their thinking. Help them
begin by asking the following
questions.

• Encourage students to
summarize their learning,
make connections to what
they have previously learned,
and challenge them to ask
questions regarding what they
want to learn more about.

Material(s): number line template,
yarn, notecards
• Use the number line template
to reinforce the concept of
rounding numbers to the
nearest ten or hundred.
• Encourage students to build a
number line out of yarn hung
between two chairs. Label the
notecards “300” and “400” and
hang them on the ends. Write
“324” on the third notecard.
Where would you place this
card? Is it nearer to 0 or to
1,000?
• Repeat with 324, 10, 985, and
500. Highlight that though
500 lies in the middle of the
number line, it is rounded up.

n
oo

n
oo

S
ng
mi
Co

EXTENSION

n
oo

S
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1D Rounding Numbers
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Name:

Date:

A company ships boxes of goods in containers.
Each blue container can hold up to 1,000 boxes.
Each red container can hold up to 100 boxes.
Each green container can hold up to 10 boxes.
The container has to be fully filled before it can be shipped out.

Chapter Wrap Up
• Before students work on the questions in Chapter Practice,
conclude the chapter and recap the key points by asking them
to work in pairs or small groups to develop a concept map that
reflects the concepts and skills of the chapter.
• Help students recall what they have learned in the chapter
by providing them with the following key terms and construct
their concept map.
o Place Value
o Compare and Order Numbers
o Number Patterns
o Rounding Numbers

Provide a template to support students in creating their
concept maps.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

Additional Support

1.

The company ships 7 blue containers, 4 red containers, and
3 green containers on Monday. How many boxes does the
company ship in all?
7,000 + 400 + 30 = 7,430

The company ships 7,430 boxes in all.
2.

• Allow time for students to share their concept maps with
the class.
• You may ask students to complete the Chapter Self-Reflection
on page 34A as a form of self-reflection.

The company ships 3 blue containers, 6 red containers, and
5 green containers on Tuesday. 1 red container is lost during
the shipping. How many boxes are there left?
3,000 + 600 + 50 = 3,650
100 less than 3,650 is 3,550.

There are 3,550 boxes left.
Performance Task

27

Student Book Page 27
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PERFORMANCE TASK

English Language Support
Guide students to create a list of the key vocabulary words
in the chapter.

Readiness Engagement Mastery

The term rounding might be confusing to some students. It is
helpful to relate this term to around, or as an approximate.

Performance Task (pages 27 to 29)

outlines the objectives of
each question and provides
prompts to facilitate students’
self-awareness, monitoring and
directing of learning.

• Refer students to the Performance Task and explain that it
will help them consolidate and deepen their understanding on
the chapter through tasks that require them to show, explain,
and/or apply their thinking.
• Display the rubric to encourage students to set their own goals.
QUESTION 1 requires students to connect the concept
of place value to the various colored containers of boxes,
then generalize the total number of boxes in each colored
container using the expanded form in order to find the total
number of boxes.
How can you carry out the task? What are you unclear
about and what can you do about it? What models are
appropriate for this situation? Are you satisfied with
your work? Why or why not? How is this problem like writing
a number given its expanded form?
QUESTION 2 requires students to repeat the reasoning
for finding the remaining number of boxes in various colored
containers given additional information.

Chapter 1 Numbers to 10,000

How is this question the same or different from Question
(a)? What additional steps are involved in this question?
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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Performance Task

Lesson 6

27

• If time permits, encourage
students to discuss their work
and share their ideas.

Have students work on
Additional Practice 3A,
Exercise 1D questions on their
own, in pairs or small groups.

ADDITIONAL
PRACTICE

S
ng
mi
Co

Readiness Engagement Mastery

•

• Print Extension 3, Exercise 1D
and have students complete
the questions on their own, in
pairs or small groups.

• If time permits, encourage
students to discuss their work
and share their ideas.

RETEACH

CHAPTER WRAP UP provides
ideas and activities to encourage
reflection, consolidation of learning
and reviewing of key ideas.

What are the new things you
learned today? How are the
new things related to what
you already know? How are
they similar? How are they
different? What questions do
you have?

Primary Mathematics

PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)

Ample Assessment Opportunities
Assessment is an integral part of the teaching and learning process. The assessment
(2022 Edition) offer a complete picture of students' progress.

opportunities in
In the Student Book:
Name:

Name:

Date:

Date:

Recall

Practice On Your Own

1.

1.

How many pairs can you make?

2.

A 1

B

C 4

D 8

How many bowling pins are there in all?

2
× 10 =
There are

Write the missing numbers.
2.

bowling pins in all.

How much money is there?

6 groups of

There is $
© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

How many stickers are there in all?

I can…
pair objects.

3 rows of
+
There are
88

+

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

6 fives =
3.

=

×

5+5+5+5+5+5=

3.

=

Multiply.
=

×

4.

find the total
number in equal
groups using
repeated addition.

stickers in all.

.

Circle groups of 10.
Then write a multiplication equation.
×
=

find the total
number using
rectangular arrays.

3D Multiply by 10

Chapter 3 Multiplication and Division
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RECALL at the start of each chapter assesses students’
readiness for the chapter. It serves as a diagnostic
assessment to measure students’ prerequisite knowledge.
Students will also assess their readiness using the “I CAN”
statements.

Name:

05 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C03_3PP.indd 113

PRACTICE ON YOUR OWN at the end of each lesson
is a formative assessment to inform teachers on how
well students have learned and the appropriate
differentiated resource to assign.

Date:

Name:

A factory produces fruit pies in three sizes, small, regular, and
large. The pies are of the same height.
7 cm

Date:

Chapter Practice

Performance Task

6 cm

1.

Write the time.
(a)

8 cm

11

10

12 1

(b)
2

8

regular

large

7 6 5

2.

7 6 5

10

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

8

3.

4

:

Draw the minute hands.

11

12 1

9

36 cm

2
3

8

(a) 4:17 p.m.

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

12 1

9

4

:

The factory manager wants to pack the pies into equal-sized
boxes. The base of each box is a square of side length
36 centimeters.

36 cm

11

10

3

9

small

113

1/4/20 1:29 PM

(b) 1:52 a.m.

2

10

3
7 6 5

4

11

12 1

9

2
3

8

7 6 5

4

Write the time.
(a) 6:11 is

minutes past

(b) 3:48 is

minutes to

.
.

The pies must be laid neatly in rows and columns.
Each box can pack only one layer of pies.

Performance Task

06 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C04_3PP.indd 257

257

Chapter Practice
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PERFORMANCE TASK is a formative assessment task
set in a real-world context that provides opportunities
for students to demonstrate their understanding and
proficiency.

07 (M)USPM2021_SEG3A_C05_4PP.indd 289

289
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CHAPTER PRACTICE at the end of the chapter is
used to consolidate students’ learning. Students apply
the concepts and skills learned in the chapter. The
questions are levelled using the Depth of Knowledge to
prepare students for summative assessments.

While the assessments in the Student Book are formative in nature, assessments that
are available digitally and in the corresponding Assessment Guide Teacher Edition are
summative. These assessments serve as a reporting tool for teachers to assess students’
learning as well as gather feedback on their teaching.

60
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PRIMARY MATHEMATICS (2022 EDITION)
In the digital assessments and Assessment Guide Teacher Edition,
• CHAPTER TEST is administered at the end of each chapter to
assess students' mastery of the concepts and skills in the chapter.
• CUMULATIVE ASSESSMENT occurs at the end of a few
chapters to assess students' mastery of the concepts and skills
across the chapters.
• MID-YEAR and END-OF-YEAR ASSESSMENTS are given
to students to assess their mastery levels and provide feedback on
their learning midway and at the end of the year.

Readiness Engagement Mastery
9.

REASON Circle the bar model that best shows the word problem
below. Explain your answer.

Lesson 16

Chapter Test

A cookie factory bakes 3,076 cookies in the morning.
The factory bakes another 2,254 cookies in the afternoon.
How many cookies does the cookie factory bake in all?
3,076

3,076

2,254

• Assign Chapter Test 2 digitally to assess students’
understanding of the chapter.
• If you want students to show their work, print out the test in
Assessment Guide Teacher Edition and tell students to do so
on their copy.
• Assign Cumulative Assessment 1 digitally to allow students to
consolidate their learning and assess their understanding of
Chapters 1 and 2.

2,254

?
?

A part-whole bar model is more suitable than a comparison
bar model to find how many biscuits the biscuit factory
makes in all.

PERSEVERE

–

Find the missing digits.

3

?

?

2

?

2

5

?

3

4

5

2
5

9
10

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd

10.

12

3602
– 1 2 5 7
2 345

86

Chapter 2 Addition and Subtraction Within 10,000
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QUESTION 9 assesses students’ ability to reason why they think
either a part-whole model or a comparison model is appropriate
for the word problem.
How do these two models differ? When would you use a
comparison model? When would you use a part-whole
model? What stories could you tell from these models?
QUESTION 10 requires students to find the missing digits in a
renaming subtraction problem.
What do you notice about the missing digits? Where do you
think you would have to rename? What possible digits could
go in the ones place? How can you check your answer?
Encourage perseverance by asking students to use what they know
about the relationship between addition and subtraction.
What could we subtract from 2 in the ones place to get a 5?
Do we need to rename? How do you know? How can 4 tens
and 5 tens be added to make 0 tens? What other number
could be represented by the 0? How can you check your
answer to ensure it is correct? What strategies would help
you to be more accurate?

86

Chapter 2 Addition and Subtraction Within 10,000

© 2021 Marshall Cavendish Education Pte Ltd
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MATH IN FOCUS

Grade 1 – 5

Age 7 – 11

Product Introduction
This comprehensive package continues its coherent syllabus where pupils are taught using
the “Learn – Consolidate – Apply“ approach. Pupils can harness their understanding

of mathematics better and apply it to solve real-world problems.

Aligned to both national and international research recommendations, and Common Core
State Standards, this series is the U.S. Edition of Singapore’s world-class curriculum and
provides resources to meet the unique needs of American teachers and pupils.
This series is also available for Preschool and Middle levels.
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MATH IN FOCUS

Core Components
Workbook

Teacher’s Edition

Student Book 1A
9780544193550

Workbook 1A
9780544193802

Teacher Edition 1A
9780544193659

Student Book 1B
9780544193567

Workbook 1B
9780544193819

Teacher Edition 1B
9780544193666

Student Book 2A
9780544193574

Workbook 2A
9780544193826

Teacher Edition 2A
9780544193673

Student Book 2B
9780544193581

Workbook 2B
9780544193833

Teacher Edition 2B
9780544193680

Student Book 3A
9780544193598

Workbook 3A
9780544193840

Teacher Edition 3A
9780544193697

Student Book 3B
9780544193604

Workbook 3B
9780544193857

Teacher Edition 3B
9780544193703

Student Book 4A
9780544193611

Workbook 4A
9780544193864

Teacher Edition 4A
9780544193710

Student Book 4B
9780544193628

Workbook 4B
9780544193871

Teacher Edition 4B
9780544193727

Student Book 5A
9780544193635

Workbook 5A
9780544193888

Teacher Edition 5A
9780544193734

Student Book 5B
9780544193642

Workbook 5B
9780544193895

Teacher Edition 5B
9780544193741

(Age 7)
(Age 8)
(Age 9)
(Age 10)
(Age 11)

Grade 4

Grade 3

Grade 2

Grade 1

Student Book

Grade 5

Teacher Resources
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MATH IN FOCUS

Supporting Resources
Assessments

School-to-Home
Connections

Extra
Practice

Enrichment

Digital
Reteach

Grade 1

(Age 7)

Assessments 1
9780544193758

Grade 2

(Age 8)

Assessments 2
9780544193765

Grade 3

(Age 9)
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MATH IN FOCUS

Deepens Pupils’ Understanding of Mathematics
Using a Focused and Coherent Curriculum

izes the need

In this series, a Learn-Consolidate-Apply approach is adopted at each level to cover fewer
topics in greater depth. Clear and engaging visuals are paired with concepts and model
solutions to develop concepts and skills in tandem. This ensures that pupils who go through
this programme develop deep understanding of mathematical concepts.

Learn

te ch

Pupils develop understanding of mathematical concepts through lessons structured using a
series of tasks,
clear instruction and carefully selected visuals.
Pictorial
- Abstract
Concrete
LE

Concrete

+

SSON

1

Making Number Bonds

Lesson Objectives

Vocabulary

• Use connecting cubes or a math balance to
find number bonds.

part
whole
number bond

• Find different number bonds for numbers to 10.

Toeffective
help pupils
relate strategies
real
build up
mental

arn You can make number bonds with

.

Le

mathematics,
array
ofobjects
mathto manipulatives
and everyday
You can use a number train practicing
to make number bonds. skills, and communicating ideas. Even in
to sound
mental
images of
each lesson encourages
into two parts.
Sam put
Kindergarten the program follows the Concrete–
om objects
engage
children and provide
mbers
and
begin
toconcrete
understand
pupils
to use
Let’s Practice
Pictorial
Pictorial–Abstract sequence.
ant
opportunities
for exploring concepts,
materials.
atical
tasks.
part

Find the missing numbers.

1

rten Teacher’s Edition
4

Illustrations
paired withframed
are guided
from informally
concrete
objects
and
processes to logical thinking
about
abstract equations help
s and their relationships.
Lesson

whole

4 Ordering Things by Weight

Which is the heaviest? Circle.

1

30

Chapter 2 Number Bonds

pupils understand the
cing skills,
and communicating ideas. Even in
link between the various
rgartenrepresentations
the program
follows the Concrete–
of one
mathematics
concept.
ial–Abstract
sequence.
06(M)MIF2015CC_SEG1A_Ch02.indd 30

2

2
3

?

3 and 1 make 4.
4 1 + 41 +
This picture shows a number4bond.

part

1

= 1 whole

2+ 1 =3

part

3

Abstract
1
3

1
2
3 + 3 =

3

How many are in each part?

3

2

2

Add.
Use models to help you.

part

Pictorial

1 whole =

1
4

1
4 =

1
4

1
4

Children use numbers to make connections and
Subtract.
models to help you.
Guided Learning
see theUserelationships
between
them in relation
Tell whether you need to multiply or divide.
5
– =
Explain
how
you
know. using and
to real life situations. This
involves
Then solve.
Use bar models to help you.
understanding a system12ofElenasigns
and symbols.
spends $5 each day.
?

3
4

3
4

1
4

4/3/13 11:17 AM

?

1
4

How
1 much does she spend in 8 days?

1

6

groups of $

1 – 3=

$

3

?

1
3

er

M

ON YOUR OWN

Go to Workbook B:

Ce
ath nt

arten Student Book

Kindergarten
Student Book
98

XTEND THE CONCEPTS OF heaviest and lightest by
tures of objects.
DENT !CTIVITY #ARDS AnD  SET PER PAIR
VITY #ARDS AnD  SET PER PAIR
tup: #HILDREN WORK IN PAIRS AT THE MATH CENTER

Chapter 12

8

07(M)MIF2015CC_SEG2B_Ch12.indd 98

Student Book A, Part 2, p. 8

C

Apply

Math Focus: Apply the concept of heaviest.
Resource: Student Book A, Part 2, p. 8
Classroom Setup: #HILDREN WORK INDEPENDENTLY

children engage in the activity, ask check
ons such as:
OU SURE THIS IS THE LIGHTEST 7HY DO YOU
SO
T THIS ONE BE HEAVIER THAN THE OTHER ONE
 OR 7HY NOT

1. Encourage children to return to their places and open
their Student Books to page 8.

30/04/13 2:20 AM

5 movie tickets cost $35.
How much does each movie ticket cost?

Addition Stories
$

1 Writing Addition Sentences and
Representing Addition Stories $35

Abstract

× $7 = $35

=
$
make
Each movie ticket costs $

and

4. While children engage in the activity, end the day by
asking check questions such as:
s 7HY DIDNT YOU CIRCLE THIS TORTOISE
s !RE YOU SURE

218

1

Using Bar Models: Multiplication and Division

Student Books

11(M)MIF2015CC_SEG2B_Ch16.indd 218

and

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Chapter 16

28/04/13 1:12 AM

make

4

garten Student Book

pter

Addition Stories
Lesson

.

 #HILDREN CIRCLE THE HEAVIEST TORTOISE

Pictorial

17

in 8 days.

Count and write.

2. Explain the concept of heaviest USING EXAMPLES IN
the classroom such as a paper clip, book, and a desk.
)NCLUDE EXAMPLES TO ILLUSTRATE THAT HEAVY AND BIG ARE NOT
the same, such as comparing a beach ball or balloon to a
full carton of milk.

and

SSON

17

Lesson

n use numbers
to make
connections and
When pupils
understand
and
concepts
and
its
various
relationships between them in relation
representations, they learn
life situations. This involves using and
mathematics readily.
tanding a system of signs and symbols.

gling Learners For children who are having
DERING OBJECTS BY WEIGHT SUPPLY SOME
classroom objects of varying weights, such
r backpacks, for children to lift and practice
gment about their relative weights.

13

te
hap r

ACTIVITY 4

t STEP  USING !CTIVITY #ARDS AnD

=$

Elena spends $

2
3
2+ 1
1 =3

4 Combining Sets

ildren to arrange the pictures on Activity
AnD IN ORDER FROM THE LIGHTEST TO

aviest.
nt
and circle.

$

Fractions

Chapter 3

Abstract

n the day by distributing materials to
ldren.

Practice 3, pages 55–59

1 Writing Addition Sentences and
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Abstract
2

and

3


make

LE

SSON

3

le

Comparing, Ordering,
and Patterns

ssOn

Comparing, Ordering,
and Patterns

3

MATH IN FOCUS

LESSON OBJECTIVES

le

Support for teachers is provided in the Teacher’s Edition to facilitate teachers in more
rn
effective teaching, lesson navigation and classroom management.a
TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES

www-k6.thinkcentral.com

Chapter 12
LE

SSON

Comparing, Ordering,
and Patterns

3

le

1.NBT.1, 1.NBT.2.a, 1.NBT.3,
1.OA.8, SMP.1, SMP.2,
SMP.7
SMP.5,

Comparing, Ordering,
and Patterns

Lesson Objectives

• Use a strategy to compare
numbers to 40.
• Compare numbers
to 40.
• Order numbers to 40.

LESSO N OBJEC TIVES

• Use a strategy to compa
re numbers to 40.
• Compare numbers to
40.
• Order numbers to 40.
• Find the missing numbe
rs in a number pattern
.

• Find the missing numbers

le

TECHN OLOGY RESOU
RCES

• Math in Focus® eBook
• See www-k6.thinkcentra
l.com for additional
teacher resources.
• Math in Focus® Virtual
Manipulatives
Interactive
•
Whiteboard Lesson

Lesson Organiser

1.NBT.1, 1.NBT.2.a, 1.NBT.3,
1.OA.8,
SMP.1, SMP.2, SMP.5,
SMP.7

ssOn

3

in a number pattern.

arn You can count on
and count back using
a countin

g tape.

Find 2 more than 27.

Find 2 less than 38.

2 more

2 less
26 27 28 29 30 31
32 33 34 35 36 37
38 39 40
Count on from 27.

Count back from 38.

•

helps teachers in
their daily lesson
preparation and

DaY

1

Student Book 1B, pp.
66–70
29 is 2 more than 27.
29 is greater than 27.

MaTER IaLS

• 60 connecting cubes
for the teacher
• Blank Counting Tape
(TR20) per group
• scissor s and tape per
group
• calendar (optional)

navigates through
multi-lesson and
multi-day lessons.

66

07(M)MIF2015CC_SEG

1B_Ch12.indd 66

2

3/4/13 8:26 PM

1

DIFFER ENTIaT ION RESOU
RCES

DaY Count On

• Reteach 1B, pp. 41–50
• Extra Practice 1B, pp.
37–42

DaY

5-minute Warm Up

5

DIFFERENTIaTION RESOURCES

5-minute Warm Up

5

1

5

2

3

1

2

3

4

1

5

• Remind children that
they have already
made counting tapes
for the numbers 1
to 20. (See Chapter 7.)
• Have children add the
numbers 21 to 40
to their counting tapes
to use throughout
this lesson. Put childre
n into small groups.
Distribute the Blank
Counting Tape (TR20)
,
scissor s, and tape. Have
children work
together to count on
to fill in the strips
with the numbers, cut
the strips out, and
then use tape to connec
t them.

4

Student Book B p. 66

Student Book B p. 66

Teach

DaY

Student Book 1B, pp.
71–75
Workbook 1B, pp. 51–56

DaY

36 is 2 less than 38.
36 is less than 38.

Chapter 12 Numbers
to 40

Tape

and Count Back Usin

(page 66)

1

2

3

4

g a Counting

5

Children have learned
to count to 40 as well
as represented the numbe
in place-value charts.
rs
In this lesson, childre
n learn to count on and
back, using a counting
count
tape.

• Have groups of childre
n take out their countin
g tapes.
(See the 5-minute Warm
Up.)
• Have children find the
number 27. Ask: What
is 2 more than 27? (29)
• Guide children to put
their fingers at 27, before
moving 2 places to
the right to reach 29.
Explain
1 that
2 this
3 is 4
5 g on to
countin
greater than 27.
get a number
• Have children locate
the number 38. Ask:
What is 2 less than 38?
(36)
• Guide children to place
their fingers at 38, before
moving 2 places to
the left to reach 36. Explain
that this is counting back
to get a number
less than 38.

Count On and Count Back Using a Counting
Tape

5

C hapter 12: l esson 3

66
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Problem of the Lesson

Guided Learning

Kristen has 40 books. John has 13 books. Tammy has
27 books.
1. Who has the most books?
2. Who has fewer books? John or Tammy?
3. Order the numbers of books from least to greatest.

Find the missing numbers.
This picture shows part of a calendar.

Differentiated Instruction suggests possible
resources teachers may use to supplement
their instruction when teaching pupils with
varied learning needs.

Solution:
1

24 is 2 more than 22.

le

24 is greater than 22.

2

Kristen

4

0

28 is less than 31.

John

1

3

Tammy

2

7

are different.

Compare the tens.
4 tens is greater than 1 ten.
2 tens is greater than 1 ten.

Compare 28 and 31.
Compare the tens.
The tens are different.
3 tens is greater than 2 tens.

Ones

2

8

Tens

Ones

3

1

Answer:
1. Kristen has the most books.
2. John has fewer books than Tammy.
3. 13, 27, 40

31

28

Differentiated Instruction

31 is greater than 28.
lesson 3

07(M)MIF2015CC_SEG1B_Ch12.indd 67

Ones

28 is 3 less than 31.

arn You can compare numbers when the tens

Tens

Tens

Comparing, Ordering, and Patterns

English Language Learners

67

3/4/13 8:26 PM

Student Book B p. 67

Check for Understanding

Guided Learning (page 67)
1 to 2 Help children use another form of ordered numbers,
a calendar, to apply counting on and counting back.

The Guided Learning activity shows part of a calendar. You
may want to expand on this idea and use an actual calendar
as an alternate method to present counting on, counting back,
comparing numbers, and ordering three numbers. Emphasize
the progression from left to right across a row, and from top to
bottom for successive rows.

21

30

10

21

24

38

24

Order the numbers from least to greatest.
11

Set A

Compare Numbers When the Tens are
Different (page 67)

Set B

1

Set A has 23 sticks.

2

Set B has 28 sticks.

3

Which set has more? Set B

33

28

36

28

33

36

solve.
12

37 is 4 more than 33.

13

23 is 5 less than 28.

14 2 more than 38 is 40 .

15

37 is 3 less than 40.

16 Name two numbers that are greater than 28 but less than 33.

Answers vary.
Accept any of these: 29, 30, 31, 32

17 Name two numbers that are less than 36 but greater than 33.

Children have been introduced to the concept of counting on and
back. Here, they compare two numbers where the tens are different.

Set A
4

• Write: 28, 31 on the board and draw two blank place-value charts.
• Use connecting cubes to show 28 and 31.
• Ask: Are the tens in the two numbers the same? (No)

34

Set B

5

Set A has 39 sticks.
Set B has 35 sticks.

6

Which set has fewer? Set B

7

22

26

26

18 25, 26, 27, 28,
19 21, 23, 25,
20 25,
8

35

29

72

Chapter 12

31 ,

32 , 33, 34

33 , 35, 37

On YOUR OWn

Go to Workbook B:

lesson 3

07(M)MIF2015CC_SEG1B_Ch12.indd 72

3/4/13 8:26 PM

Student Book B p. 72

Best Practices You may want to have groups of children
work together to use individual counting tapes to model the
problems in the Student Book.

5/23/13 5:50 PM

Guided Learning (page 71)

Best Practices provide
teachers with tips for
teaching and classroom
management.

30 , 31,

0

35

Numbers to 40

• Ask: What is 27 take away 3? (24) Does 24 take away 3
equal 21? (yes) With this confirmation of the number pattern,
encourage children to continue and find other missing
numbers in the pattern.

09(M)MIF2015CC_TEG1B_Ch12.indd 20

29 ,

27 , 29,

20 , 15, 10, 5,

Practice 3, pages 51–56

• Lead children to solve the problem by concluding that the number
with the greater tens is greater in value.

C hapter 12: l esson 3

35

Find the missing numbers in each pattern.

Compare.
Which number is greater?

• Ask: Which tens are greater? (3 tens) Say: 3 tens are greater than
2 tens, so 31 is greater than 28.

• Point out and explain it is not necessary to compare the ones.

67

9

Compare.

• Guide children to locate the original number before moving
to the right for more than and to the left for less than.
Best Practices Counting tapes can be used throughout this
lesson. For example, children will make comparisons between
two numbers with the help of a counting tape. Following that,
children will learn to use their counting tapes to order three
numbers. Lastly, children will use counting tapes with number
patterns.

Compare.
Which number is less?

let’s Practice

To reinforce concepts and vocabulary, have ﬁve children stand
in the front of the room holding cards with the numbers 32,
33, 34, 35, and 36. Say the numbers 33 and 35, and ask
children to hold up those cards. Say: Thirty-three is less than
35 and 35 is greater than 33. Point to and count the children
as you say: Thirty-three is two less than 35. Thirty-ﬁve is two
more than 33. Ask children to follow this model with other
numbers.

10 and 11 Guide children to identify the pattern for each

exercise before they fill in the missing numbers. Reiterate the
need to check the pattern along the way.

(pages 72 and 73)

07(M)MIF2015CC_SEG1B_Ch12.indd 73

Comparing, Ordering, and Patterns

73
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Student Book B p. 73

require children to count on or count back. Exercises 18 to
20 require children to identify the pattern and then fill in the
missing numbers.
Common Error Some children may incorrectly compare and
order numbers because they mix up the comparison terms.
Have them make a visual reference. Tell children to write the
numbers 3, 4, and 5 on a piece of paper and include the terms
less than and least under the 3 and greater than and greatest
under the 5.
ON YOUR OWN Children practice comparing and ordering
numbers, and completing number patterns in Practice 3, pages
51 to 56 on Workbook 1B. These pages (with the answers) are
shown on pages 73A and 73B.

Differentiation Options Depending on children’s success
with the Workbook pages, use these materials as needed.
Extra Support: Reteach 1B, pp. 41–50
On Level: Extra Practice 1B, pp. 37–42

This activity provides more practice comparing and ordering
numbers, and completing number patterns. Exercises 1 to 6
require children to compare two sets of objects. In Exercises
7 to 10 , children compare two numbers and in Exercise 11 ,
they compare and order three numbers. Exercises 12 to 17
C hapter 12: l esson 3

09(M)MIF2015CC_TEG1B_Ch12.indd 23
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Common Error

highlights
to teachers
common
misconceptions
pupils may face

when they attempt
practices.

MATH IN FOCUS

Consolidate
After pupils have learnt the mathematical concepts, they are provided with various
opportunities to revisit and reinforce their understanding of the mathematical concepts they
have learnt.
Hands-On Activity encourages pupils to work
collaboratively, communicate, practise reasoning

Let’s Explore! prompts

pupils to apply
what they have learnt in investigating
problems and discussing alternative solutions.

skills and clarify their understanding with their peers.

Hands-On Activity

Let’s explore!
STEP

Jesse and Cathy try to find out how many numbers there are from:
1

2

3 to 9

3

8 to 15

1

17 to 27

They use different ways to find the answer.
I count the numbers.
There are 7 numbers from 3 to 9.

I subtract the numbers.
9 minus 3 is equal to 6.

Write a favorite name,
a number less than 20,
and the name of a favorite
toy on three pieces of paper.
Your classmates will do the
same.

STEP

2

Your teacher has three bags.
They are labeled as shown.
Drop each piece of paper
into the correct bag.

Cathy

Jesse

Cathy’s
Way

3 to 9

7

9–3=6

2

8 to 15

8

15 – 8 = 7

3

17 to 27

11

27 – 17 = 10

STEP

3

Raul

STEP

4

Pick one name, one toy,
and two numbers from the
bags.

Write a real-world problem
using the words and
numbers thatTEyou picked.
S

5

Raul checked the answers and showed that Jesse’s way
was correct.
Then he looked at Cathy’s and Jesse’s answers and saw a pattern.
Jesse’s answer was always 1 more than Cathy’s answer.

STE

6

ge
pa

How many numbers are there from:
Lesson 4

4

5

22 to 38?

6

44 to 79?

Order and Pattern

29

24 to 94?

05(M)MIF2015CC_SEG2A_Ch01.indd 29

7

Return
the piec
es of pa
correct
per that
bags.
you pick
ed into
the
Read yo
ur real-w
Have th
or
ld
pr
oblem
em show
to your
your re
classm
Exampl
al-world
at
es
e
.
problem
with ba
r model
Lily ha
s.

P

Co
t
Use what you have learned to answer each question.
ntinued on nex

P

Jesse’s
Way
1

Check your answers to 4 , 5 , and 6 by counting.

3

27/04/13 11:09 PM

s 11
3 of them teddy bears.
The rest are big.
are sm
all
How m
any tedd .
y bears
are

small?

?
Chapter 4

STE

Using Bar Models: Addition and Subtraction

7

P

104

Take tu
11
rns
real-wor picking pape
rs from
ld prob
the bags
lems. 27/04/13
11:26 PM
an

08(M)MIF2015CC_SEG2A_Ch04.indd 104

d writin

Let’s Practice
Guided

Use aJournal
place-value chartoffers
to help you.
Math

pupils opportunities to articulate
their Mathematical reasoning, hone their thinking skills
Order the numbers.
1

Solve.
Use ba
r

Order the numbers from least to greatest.

3

740

,

,

628

435

,

least

2

Re ADInG AnD WRITIn G MATH
368

555

357

699

553

08(M)MIF

2015CC_

Which of
these
sentences
are correct?
,
,
,
,
1

5 × 2 has the same answer as 52.

Chapter 1

2

05(M)MIF2015CC_SEG2A_Ch01.indd 30

The picture shows 4 × 4.

Math Journal
27/04/13 11:09 PM

Look at the pict

ure.

5

4×7=7+7+7+7

6

136

h International

2×6=6+6+6+6+6+6

© Marshall Cavendis

8×3=3+3+3+3+3+3+3+3

(Singapore) Private

Limited.

Put 12 stars into
equ
What are the mu al groups in different ways.
ltiplication sen
tences and divi
that you can writ
sion sentences
e?
Draw circles aro
und the stars to
help you.

4

Think of some numbers less than 13.
Make multiplication sentences with your numbers.

Chapter 5

SEG2A_C

h04.indd

1 Using
Par

105

t-Part-W

hole in

Addition

and Sub

traction

105

27/04/13

Numbers to 1,000

3

Student Book

you.

understanding at appropriate level.

greatest

30

g

to help

Catering to pupils of varying learning
abilities, teachers may use these resources
to strengthen and enhance pupils’

Order the numbers from greatest to least.

Math Journal

Learnin

models

The libra
ry
It has $7 spends $225
on book
8
How m left to spend.
s.
uch does
the libra
4
ry have
The art
at first?
teacher
has $745
She bu
ys
.
She spen paint supplies
for
ds the re
How m
st of the $257.
uch do
the draw money on draw
ing supp
ing supp
lies cost
lies.
?
Lesson

and reflect on their mathematical understanding.
609

g

Multiplication and Division

120

Student Book
09(M)MIF2015CC_SEG2A_Ch05.indd 136

09(M)MIF2015CC

Chapter 5 Multip
lication

and Division

27/04/13 11:33 PM

_WBG2A_Ch05.in

dd 120
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PM
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Apply

Name:

C

17

Date:

Problem Solvin

Solve.
Show how to

r

After pupils have learnt
the concepts, resources
are available for them to
practise and consolidate
what they have learnt.

Name:

Date:

h a Pte

Graphs and Line Plots

3.

g

check your ans

wer.

A supermark
et has 412 bot
tles of apple
123 bottles of
juice.
apple juice are
sold.
How many bot
tles of apple
juice are left?

Practice 1 reading Picture Graphs with Scales
Fill in the blanks. Use the picture graph to help you.
The picture graph shows the food a team ate after a softball game.
Food eaten after the Game

Pupils may attempt the
independent practices in the
Workbooks to assess their
learning and teachers can
intervene when necessary.

Limited.
(Singapore) Private

© Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited.

Hot dogs
Salad

© Marshall Cavendis

Carrots
Apples
Key: Each

69

bottles of app

h International

Oranges

le juice are left

4.

.

Mr. Smith ma
de 207 sandw
iches.
18 sandwiche
s are tuna.
How many san
dwiches are
not tuna?

stands for 2 helpings of food.

example
They had

74

6

helpings of hot dogs.

1.

They had the same number of helpings of

2.

They had

more helpings of salad than apples.

3.

They had

helpings of salad and apples in all.
Lesson 1

as hot dogs.

Reading Picture Graphs with Scales

sandwiches

are not tuna.

181
Chapter 3

06(M)MIF2015C

Subtraction up

to 1,000

C_WBG2A_Ch0
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3.indd 73
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Workbook
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PM

75

Pupils can stretch their learning by trying these non-routine questions
from Put on Your Thinking Cap! As pupils draw from their prior
knowledge they will be able to think critically and solve
problems by applying concepts and strategies learnt.
Name:

Date:

Put On Your
Thinking Ca
p!

1

Put On Your Thinking Cap!
66_6

Challenging Practice
67_6

What time did
Kyle finish his
homework?
Use the clues
below to find out.

68_6

Look at the picture.
Where can the hour hand be?
Draw it on the clock face.
Explain.

30 minutes
later

1 hour later

71_1

on YoUR oWn

76_376_3

Limited.

Kyle spent 1 hou
r writing his stor
y.
He took another
30 minutes to
76_3
color the pictures
Kyle started his
.
homework at
6.00 p.m.

© Marshall Cavendish International (Singapore) Private Limited.

2

76_1 76_176_1

Problem Solvin
g

(Singapore) Private

76
Look at the clock.
Then look at the pictures.
Which is unlikely to take place at this time?
Explain your answer to your friends.

h International

Put On Your Thinking Cap!
P R o B le M s o lVI n G

80_1 80_180_1
© Marshall Cavendis

C R I T I C A l T H I n K I n G sK I l l s

6:00 p.m.

Go to Workbook B:
Put on Your Thinking Cap!
pages 121–122

Chapter 14

09(M)MIF2015CC_SEG2B_Ch14.indd 161

Time

6 _

6 _6 _

6 _

161

6 _6 _

6 _

6 _6 _

86_1

Student Book

28/04/13 1:05 AM

122

Chapter 14

09(M)MIF2015CC_WBG2B_Ch14.indd 121

Time

09(M)MIF2015CC

121

Chapter 14 Time

_WBG2B_Ch14.in

dd 122

Workbook
29/04/13 4:55
PM

29/04/13 4:55 PM

Based on performance analysis generated from students’ completed practices and tests,
teachers can intervene in a timely fashion to strengthen students’ foundation and level of
understanding in mathematics.
Aligned to the Math in Focus
curriculum,

allows pupils to

revisit lessons and reinforce
their learning using a holistic blend

of diagnostic assessments such as Pretests and Post-tests, multimedia lessons
and practices.
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MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Grade 1 – 6

Age 6 – 12

Product Introduction
Professional Team
Authors
Dr Cheung Ka Luen

• Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics and Information Technology, The Education University of
Hong Kong

Mr Loo Pok Chuen

• Experienced author of Primary Mathematics textbook series

Consultant
Mr Tsang Kin Wah

• Part-time Lecturer (Mathematics Education), Faculty of Education, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

Support materials for teachers can be found online:
https://subjects2.mceducation.com.hk/Primary.Maths/Index/index/lang/en-us
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MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

4A: 9789888695874
4B: 9789888695881
4C: 9789888695898
4D: 9789888695904

5A: 9789888695911
5B: 9789888695928
5C: 9789888695935
5D: 9789888695942

6A: 9789888695836
6B: 9789888695843
6C: 9789888695850
6D: 9789888695867

6A: 9789888695959
6B: 9789888695966
6C: 9789888695973
6D: 9789888695980

(Age 10)

5A: 9789888695799
5B: 9789888695805
5C: 9789888695812
5D: 9789888695829

Grade 4

Grade 5

4A: 9789888695751
4B: 9789888695768
4C: 9789888695775
4D: 9789888695782

(Age 11)

3A: 9789888545278
3B: 9789888545285
3C: 9789888545292
3D: 9789888545308

Grade 3

2A: 9789888545230
2B: 9789888545247
2C: 9789888545254
2D: 9789888545261

Grade 4

(Age 7)

3A: 9789888545391
3B: 9789888545407
3C: 9789888545414
3D: 9789888545421

(Age 8)

2A: 9789888545353
2B: 9789888545360
2C: 9789888545377
2D: 9789888545384

1A: 9789888545193
1B: 9789888545209
1C: 9789888545216
1D: 9789888545223

(Age 9)

1A: 9789888545315
1B: 9789888545322
1C: 9789888545339
1D: 9789888545346

Grade 1

Workbook

Grade 2

Textbook
(Student’s edition)

(Age 10)

Core Components
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MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Teacher Resources
Textbook
Workbook
(Teacher’s edition) (Teacher’s edition)

Teacher’s
Guide

Online Support
https://www.mceducation.com.hk/
MCE_em/index_bak.php

• MC ebook

(Age 7)

Grade 1

• Online Question Bank
• STEM Resources
1A: 9789888543908
1B: 9789888543915
1C: 9789888543922
1D: 9789888627127

1A: 9789888543953
1B: 9789888543960
1C: 9789888543977
1D: 9789888627172

1A: 9789888627226
1B: 9789888627233
1C: 9789888627240
1D: 9789888627257

• Worksheets
• Interactive Learning
Apps

4A: 9789888629060
4B: 9789888629077
4C: 9789888629084
4D: 9789888697014

5A: 9789888698240
5B: 9789888698257
5C: 9789888698264
5D: 9789888698271

5A: 9789888696888
5B: 9789888696895
5C: 9789888696901
5D: 9789888697021

(Age 10)

6A: 9789888698165
6B: 9789888698172
6C: 9789888698189
6D: 9789888698196

6A: 9789888698288
6B: 9789888698295
6C: 9789888698301
6D: 9789888698318

6A: 9789888628636
6B: 9789888697038
6C: 9789888628643
6D: 9789888697694

4A: 9789888698080
4B: 9789888698097
4C: 9789888698103
4D: 9789888698110

5A: 9789888698127
5B: 9789888698134
5C: 9789888698141
5D: 9789888698158

Grade 4

Grade 5

(Age 8)

4A: 9789888698202
4B: 9789888698219
4C: 9789888698226
4D: 9789888698233

(Age 9)

3A: 9789888627301
3B: 9789888627318
3C: 9789888627325
3D: 9789888627332

(Age 10)

3A: 9789888545476
3B: 9789888545483
3C: 9789888627202
3D: 9789888627219

3A: 9789888545438
3B: 9789888545445
3C: 9789888627158
3D: 9789888627165

(Age 11)

2A: 9789888627264
2B: 9789888627271
2C: 9789888627288
2D: 9789888627295

Grade 3

2A: 9789888545452
2B: 9789888545469
2C: 9789888627189
2D: 9789888627196

2A: 9789888543939
2B: 9789888543946
2C: 9789888627134
2D: 9789888627141

Grade 4

Grade 2

• Assessment Pack
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MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Encourage pre-class preparation and self-learning
Unit theme page starts with an everyday
scenario and a question to enhance pupils’
interest in mathematics.

Flipped Learning

provides video clips
and related questions
to motivate self-directed
.
learning in

Amusing Animation
for the unit theme page
enhances pupils’ interest
in mathematics.

Do you remember? reviews knowledge
acquired previously for better understanding of
new knowledge.
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Do you Know? encourages pre-class

preparation to strengthen learning effectiveness.

Primary Mathematics

MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Strengthen Construction of Knowledge
Teaching aids and problem-solving methods facilitate pupils’ construction of mathematical
concepts and knowledge.
Base-10 cards strengthen pupils’

arithmetic operations skills by familiarising
pupils with the principles of carry and
borrowing.

Base-10 cards APP facilitates
teaching and self-directed learning.

Problem Solving Trilogy improves pupils’ technique in solving problems through

the steps: Understanding

Strategy

Calculation

Bars Model APP

provides instant feedback.
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MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

Enhancing Thinking Ability
Abundant learning activities with various purposes are presented to enhance pupils’
thinking ability.
Think and Share inspires pupils and
helps them clarify misconceptions through
discussion.

Exploring Zone guides pupils to
discover and build up knowledge through
exploration in response to the new
learning unit ‘Inquiry and Investigation’.

Personal Activity and Group Activity allow pupils to cooperate and develop a
deeper understanding of mathematics.
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MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS
Creative Zone helps pupils grasp
the structure of problems through
creative activities.

STEM Discovery illustrates
the use of mathematics with
science, technology and
engineering in daily life to
inspire pupils.

Maths and Me illustrates
the importance of mathematics
in daily life through the use of
mathematics in everyday life.

Challenge encourages pupils to
solve harder problems by integrating
knowledge in different fields, helping
them develop higher-order thinking
skills.

Checkpoint checks pupils’

understanding of concepts instantly.
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Promoting Advanced Learning
Advanced learning content designed to broaden pupils’ horizon and let them develop
higher-order thinking skills are provided at the end of each unit. These include Inquiry

and Investigation, Learn More, Problem Solving, STEMpedia, Computational
Thinking Corner and Hands-on STEM.

Inquiry and Investigation

strengthens pupils’ ability in exploration,
communication and learning mathematical
concepts.

Learn More further investigates mathematics
related topics to broaden pupils’ horizons.

Problem Solving provides
unconventional or open-ended questions
with
to enhance pupils’ problemsolving ability.
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MC PRIMARY MATHEMATICS

STEMpedia guides pupils in connecting
mathematical concepts with STEM.

Computational Thinking Corner

uses various computational thinking skills to
design and solve daily life problems.

Hands-on STEM provides
activities to strengthen pupils'
hands-on experience by
integrating mathematical
knowledge in various fields.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Primary Mathematics

Grade 1-6

Maths Digital Suites Primary

Available on

Curriculum Mapping Available

New Grade 1-6
Topic Coverage
MCEduhub’s Math Digital Suite for Primary is a comprehensive
digital platform that combines interactive multimedia technology
with instructional strategies to offer an engaging teaching and
learning experience. Adopting the same pedagogical principles
of Singapore Math®, Math Digital Suite aims to hone students’
problem-solving and critical thinking skills through story-based
interactive animations, animated tutorials, interactive activities and
mind-stimulating quizzes.

Whole Numbers
Algebra
Fractions
Measurement
Decimals
Area and Volume
Percentage
Geometry
Ratio
Data Representations
and Interpretation
• Rate and Speed
And More!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discover

Challenging Concepts

Fully narrated multimedia lessons with
step-by-step animation using the
‘concrete-pictorial-abstract approach’ to aid
students in mastering complex concepts at their
own pace.

Interactive story-based animations with virtual
manipulatives for stimulated interest and
sustained engagement among learners.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Discover
Fully narrated multimedia lessons with
step-by-step animation using the
‘concrete-pictorial-abstract approach’ to aid
students in mastering complex concepts at their
own pace.

Challenging Concepts
Interactive story-based animations with virtual
manipulatives for stimulated interest and
sustained engagement among learners.

Challenging Concepts

Virtual Manipulatives
Interactive tools that prompt students to explore
and make connections to key ideas in order
to build a solid conceptual understanding of
mathematical concepts.

Guided Practice

Scaffolded practice questions
with varied levels of guidance to
promote confidence and gradual
independence in students.

79

With virtual manipulatives to exemplify the
concrete-pictorial scaffolding process, students
are better prepared to tackle quiz questions.
Further (or Supplementary) examples help
promote construction and retention of
information knowledge.

Practice

Formative assessments at various stages to
determine students’ conceptual understanding
of each topic.

Teachers can assign these as homework while
students continue to develop procedural fluency
and critical problem-solving skills.

Primary Mathematics

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Available on

Topics Covered
Sharpen Your Math Skills with Math Assessment
Math Assessment is the perfect channel for students to master
mathematical concepts independently through a series of
formative assessments which features auto-marking and
step-by-solution. With over 16,000 quizzes in varying difficulty
levels, Math Assessment aims to build confidence and motivate
students through awards for accomplishments.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Whole Numbers
Measurement
Geometry
Data Representation
and Interpretation
Money
Fractions
Area and Volume
Decimals
Percentage
Ratio
Rate and Speed
Data Analysis
Algebra

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Available on

Topics Covered
Math Buddies is a comprehensive digital platform that adopts the
same pedagogical principles found in Marshall Cavendish Education’s
print solutions and combines interactive multimedia technology with
instructional strategies to offer an engaging teaching and learning
experience.
Math Buddies draws from the proven pedagogy behind our sound
Mathematics materials which have propelled Singapore’s stellar
rankings in international studies. Aligned to the Singapore Math
framework, Math Buddies’ curriculum focuses on problem-solving and
critical thinking to deepen learners’ conceptual understanding and
help them learn to master concepts.

• Whole Numbers
• Algebra
• Fractions
• Ratio
• Percentage
• Decimals
• Time
• Area and Perimeter
• Bar Graphs
• Multiplication
• Division
And More!

With an emphasis on careful scaffolding, the introduction of new
concepts is built upon concepts previously learnt and mastered to
ensure a solid foundation through a coherent and focused programme
for learners from Primary 1 to 6.

Enhanced User Experience

The fully HTML interactive resource and enhanced
user interface brings about meaningful learning
journeys for both educators and learners. Educators
can assign learning units for learners to work on
independently or encourage them to review lessons of
their own choice.

•
•

Two way-navigation to
resources
‘Bookmarks’ where
you last stopped

Spiral Progression Learning Pathway

The simplified ‘by lesson’ approach promotes effective and scaffolded learning that ensures a
solid foundation to achieve conceptual mastery.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Available on

Topics Covered
Mini Games is an exciting and interactive digital platform that make
learning math fun for children. Improve memory’s capacity and hand-eye
coordination, allowing learners to apply concepts and skills learned to
achieve mastery. Educators can use them to engage learners in the
classroom after completing the topic. Alternatively, they can also be used
as a form of Reteach resources for the weaker learners. It can also be
used for frontal teaching and homework.

• Measurements
• Shapes
• Fraction
• Ratio
• Addition
• Subtraction
• Multiplication
And More!

Learners are motivated to learn math through various games, as they aim
to complete the different levels through solving equation. Through this,
they gain confidence in their math skills and achieve proficiency in
mathematics. With lively animations and captivating visuals, learners are
sure to be kept engaged throughout!

Types of Mini
Games
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Educators can assign learning mini games for learners to work on independently.

Maze Game

Music Maker

Pipes

Visually appealing animations that make solving maths equations exciting for learners!
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Maze Game
Music Maker
Space Guardian
Pipes
Pop!
Whack A Mole
Shooting
Jigsaw Puzzle

Stay connected with us
on social media!
@mceducation
@mc名创教育

Primary Science
+

Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge
Primary Science (2nd Edition)

+

My Pals Are Here! Science (International)

+

My Pals Are Here! Science (International) (2nd Edition)

+

Digital Resources
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MCE CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY SCIENCE (2ND EDITION)

Grade 1 – 6

Age 7 – 12

Product Introduction
Marshall Cavendish Education (MCE) Cambridge Primary Science (2nd edition) is the latest
edition of our Primary Science series that fulfils the new Cambridge Primary Science curriculum
framework (0097). The series is specially created to help young learners build a sound
understanding of scientific concepts and to become young scientists who make a difference to the
world around them with their knowledge and skills.
Within this series, you will find Singapore’s tried-and-tested methodologies embodied in highquality resources that support the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework. This
programme includes a range of supporting resources, customisable for both online and face-toface learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.
The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language, and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
the world around them.
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MCE CAMBRIDGE PRIMARY SCIENCE (2ND EDITION)

Core Components
Student’s
Book

quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

Registered Cambridge International Schools
benefit from high-quality programmes,
assessments and a wide range of support so that
teachers can effectively deliver Cambridge Primary.
Visit www.cambridgeinternational.org/primary to
find out more.

1

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1 – 6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1 – 6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1 – 6)
• e-book (Stages 1 – 6)

2 Edition

• Includes a variety of hands-on activities where students carry out investigations, research, predictions and
analysis, helping them develop critical and creative thinking skills
• Provides reinforcement of concepts and skills covered in the Student’s Book, as well as additional practice
through activities with real-life connections
• Builds scientific literacy through crosswords, word jumbles and fill-in-the-blanks activities
• Supports the consolidation of key concepts through concept maps
• Allows students to monitor their learning through formative questions of different levels, ranging from
simple recall questions to more challenging structured questions

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

✓ Provides learner support for the Cambridge Primary
Science Curriculum Framework (0097) for first
teaching from 2021

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

2nd Edition

for the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum
framework (0097) from 2020

✓ Has passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

Activity
Book

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
the world around them.
AB The Activity Book:
nd

1

✓ Provides learner support as part of a set of resources

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Science series, you will find a unique
combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources, paired
with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary Science
programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.

Activity Book

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

ISBN 978-981-4971-69-0

ISBN 978-981-4971-69-0

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1–6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1–6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1–6)
• e-book (Stages 1–6)

quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ Used by Cambridge schools worldwide

Cambridge
Primary

Science

1

Activity
Book
2nd Edition

ISBN 978-981-4971-70-6

ISBN 978-981-4971-70-6

9 7 89 8 1 4 97 1 6 90

9 7 89 8 1 4 97 1 6 90

1

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1–6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1–6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1–6)
• e-book (Stages 1–6)

quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ Used by Cambridge schools worldwide

Science

Curriculum Framework (0097) for first teaching
from 2021

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

analysis, helping them develop critical and creative thinking skills
• Provides reinforcement of concepts and skills covered in the Student’s Book, as well as additional practice
through activities with real-life connections
• Builds scientific literacy through crosswords, word jumbles and fill-in-the-blanks activities
• Supports the consolidation of key concepts through concept maps
• Allows students to monitor their learning through formative questions of different levels, ranging from
simple recall questions to more challenging structured questions

Cambridge Primary

✓ Supports the full Cambridge Primary Science

AB The Activity Book:

2nd Edition
• Includes a variety of hands-on activities where students carry out investigations, research, predictions and

For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.

Science

2nd Edition

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working

Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
Student’s
the world around them.
Book

Cambridge
Primary

1

1

Science

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Science series, you will find Singapore’s
tried-and tested methodologies embodied in high-quality resources that support the Cambridge
Primary Science curriculum framework. This programme includes a range of supporting resources
customisable for both online and face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding
learning and teaching experiences.

Activity Book

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1 – 6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1 – 6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1 – 6)
• e-book (Stages 1 – 6)

central to the series
• Explains concepts in a concise manner with infographics and colourful visuals
• Supports subject literacy with simple, concise sentences and language support
• Presents opportunities to learn science in context for students to understand the relevance of science in
their daily lives
• Has an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• Helps students develop the 21st century skills with well-designed hands-on activities, preparing them for
success in future work
• Provides for student engagement with mascots, videos, stickers and fun activities

Science

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

Registered Cambridge International Schools
benefit from high-quality programmes,
assessments and a wide range of support so that
teachers can effectively deliver Cambridge Primary.
Visit www.cambridgeinternational.org/primary to
find out more.

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
the world around them.

2• DevelopsEdition
critical and creative thinkers with the Critical and Creative Thinking (CCT) framework that is

SB Thend
Student’s Book:

Cambridge Primary

quality-assurance process

Student’s
Book

2nd Edition

Cambridge Primary Science curriculum framework
(0097) from 2020

✓ Has passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Science series, you will find a unique
combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources, paired
with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary Science
programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.

Activity Book
eBook

Activity Book

For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.

Cambridge
Primary

1

✓ Provides support as part of a set of resources for the

2nd Edition

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

1

• Develops critical and creative thinkers
• Explains concepts in a concise manner with infographics and colourful visuals
• Supports subject literacy with simple, concise sentences and language support
• Presents opportunities to learn science in context for students to understand the relevance of science in
their daily lives
• Has an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• Helps students develop the 21st century skills with well-designed hands-on activities, preparing them for
success in future work
• Provides for student engagement with mascots, videos, stickers and fun activities

Science

For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.

Student’s Book

Student’s Book

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
the world around them.
SB The Student’s Book:

Cambridge
Primary

Science

Science

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Science series, you will find Singapore’s
tried-and tested methodologies embodied in high-quality resources that support the Cambridge
Primary Science curriculum framework. This programme includes a range of supporting resources
customisable for both online and face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding
learning and teaching experiences.

Cambridge Primary

Cambridge Primary

For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.

Student’s Book
eBook

9 7 89 8 1 4 97 1 7 06

Consultants: Dr Roy van den Brink-Budgen and Dr Teo Tang Wee • Author: Dana Paz

CAIE Science SB_Cover.indd 1-3
Consultants: Dr Roy van den Brink-Budgen and Dr Teo Tang Wee • Author:
Dana Paz

9 7 89 8 1 4 97 1 7 06

16/4/21 5:05 PM

Consultants: Dr Roy van den Brink-Budgen and Dr Teo Tang Wee • Author: Dana Paz

Consultants: Dr Roy van den Brink-Budgen and Dr Teo Tang Wee • Author: Dana Paz
CAIE Science AB_Cover.indd 1-3

CAIE Science SB_Cover v3.indd 1-3

3/8/21 4:30 PM

✓ Provides learner support for the Cambridge Primary
Science Curriculum Framework (0097) for first
teaching from 2021

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

6

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1–6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1–6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1–6)
• e-book (Stages 1–6)

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

✓ Provides learner support for the Cambridge Primary
Science Curriculum Framework (0097) for first
teaching from 2021

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous

ISBN 978-981-4971-84-3

Consultants: Dr Roy van den Brink-Budgen and •
Dr Teo Tang Wee

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ Used by Cambridge schools worldwide
Authors: Jasvinder K. Randhawa and Dr Natasha Mehta

Series architecture
• Student’s Book (Stages 1–6)
• Activity Book (Stages 1–6)
• Teacher’s Guide (Stages 1–6)
• e-book (Stages 1–6)

quality-assurance process

quality-assurance process

9 7 89 8 1 4 97 1 8 43

2nd Edition

• Includes a variety of hands-on activities where students carry out investigations, research, predictions and
analysis, helping them develop critical and creative thinking skills
• Provides reinforcement of concepts and skills covered in the Student’s Book, as well as additional practice
through activities with real-life connections
• Builds scientific literacy through crosswords, word jumbles and fill-in-the-blanks activities
• Supports the consolidation of key concepts through concept maps
• Allows students to monitor their learning through formative questions of different levels, ranging from
simple recall questions to more challenging structured questions

2nd Edition

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

Activity
Book

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
the world around them.

AB The Activity Book:

6

ISBN 978-981-4971-84-3

Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Science series, you will find a unique
combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources, paired
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simple recall questions to more challenging structured questions
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and creative thinkers with the Critical and Creative Thinking (CCT) framework that is
central to the series
• Explains concepts in a concise manner with infographics and colourful visuals
• Supports subject literacy with simple, concise sentences and language support
• Presents opportunities to learn science in context for students to understand the relevance of science in
their daily lives
• Has an international flavour, with multicultural references and photographs
• Helps students develop the 21st century skills with well-designed hands-on activities, preparing them for
success in future work
• Provides for student engagement with mascots, videos, stickers and fun activities
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Teacher Resources
Teacher’s Guide
Cambridge Primary
Science

For over 60 years Marshall Cavendish Education has been empowering educators
and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.
Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Science series, you will find Singapore’s
tried-and tested methodologies embodied in high-quality resources that support the Cambridge
Primary Science curriculum framework. This programme includes a range of supporting resources
customisable for both online and face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding
learning and teaching experiences.

Teacher’s Guide

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
the world around them.
TG The Teacher’s Guide:

✓ Provides teacher support as part of a set of resources
for the Cambridge Primary Science curriculum
framework (0097) from 2020

✓ Has passed Cambridge International’s rigorous
quality-assurance process

✓ Developed by subject experts
✓ For Cambridge schools worldwide

2nd Edition

This resource is endorsed by
Cambridge Assessment International Education

1

• Supports teachers to carry out engaging lessons with step-by-step lesson plans and creative,
easy-to-conduct lesson ideas
• Provides language support for non-native English speakers with simple, concise instructions
• Encourages home-to-school partnership with ideas for parents to support and reinforce the student’s
learning at home
• Provides solutions for the growth of every student through differentiated activities for support and
challenge
• Offers convenience to teachers with answer keys to questions in the Student’s Book and Activity Book

Registered Cambridge International Schools
benefit from high-quality programmes,
assessments and a wide range of support so that
teachers can effectively deliver Cambridge Primary.
Visit www.cambridgeinternational.org/primary to
find out more.
Series architecture
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and students in over 80 countries with high-quality, research-based, Pre-K-12
educational solutions. We nurture world-ready global citizens by equipping
students with crucial 21st century skills through our resources for schools and
education centres worldwide, including Cambridge schools, catering to national
and international curricula.
Within the Marshall Cavendish Education Cambridge Primary Science series, you will find a unique
combination of Singapore’s tried and tested methodologies and high-quality resources, paired
with the Cambridge approach to an international education. The exciting blended Primary Science
programme includes a range of supporting resources customisable for both online and
face-to-face learning, in order to consistently deliver outstanding learning and teaching experiences.

Teacher’s Guide

The 2nd edition has retained the active learning approach, easy-to-understand language and
rich visuals. It builds on the previous edition by incorporating the new Thinking and Working
Scientifically strand in order to nurture active learners who understand the relevance of science to
the world around them.
TG The Teacher’s Guide:

✓ Provides learner support for the Cambridge Primary
Science Curriculum Framework (0097) for first
teaching from 2021

✓ Passed Cambridge International’s rigorous
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• Encourages home-to-school partnership with ideas for parents to support and reinforce the student’s
learning at home
• Provides solutions for the growth of every student through differentiated activities for support and
challenge
• Offers convenience to teachers with answer keys to questions in the Student’s Book and Activity Book
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MY PALS ARE HERE! SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL

Grade 1 – 6

Age 7 – 12

Product Introduction
This six-level series helps pupils acquire a deep understanding of scientific concepts while

developing essential science process skills through the 5E Instructional Model
approach to learning by inquiry.
My Pals are Here! Science is the most widely-used primary science programme in Singapore
schools. Users of this series have been consistently ranked high in TIMSS (Trends in
International Mathematics and Science Study) for their science performance.
Specially designed for the international pupil, this edition is adapted from the highly effective
Singapore edition of My Pals are Here! Science while incorporating other international science
syllabuses:
+ Indonesia Competencies Standards & Basic Competencies
+ Thailand National Science Curriculum Standards
+ Philippines Curriculum (Science)
+ UK National Curriculum (Science)
+ US National Science Education Standards
This series is also adapted to:
– My Pals are Here! Science, adopted in Libya and Ghana, Arabic and English text.
– This series has also been translated into Chinese and Spanish text.
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Engage Pupils
Lively and colourful visuals excite and capture pupils’ attention. Curious pupils are more
engaged in learning, setting the right environment to make the teaching process easier and
more effective.
Real and drawn images simplify
complex concepts and make

Stunning visuals as unit openers to introduce the topic
and allow for class discussions to discover and

difficult concepts easy for
pupils to understand.

understand science concepts.

In the power stations, generators produce electricity.

14 Water
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Steam turns
a turbine.

steam

generator

turbine
boiler

1

Water
ter is boiled
in a boiler.

5

This electricity travels
through cables and
into our homes.
cables

4

The turbine is
connected to a
generator. As the
turbine turns, the
generator spins
and produces
electricity.

Cables are built to carry
electricity to our homes.
A power
station

Quick Check
Identify the source(s) of
electricity in these
objects:
• Torch
• Radio
• Electric kettle
• Air-conditioner

Examples of electrical sockets

water.
things live in
ng things?
These living
to these livi
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?
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We get electricity produced in power stations by
plugging equipment into an electrical socket.
Sources a
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electricity
lectricity 83
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15.4 Changing the shape
of an object
How can a force change the shape
of an object?
A force can also change the shape

Learn Through Exploration

of an object.

The force of the hand on the sponge
changes the
shape of the sponge.

The understanding of scientific knowledge takes
place when knowledge is applied during hands-on
learning experiences set in realistic situations so that
pupils can make connections with their own lives
and the environment which they live in.

15.5 Opposing forces
What is an opposing force?
When we push or pull an object, we
can feel a force
push against us or pull away from
us. This force is
called an opposing force. An opposin
g force acts
in the opposite direction of a push or
pull.
When we push down on a spring,
we are applying a force on the
spring.
We can feel the opposing force
of the spring pushing against our
hand. The size and shape of the
metal changes.

opposing force

Trigger questions guide pupils in
their thinking process and help
them to uncover concepts and
explore connections.
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Observe, Analyse,
Communicate
Look around your home
and try to find where metal
springs are used. The
metal spring can either
be pushed down or pulled
back. Discuss what force is
applied on each of them.

Textbook
9/24/09 4:51:46 PM
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Activities provide
opportunities for pupils to
practise and develop
process skills.

Activity 1.3 Sniffing it out
Process skills
Observe : different scents in the cups
Predict
: the things inside the cups from their scents
Aim :

To identify things using our sense of smell

Materials : Four cups containing different things

Procedures
1.

Your teacher will give you four cups, labelled A to D. The cups contain
different things.

Hands-on activities
enable pupils to gain
an appreciation

2. Smell the cups one at a time. Guess what is inside each cup.

Results and question
1.

and better
understanding of
new knowledge.

Write down what you think is inside each cup in the table below.
Cup

What you think is inside

A
B
C
D
2. How many of the things did you guess correctly?

6

Unit 1
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Explanation and Elaboration of Concepts
Teaching tips and activities catered to different learning abilities enable teachers to guide pupils
toward a deeper understanding of concepts to aid the Explanation and Elaboration phases.
Additional teacher’s notes supplement teachers with extra content giving them the support and
confidence to teach the topic.
Provides tips and activities with differentiated
instruction for the teacher to reach out to pupils
of different learning abilities.
Helps to

identify
and correct
common
errors made

Common misconceptions

Enrichment for advanced learners

1. Misconception: A battery stores electricity.
Actual fact:
A battery stores chemicals, not electricity. The chemicals react to produce electrons and the
movement of these electrons results in an electric current or electricity.

• Have pupils visit the website http://www.hyperstaffs.info/work/physics/child/index.html and click on
Electricity in the home’ to ﬁnd out which appliances use electricity from the mains and which are
battery-operated. Alternatively, have pupils classify the appliances shown on Textbook pp. 98–99 as
mains-operated’ and battery-operated’ appliances.

2. Misconception: The bigger the battery size, the greater the current driven in the circuit.
Actual fact:
A D-sized battery can have the same emf as an AAA-sized battery. The amount of current
driven by the battery is determined by the resistance of the circuit, not by the size of the
battery. The advantage of a large battery is simply that it lasts longer.

Reinforcement for struggling learners
• It may be difﬁcult for pupils to imagine how an appliance can contain an electric circuit complete with
wires, load and switches. It would be useful if an appliance can be taken apart to show them the presence
of an electric circuit.

by pupils.

Helps teachers
facilitate pupils’

discovery and
understanding
of key
concepts.

Key inquiry question:
An electrical appliance is a piece
of equipment that works when
electricity ﬂows through its
electric circuit.

Most electrical equipment
depends on mains supply for
electricity although some rely
on batteries. Equipment like
refrigerators, air-conditioners,
and television sets use electricity
from the mains. Equipment like
calculators, watches and
remote-controlled toys use
electricity from batteries.
Water is a good conductor
of electricity. If we touch
an electrical appliance with
wet hands, we can complete
an electric circuit and be
electrocuted.

20.1 Electric circuits in appliances

Flashba k
Electrical equipment
i
need electricity to work.

 L]Vi ^h ^c Vc ZaZXig^XVa Veea^VcXZ4
:aZXig^XVa Zfj^ebZci VgZ Vahd XVaaZY ZaZXig^XVa
Veea^VcXZh# 6c ZaZXig^XVa Veea^VcXZ ^h bVYZ je
d[ Y^[[ZgZci XdccZXi^c\ eVgih# I]ZhZ eVgih VgZ
XdccZXiZYid[dgbVcZaZXig^XX^gXj^i#

II]
]Z h^b
beaZ ZaZXig^X X^gXj^i WZadl
l XVc WZ [djcY
Y ^c Vc
ZaZXig
ZaZ
ig^XXVa Veea^VcXZ hjX] Vh V idgX]# :VX] eVgii d[ Vc
ZaZ
ZXig^^X X^gXj^i ]Vh V Y^[[ZgZci [j
ZXig
jcXi^dc#
battery
wire

s itch
sw

:kZgn ZaZXig^XVa Veea^VcXZ ]Vh Vc ZaZXig^X X^gXj^i#
L]Zc ZaZXig^X^in Ådlh i]gdj\] i]Z ZaZXig^X X^gXj^i!
i]ZZaZXig^XVaVeea^VcXZl^aaldg`#

7dWboi[
Why is it dangerous for
us to handle electrical
appliances when our
hands are wet?

bulb

6idgX]^hbVYZjed[VWjaW!Vhl^iX]!WViiZg^ZhVcY
XdccZXi^c\l^gZh#I]ZhZeVgihbjhiWZXdccZXiZY
[dgi]ZidgX]idldg`#

The
h bulb
b lb can light
l h up when
h it is connected
d to an electric
l
circuit.
circuit

L]Zc i]Z eVgih VgZ XdccZXXiZY! ZaZXig^X^iin Ådlh
Vadc\ i]Z X^gXj^i VcY i]Z WjaW a^\]ih je# I]^hh Åd
Ådl d[
ZaZXig^X^in ^h XVaaZY Vc ZaZXig^XXjggZci#

bulb
wires (inside)
switch

=ZgZ VgZ bdgZ ZmVbeaZh d[ ZaZXig^XVa Veea^V
VcXZh
lZ XVc hZZ VgdjcY jh#

Electric
toothbrush
Electric fan

The bulb lights up when electricity flows
through the electric circuit in the torch.

batteries
(inside)

Fj^X`8]ZX`
Blender

Iron

Identify the parts of a
simple electric circuit.
Ellectric cir
circuits
rcuitts 99
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The electric circuit of an
electric toothbrush consists of a
battery, a switch, a motor and
connecting wires. In the case
of the blender, iron and electric
fan, all the other parts are the
same except for the electricity
source (battery). For these
appliances, the mains is the
electricity source.
Electric circuits

20.9

Teacher's Guide
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Dynamic videos and highly interactive activities help to explain concepts while quizzes
encourage pupils to apply the concepts learnt.

This content is available for pupils with subscribed accounts.
For a demonstration, contact our education consultants.

Available on:
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Learning is Evaluated
Learning is summed up meaningfully at various junctures in the learning process.
Pupils assess their acquisition of knowledge, skills, and abilities while teachers
evaluate pupils’ progress.
Self-evaluation exercises allow for

Concept maps

summarise and
link science
concepts pupils

informal assessment of pupils’

At a glance

understanding of the concepts taught
in the unit.

Objects

have learnt to the
particular unit.

can be compared
in terms of their

are made of

have

Properties
Materials

Shapes

Sizes

Colours

Mass
which can be

such as

Wood

Measured

Paper

using

Rubber

Metal

Lever
balance

1.

There is a

2.

Objects come in

3.

The size, shape, colour and the mass of an object are its

4.

We can

5.

Objects have

6.

We can use a
balance to measure the mass of an object.

of objects around us.
sizes, shapes and colours.

7.

Objects are made of

8.

There are many

and

in their properties.
or an electronic

.
of materials.

9.

Different materials have

10.

Some types of materials are wood, paper, rubber, metals,

uses.
,

.

glass and

Electronic
balance

.

objects in terms of their properties.

Ceramics
Glass
Plastic

Balance

: When the weighing pans of
a lever balance do not tilt

Clay

: The soft material from Earth
Materials
that can be made into ceramics
Properties
: Having many colours
Sap
: Observe similarities and
differences
Similarities
: Knives, forks and spoons we
Utensils
eat with

Colourful

Objects around us 15

Compare
Cutlery
Differences

Summarises the list of scientific
vocabulary pupils need to
know from the unit.
(S)O2TB3B_10.indd 15

9/24/09 4:57:37 PM

: Not the same properties

Lever balance : Tool to measure the mass of
objects

Mass

Variety

: Amount of substance an
object has
: What an object is made of
: Features or characteristics
: White milky substance from
rubber trees
: Same properties
: Objects that are used in the
kitchen for cooking
: A number of or a collection of
different objects

16 Unit 10

Textbook
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Revision exercises in
the activity book provide

Systems

formal assessment
and revision.

A system is a whole that is made up of parts. The parts
of a system work together to carry out a job. If one
part is missing or not working properly, the system
cannot carry out its job well.

Revision Exercise

We have four types of teeth.
Together, they help us to eat.

Our organ systems work together
Section
A: Multiple-choice Questions
properly.
for our body to function
amp our skeletal and
xamp
example,
e
ex
or exam
For
Fo
For each
question, four options are given. Choose the correct
together
ar ssystems work
ular
s ul
usc
muscular
mu
uss to move.write down your choice, 1, 2, 3 or 4, in the brackets provided.
o u
llllow
allow
to a

We have ﬁve sense organs —
ue and
gue
ng
eyes, ears, skin, tongue
nd out
o ﬁﬁnd
lp us tto
nose. They help
s.
us.
nd u
ound
arou
around
d ar
rld
rl
w
world
he wo
about the

1.

We use our

to help us see our friends.

(1) nose
(3) skin

(2) eyes
(4) ears

of a plant
The different
Th
2. parts
Which
of the following
carry out different functions
to keep the plantA.alive.
Muscular system

answer and

(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

are used when we play badminton?

B. Skeletal system
C. Sense organs
D. Digestive system
(1) A and B only
(3) A, B and C only

ny
d consists of many
body
Our bo
Our
The digestive
ys
systems.
n sy
gan
ga
orga
or
organ
sttem iiss one of our many
syst
sy
system
ste
yst
systems.
n sy
gan
ga
orga
or
organ

3.

Our body needs
(1) carbohydrates
(3) fats

120

4.
121
9/26/09 7:37:19 PM (S)O2TB_3B_ThemeNew..indd

(S)O2TB_3B_ThemeNew..indd 120

Textbook

a
broad-based understanding of
the world around them.
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(2) Molars
(4) Premolars

.

exercise regularly
give his body enough rest every day
eat more of foods that are rich in proteins, vitamins and minerals
live in a clean, safe and pleasant environment

(1) A and C only
(3) A, B and C only
68

(2) proteins
(4) vitamins
121 and minerals

To help his body grow and develop well, Joe should
A.
B.
C.
D.

Scientific ideas across various topics
are linked-up to help pupils develop

to help our muscles grow.

Which type of teeth do we use to tear food?
(1) Incisors
(3) Canines

5.

(2) C and D only
(4) A, B, C and D

(2) B and D only
(4) A, B, C and D

(

)

Revision Exercise

(S)O2AB3A_RevisionExer.indd 68
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MY PALS ARE HERE! SCIENCE INTERNATIONAL (2ND EDITION)

Grade 1 – 6

Age 7 – 12

Science International
(2nd Edition)
Product Introduction
This updated new edition of the My Pals are Here! Science International series helps pupils to acquire a deep
understanding of scientific concepts by being active in the learning process. The series encourages pupils to
experience and explore scientific concepts, while drawing on prior knowledge and reflecting on their learning.
In addition, pupils can develop essential process and inquiry skills which enable them to thrive in both science
and cross-disciplinary subjects. With the addition of new features, the 2nd edition continues to cater to pupils
with various learning styles through a range of interesting activities.
MPaH! Science International is adapted from the highly effective MPaH! Science series, which is the most
widely-used primary science programme in Singapore schools. Users of this series have been consistently
ranked high in TIMSS (Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) – an international evaluation
of mathematics and science performance.
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Core Components
Textbook

Textbook eBook

Activity Book

Activity Book
eBook

Science

Science

Science

Science

1

1

International (2nd Edition)

International (2nd Edition)

Activity Book
Name:

Shireen Khanalim

(S)MSci_Int_TB1_Cover.indd 3

Shireen Khanalim

Class:

19/7/19 1:54 PM

Shireen Khanalim
(S)MSci_Int_TB1_Cover.indd 3

International (2nd Edition)

Activity Book

International (2nd Edition)

1

Name:
Class:
Shireen Khanalim

1

(S)MSci_Int_AB1_Cover.indd 3

19/7/19 2:12 PM

19/7/19 1:54 PM

(S)MSci_Int_AB1_Cover.indd 3

Science

6

International (2nd Edition)

Science

6

International (2nd Edition)

(S)MSci_Int_TB6_Cover.indd 3

Grade 1

(Age 7)

Textbook 1
9789814861410

Grade 2

(Age 8)

Textbook 2
9789814861403

Grade 3

(Age 9)

Textbook 3
9789814861427

Grade 4

(Age 10)

Textbook 4
9789814861434

Grade 5

(Age 11)

Textbook 5
9789814861441

Grade 6

(Age 12)

(S)MSci_Int_TB6_Cover.indd 3

Textbook 6
9789814861458

Science

International (2nd Edition)

Science

International (2nd Edition)

Activity Book

Activity Book
Name:
Class:

Dr Kwa Siew Hwa • Geoffrey Gailey
Teo-Gwan Wai Lan • Koh Siew Luan

Dr Kwa Siew Hwa • Geoffrey Gailey
Teo-Gwan Wai Lan • Koh Siew Luan

19/7/19 2:12 PM

19/7/19 9:42 AM

6

Class:

(S)MSci_Int_AB6_Cover.indd 3

6

Dr Kwa Siew Hwa • Geoffrey Gailey
Teo-Gwan Wai Lan • Koh Siew Luan

Dr Kwa Siew Hwa • Geoffrey Gailey
Teo-Gwan Wai Lan • Koh Siew Luan

19/7/19 9:42 AM

Name:

(S)MSci_Int_AB6_Cover.indd 3

19/7/19 10:23 AM

19/7/19 10:23 AM

Textbook eBook 1
9789815014136

Activity Book 1
9789814861465

Activity Book
eBook 1
9789815014143

Textbook eBook 2
9789815014150

Activity Book 2
9789814861472

Activity Book
eBook 2
9789815014167

Textbook eBook 3
9789815014174

Activity Book 3
9789814861489

Activity Book
eBook 3
9789815014181

Textbook eBook 4
9789815014198

Activity Book 4
9789814861496

Activity Book
eBook 4
9789815014204

Textbook eBook 5
9789815014211

Activity Book 5
9789814861502

Activity Book
eBook 5
9789815014228

Textbook eBook 6
9789815014235

Activity Book 6
9789814861519

Activity Book
eBook 6
9789815014242
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Teacher Resources
Teacher’s Guide

Digital Resources
• Answers to Textbook and
Activity Book Questions
• Editable Resources:
– Scheme of Work
– 5E Lesson Plans
– Question Bank
– PowerPoint Slides with Notes

Science

International (2nd Edition)

Teacher’s Guide

1

Shireen Khanalim

(S)MSci_Int_TG1_Cover.indd 3

19/7/19 2:22 PM

Available on:
www.mceduhub.com

Science

International (2nd Edition)

Teacher’s Guide

6

Rahayu Ahmad Asi

Grade 1

(Age 7)

Teacher’s Guide 1
9789814861526

Grade 2

(Age 8)

Teacher’s Guide 2
9789814861533

Grade 3

(Age 9)

Teacher’s Guide 3
9789814879705

Grade 4

(Age 10)

Teacher’s Guide 4
9789814879712

Grade 5

(Age 11)

Teacher’s Guide 5
9789814879729

(Age 12)

19/7/19 11:14 AM

Grade 6

(S)MSci_Int_TG6_Cover.indd 3

Teacher’s Guide 6
9789814879736
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Stimulate Interest
in Learning

2

Attractive visuals
as Unit Opener
which use daily life
examples and pose
relevant questions to

Pupils are introduced to a new
topic or section with the use of
inquiry questions and stunning
visuals to engage and pique their
interest to spark off the inquiry
process.

unit

stimulate pupils’
interest towards

STAYING
HEALTHY
AND SAFE

the topic.

Cycling helps to keep
our body healthy!

Learning Outcomes
in a list of questions
for teachers and
pupils to check

learning
progress.

B

e Uses
re Som
What A
tricity?
to work.
of Elec
electricity
Many ob

jects in ou

r daily liv

n
electric fa

es need

Why is it important to
have a healthy body?

Let’s Find Out:
• How can we keep our
body healthy?
• What are some healthy
and unhealthy habits?
• How can we stay away
from danger?

ion
ers, televis
Music play ops provide
lapt
t.
sets and
tertainmen
us with en

15

03_(S)MPAHIntSciTB3_02.indd 15

Section headings are presented as questions
to build inquiry skills in pupils while
keeping them engaged in the topic.

134

clock
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UNIT 9

1:05 PM

d 134

B3_09.ind
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Expose pupils to the real world through activities
and information to help them experience the
relevance of science in their daily lives and gain
appreciation for their learning. This series provides
opportunities to develop 21st century competencies
which prepare pupils for the future.

Guided questions or activities to
help pupils develop critical
thinking skills. Pupils also
develop collaboration and
communication skills by engaging
in active discussions with classmates.

Sometimes, the weather can be sunny and windy.
On such days, it can be less warm.

EXPLORE
How can we protect our skin
when we are out in the sun?
Discuss with your classmates.

What a
windy day!

WEATHER

09_(S)MPAHIntSciTB1_08.indd 105

12/3/20 12:18 PM

Connecting Science to the
Real World

laptop

r
music playe

Textbook
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Relate science concepts to real-life
applications and latest developments to

D

provide relevance and context in pupils’ learning.

How Can We Reduce Waste?
When we throw away objects that are old or
broken, we produce waste. Too much waste is
harmful to the environment.
One way to help our environment is to change how
we use objects. Let us learn about the three ‘R’s.

Reduce

Science Today

We can reduce waste
by not using or throwing
things away unnecessarily.

Reduce the use
of plastic bags.
Bring your own
bag when you
go shopping.

90

RESEARCH

WE CARE

Find out how much waste is
generated in your city per day.
How can we reduce this waste?

We can create a better and cleaner
place to live in if we all do our part
to reduce waste.

Our fingerprints and patterns in the irises of our
eyes are characteristics that are unique to us.
Even identical twins have different fingerprints
and iris patterns. This distinction makes
fingerprint and iris recognition very reliable
identification techniques.
Biometrics refers to the unique human
characteristics that can be used to recognise or
identify people. A simple press of a finger on a
scanner or a quick look at a camera is all that
is required to confirm our identity. Biometrics
has now become a popular alternative to the
traditional use of passwords.

UNIT 6

Questions that pique
pupils’ curiosity to explore
beyond the classroom
which allow them to

Textbook

07_(S)MPAHIntSciTB3_06.indd 90

discover fun facts,
build knowledge and
develop essential
research skills.

12/3/20 2:52 PM

A biometric access control device allows
users to gain access using a fingerprint.

Opportunities to gain

awareness on current
global environmental
issues to help pupils

40

UNIT 3

Textbook
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develop civic literacy and
global awareness.

Integrating Science with Other Subjects
A variety of engaging activities relating to other subjects can cater to different learning styles
which help pupils to gain interest in learning science and reinforce concepts learnt.

C

How Are Shadows Formed?
When we stand under the Sun, we can sometimes
see a dark shape that looks like us on the ground.
The dark shape is our shadow.
Light cannot pass through us.
A shadow is formed when we
block light.
The children form shadows on the grass.
Their bodies block light from the Sun.

Art-based activities
to
kinaesthetic and
visual learners help to
designed to cater

reinforce concepts learnt
in an engaging manner.

Language-related activities

CREATIVE SCIENCE
Make a shadow puppet.

The Activity Book Link
directs pupils to the
Creative Science activity
in the Activity Book.

such as writing short stories and
storytelling to provide opportunities
for pupils to express science

LANGUAGE CONNECT
Activity Book
Creative Science, pages 47–48

Describe the shadow formed
by your shadow puppet in
two to three sentences.

LIGHT AND SHADOWS

08_(S)MPAHIntSciTB2_07.indd 87

87

Textbook
11/3/20 10:42 PM
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concepts through language
in a fun way.
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Opportunities to Evaluate Learning
Each unit is wrapped up with a concept map, questions and a summary of key words which are
useful for consolidation of concepts. Many opportunities to assess understanding of concepts in
the form of formative and summative assessments.

What We Have Learnt
Heat
is transferred
from
which
causes

• Change in
temperature
• Change in state

A concept map provides a visual
summary of all the learning
objectives which allows for a
quick recap and revision.

is given out when

FLAMMABLE
MATERIALS
BURN

HOTTER
OBJECTS
TO COLDER
OBJECTS

and thus

by

CONDUCTION

CONVECTION

through

RADIATION

by

Objects that are in
contact

through

Movement of
liquids or gases

Flammable
materials need
to be handled
carefully to
prevent fires

Air or a
vacuum

which may be
Good conductors
of heat

such as
Metals

which
Allow heat to be
transferred easily
through them

Poor conductors
of heat

such as
•
•
•
•

Wood
Plastic
Rubber
Air

which

Do not allow heat to be
transferred easily through them

HEAT TRANSFER

(S)MPaHSci_Intl_TB5_U09.indd 137
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Aftershock

Earthquake that happens soon after an
initial earthquake

Earthquake

Sudden and violent shaking of the
Earth’s surface that causes great
destruction

Evacuate

Removal of people or things from a
dangerous location or a disaster area
for safety reasons

Fault

Crack in the Earth’s crust

Lava

Magma that has flowed out of the
volcano

Magma

Rock that has melted due to the high
temperature inside the Earth

Magnitude
Size, extent

Richter scale

Standard scale used to show the
magnitude of an earthquake

Highlights scientific
terminology and
provides their meanings
for easy reference
and learning.

Seismic wave

Vibration that travels through the
Earth’s crust due to the sudden
movement of the Earth’s crust

Seismometer

Instrument that records seismic
waves to measure the magnitude of
an earthquake and to predict volcanic
eruptions

Tsunami

Series of extremely large ocean waves
that can cause great destruction

Typhoon

Huge rotating storm with high-speed
winds

Vent

Opening in a volcano that allows
magma to flow out

Volcanic eruption

Throwing out of hot materials from the
Earth’s mantle through a volcano

Volcano

Mountain that has an opening for
molten rock and gas beneath the Earth
to escape

Satellite

Object that orbits the Earth, the Moon
or another planet to collect information,
or for communication

NATURAL DISASTERS
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Test urself
Yo

My Pals are Here! Science International (2nd Edition) Grade 3

Material

1.

Fill in the blank.

2.

What form of energy does Joe have as he runs?

Mass of strip at
the start (g)

Mass of strip after
five minutes (g)

P

1

2

Q

1

5

R

1

1

S

1

4

Based on the results, which material is best used for
making a bath towel?

that he eats.

Joe gets his energy from the

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Online Question Bank

* 3. There are four different materials, P, Q, R and S. A strip of
each material was cut and placed into a dish filled with
water for five minutes. The masses of the strips at the start
and after five minutes were recorded in the table.

This diagram shows Joe doing a high jump.

(1) P
(2) Q

Light energy
Kinetic energy
Elastic potential energy
Gravitational potential energy

(3) R
(4) S

3.

What forms of energy does Joe have when he is jumping?

4.

What will the forms of energy in question 3 change into when Joe lands on
the mattress?

(

)

Activity Book
Let’s Review, pages 80–81

126
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Textbook
Question Bank

Questions to assess pupils’ understanding of the concepts covered in the
unit and incorporate questions that develop higher-order thinking skills.

Let’s Rev ew

Section B Open-ended Question

Section A Multiple-choice Questions

Write your answers in the spaces provided.

Choose the correct answer and write its number in the brackets provided.

The diagram shows the gills of a fish.

1. Which of the animals breathes through holes in the body?
(1)

(2)
Pigeon

Beetle

(3)

gills

(4)

Mouse

(a) Where does a fish get oxygen from?

Tadpole

2. Which of the following describes what happens when we breathe in?
Ribcage

(b) State one feature of the gills that enables the fish to absorb as much oxygen
as possible.

Thin sheet of muscle below
the lungs

(1)

Moves inwards and upwards

Moves upwards

(2)

Moves outwards and upwards

Moves downwards

(3)

Moves inwards and downwards

Moves upwards

(4)

Moves outwards and downwards

Moves downwards

(c) Animals such as whales and dolphins live in water. Unlike fish that stay in
the water, these animals need to come up to the water surface regularly.
Explain why.

3. A flour mill grinds grains into flour. All workers in the flour mill are given a
face mask each. What will happen to a worker who does not wear a face
mask during working hours over a long period of time?
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

The worker may feel drowsy often.
The worker will not be affected in any way.
The worker may develop some form of respiratory illness.
The worker will be able to run long distances without getting tired.
THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

(S)MSci_Int_AB5_U02.indd 21
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Support Teachers in Lesson Preparation and
Delivery
Ample support and resources are provided for teachers so they can focus on refining their
lessons and save time on lesson preparation. Editable digital resources are available online
which provide flexibility to meet various teaching needs.
(S)MPAHIntSciTG2_Combine 2pf.pdf 7

Scheme of Work provides the

outline of curriculum content

SCHEME OF WORK

with an overview of details.

Suggested time frame: 8 periods (1 period is approximately 40 minutes.)
Lesson

No. of
Periods

1

3

•

Describe how animals
can be useful or
important to us.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysing
Communicating
Evaluating
Generating possibilities
Inferring
Observing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Animal
Food
Material
Pet
Useful
Work

•
•

2

2

•

Describe how animals
can be harmful to us.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Analysing
Classifying
Communicating
Evaluating
Generating possibilities
Observing

•
•
•

Attack
Harmful
Poisonous

•
•
•

Learning Objective(s)

Process Skill(s)

Useful and Harmful Animals

A

Vocabulary

Resource(s) and Material(s)
•
•
•

•

Textbook, pp. 2–6
Activity Book, pp. 1–2
Picture cards of six animals: cow, chicken, horse,
sheep, elephant and goat
Cheese, milk, honey, egg
Woollen hat, woollen sweater
Textbook, pp. 7–8
Activity Book, p. 3
Picture cards of six animals: chicken, snake,
shark, goat, cow and bear
Picture of a honeybee

Optional:
•
Pictures of harmful animals from magazines or
newspapers, sheets of card paper or poster
paper, materials for making a poster

How Are Animals Useful?

5E

1

25/3/20 8:50 AM

Lesson 1

Duration of lesson: 3 periods

Learning objective
•

Describe how animals can be useful or important to us.

•
•

Process skills
•

Analysing, communicating, evaluating, generating possibilities, inferring, observing

•

Vocabulary
•

•

Animal, food, material, pet, useful, work
Elaborate

5E
Engage
(20 min)

Explore
(20 min)

Explain

Guide teachers
through the 5E
Instructional
Model by applying

(50 min)

them in the detailed
lesson plans.

(Process skills: Observing, communicating, evaluating)
•
Tell pupils that they will play a guessing game as a class.
•
Choose a pupil to act as an animal and let the other pupils
guess the animal.
•
Write the name of the animal on the board.
•
Ask pupils the following questions:
Ø Is the animal useful or harmful to us?
Ø Why?
(Process skills: Observing, analysing, generating possibilities,
communicating)
•
Divide pupils into groups of four or five.
•
Give each group a set of six picture cards with six different
animals: cow, chicken, horse, sheep, elephant and goat.
•
Ask pupils the following question:
Ø How is each animal useful to us?
•
Get pupils to discuss and present their answers.
(Process skills: Analysing, communicating, observing, inferring)
•
Get pupils to think about what they had eaten the day before.
•
Ask pupils the following question:
Ø Which of the foods that you ate came from animals?
•
Show pupils the cheese, milk, honey and egg.
•
Ask pupils the following question:
Ø From which animal does each type of food come?
o Cheese and milk come from cows or goats, honey
comes from bees and eggs come from chickens.
•
Guide pupils to conclude that some animals give us food.
•
Show pupils the woollen hat and woollen sweater.
•
Ask pupils the following questions:
Ø What are these things used for?
o They help keep us warm.
Ø What material are they made of?
o They are made of wool.
Ø From which animal does wool come?
o Wool comes from sheep.

(20 min)

Resource(s) and
Material(s)

Lesson

•

•
•
•

Evaluate

Picture cards of six
animals: cow, chicken,
horse, sheep, elephant
and goat

(10 min)

Textbook, pp. 4–6
Cheese, milk, honey,
egg
Woollen hat, woollen
sweater

Useful and Harmful Animals

4

3

Guide pupils to conclude that we need animals for materials to
make the things that we use in our daily lives.
Get pupils to look at the pictures on Textbook p. 5.
Ask pupils the following question:
Ø What do the horses do?
o They help the farmer plough land.
Ø What do the elephants do?
o They help carry things from place to place.
Guide pupils to conclude that some animals help us do work.
Ask pupils the following questions:
Ø Are pets animals?
Ø Why do people keep pets?
Ø How are animals useful to us when we keep them?
Explain to pupils that pets are animals that we keep as
companions, to play with us and to keep us from being lonely.
Use Textbook pp. 4–6 to summarise how animals are useful
to us.

(Process skills: Observing, analysing, communicating)
•
Get pupils to look at the picture on Textbook pp. 2–3 to discuss
how animals are useful to Sue, Joe and Dr Atom.
o Animals give them food. The milk, egg and meat come
from animals. Animals make good pet. The fish are
their pets.
•
Ask pupils the following question:
Ø Do you have a pet?
•
Get pupils to use Explore on Textbook p. 6 to discuss in pairs.
•
Share with pupils that some people can get diarrhoea and
stomach pain after drinking cow’s milk.
•
Get pupils to use Research on Textbook p. 4 to find out more.

•

Textbook, pp. 2–3,
Research, p. 4 and
Explore, p. 6

(Process skills: Observing, analysing)
•
Get pupils to complete Activity 1 on Activity Book pp. 1–2.

•

Activity Book,
Activity 1, pp. 1–2

Enrichment for
Advanced
Learners

(Process skills: Generating possibilities, communicating)
•
Tell pupils that diarrhoea and stomach pain after drinking cow’s
milk are caused by a food allergy.
•
Get pupils to discuss and find out what other types of food can
cause food allergies.
•
Get pupils to write down advice on what people should do to
deal with a food allergy (e.g. avoid cow’s milk and drink soya
milk instead).

Reinforcement
for Struggling
Learners

(Process skill: Communicating)
•
Ask pupils the following questions:
Ø Which useful animal do you like?
Ø Why?
•
Get pupils to write their answers in two or three sentences using
the words that they have learnt.
•
Write helping words on the board (e.g. food, materials, work
and pets) if necessary.

Unit 1

(S)MPAHIntSciTG2_Combine 2pf.pdf 10

(S)MPAHIntSciTG2_Combine 2pf.pdf 9

Resource(s) and
Material(s)

Lesson
•
•
•

25/3/20 8:50 AM

25/3/20 8:50 AM

Teacher’s Guide

Ready-to-use
PowerPoint slides
with lesson notes to

equip teachers to teach
without spending too much
time on lesson preparation.
PowerPoint Slides with Notes
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Primary Science

Grade 1-6

Science Digital Suites

MCEduhub’s Science Digital Suites is a comprehensive science
solution built to support the widely established 5E instructional
model. This solution offers learners rich interactive content which
includes animations, video demonstrations, simulations and games
to help learners to understand scientific concepts and apply
knowledge appropriately.

Available on

Covers 4 Key
Subject Areas:
• Life Science
• Earth and
Environment Science
• Physical Science
• Chemistry Science
Over 16 Modules and
180 Lessons!

• Discover
Learners discover concepts through bite-size storybased and animated tutorials that support learning and
exploration of relationships between each concept.
• Explore
Partake in virtual interactive activities which enable
learners to explore concepts and opportunities to form
hypotheses, investigate and form opinions.
• Experiment
Expose learners to various topic-related experiments to
acquire a deeper understanding of concepts and build
essential science skills.
• Apply
Multiple sets of interactive questions that test learners'
ability to apply concepts to different scenarios.
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DIGITAL RESOURCES

Discover

Discover

Apply

Explore

Interactive questions that require learners to apply
learnt concepts to different scenarios.

Investigative activities for learners to put their
hypotheses to test.

Mini-games

Experiments

Thought-provoking questions that stimulate
learners to revisit concepts taught.

Apply concepts learnt through fun and engaging
mini-games.

104

Real-life scenarios introducing concepts behind
various phenomena to pique learner’s interest.

Annotated videos to demonstrate science
experiments while highlighting key observations
and learning points.

Primary Science

DIGITAL RESOURCES

Science Assessment

Available on

Science Assessment is a question bank which consists of around 1000 questions packaged into
topical quizzes to supplement learning. The quizzes provide ample practices for learners to hone
higher order thinking skills and build exam confidence. Questions are automatically marked and
provided with full explanations or solutions, which promote self-directed learning among learners
and allow them to clarify misconceptions. Usage and mastery reports can also be generated for
educators and parents to monitor learners’ progress and pinpoint gaps in learning. This studentcentred and user-friendly resource supports independent learning which makes it ideal for
e-learning, flipped classroom or post-lesson revision.
About 1000 questions available, with varying levels of difficulty.
Time taken to complete a quiz and its score are recorded
and used to generate reports to track learners’ progress.

Questions are automatically marked, with
explanations to provide immediate feedback.
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Follow us on our
social media to get the
latest updates!
@mceducation
@mc名创教育

Primary Humanities
+ My Pals Are Here! Health Education
(International)
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MY PALS ARE HERE! HEALTH EDUCATION

Grade 1 – 6

Age 7 – 12

Health Education
Product Introduction
My Pals are Here! Health Education strives to instil in every child the importance of adopting good
lifelong health habits early. Research has shown that behaviour-focused messages are effective
in teaching children health habits. With that in mind, this series has avoided the use of general
statements which may be abstract to children. At the same time, it adopts a positive approach in
the teaching of Health Education.
A focus on Social and Emotional Learning (SEL) is introduced to develop confidence and
emotional resilience. Ultimately, this series aims to give students a firm knowledge base from
which they can analyse their own health habits and enable them to make informed choices for a
healthy lifestyle.
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Supporting
Resources

Core Components
Pupil's Book

Pupil's Book
eBook

Activity Book / Activity Book Teacher's
Activity Book
eBook
Assist Pack
Teacher's Edition
Health Education (International)
Teacher’s Assist Pack is specially designed to provide
teachers with lesson guidelines and resources to
enhance the teaching of Health Education. The pack
consists of the following:
• Scheme of work
This outlines the use of the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book over 4 terms.

Health
Education
(International)

Health Education (International)
Teacher’s Assist Pack is specially designed to provide
teachers with lesson guidelines and resources to
enhance the teaching of Health Education. The pack
consists of the following:

1

• Scheme of work

This outlines the use of the Pupil’s Book and
Teacher’s Assist Pack
Activity Book over 4 terms.

• Lesson plans
These contain lesson objectives, lesson guides,
suggested activities and resources that teachers
can use for classroom lessons. The relevant
thinking skills have also been highlighted
in these lesson plans.

• Lesson plans
These contain lesson objectives, lesson guides,
suggested activities and resources that teachers
can use for classroom lessons. The relevant
thinking skills have also been highlighted
in these lesson plans.

The resources are editable MS Word documents
which teachers can print or customise to meet
their needs.

The resources are editable MS Word documents
which teachers can print or customise to meet
their needs.

Other components in My Pals are Here! Health
Education (International) include a Pupil’s Book
and an Activity Book.

Other components in My Pals are Here! Health
Education (International) include a Pupil’s Book
and an Activity Book.

ISBN 978-981-31-6822-0

Health Education (International)
Teacher’s Assist Pack is specially designed to provide
teachers with lesson guidelines and resources to
enhance the teaching of Health Education. The pack
consists of the following:
• Scheme of work
This outlines the use of the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book over 4 terms.

Health
Education
(International)

Health Education (International)
Teacher’s Assist Pack is specially designed to provide
teachers with lesson guidelines and resources to
enhance the teaching of Health Education. The pack
consists of the following:

6

• Scheme of work

outlines the use of the Pupil’s Book and
Teacher’s Assist PackThis
Activity Book over 4 terms.
• Lesson plans
These contain lesson objectives, lesson guides,
suggested activities and resources that teachers
can use for classroom lessons. The relevant
thinking skills have also been highlighted
in these lesson plans.

The resources are editable MS Word documents
which teachers can print or customise to meet
their needs.

The resources are editable MS Word documents
which teachers can print or customise to meet
their needs.

Other components in My Pals are Here! Health
Education (International) include a Pupil’s Book
and an Activity Book.

Other components in My Pals are Here! Health
Education (International) include a Pupil’s Book
and an Activity Book.

ISBN 978-981-31-6827-5

Grade 1

(Age 7)

Grade 2

(Age 8)

Pupil's Book 2
9789814684088

Grade 3

(Age 9)

Pupil's Book 3
9789814684095

Grade 4

(Age 10)

Pupil's Book 4
9789814684101

Grade 5

(Age 11)

Pupil's Book 5
9789814684118

Grade 6

(Age 12)

Pupil's Book 6
9789814684125

(International)

9 7 89 8 1 3 16 8 2 20

Dr Sarah Foo-Ang Kai Ling

• Lesson plans
These contain lesson objectives, lesson guides,
suggested activities and resources that teachers
can use for classroom lessons. The relevant
thinking skills have also been highlighted
in these lesson plans.

9 7 89 8 1 3 16 8 2 75

Health
Education

1

Teacher’s Assist Pack

ISBN 978-981-31-6822-0

9 7 89 8 1 3 16 8 2 20

Pupil's Book 1
9789814684071

Teacher's
Assist Pack
eBook

Dr Sarah Foo-Ang Kai Ling

Health
Education
(International)

Teacher’s Assist Pack

6

ISBN 978-981-31-6827-5

Dr Sarah Foo-Ang Kai Ling

9 7 89 8 1 3 16 8 2 75

Dr Sarah Foo-Ang Kai Ling

Pupil's Book
eBook 1
9789815027761

Activity Book 1
9789814684132

Activity Book
eBook 1
9789815027822

Teacher's
Assist Pack 1
9789813168220

Teacher's
Assist Pack
eBook 1
9789815027884

Pupil's Book
eBook 2
9789815027778

Activity Book 2
9789814684149

Activity Book
eBook 2
9789815027839

Teacher's
Assist Pack 2
9789813168237

Teacher's
Assist Pack
eBook 2
9789815027891

Pupil's Book
eBook 3
9789815027785

Activity Book 3
9789814684156

Activity Book
eBook 3
9789815027846

Teacher's
Assist Pack 3
9789813168244

Teacher's
Assist Pack
eBook 3
9789815027907

Pupil's Book
eBook 4
9789815027792

Activity Book 4
9789814684163

Activity Book
eBook 4
9789815027853

Teacher's
Assist Pack 4
9789813168251

Teacher's
Assist Pack
eBook 4
9789815027914

Pupil's Book
eBook 5
9789815027808

Activity Book 5
9789814684170

Activity Book
eBook 5
9789815027860

Teacher's
Assist Pack 5
9789813168268

Teacher's
Assist Pack
eBook 5
9789815027921

Pupil's Book
eBook 6
9789815027815

Activity Book 6
9789814684187

Activity Book
eBook 6
9789815027877

Teacher's
Assist Pack 6
9789813168275

Teacher's
Assist Pack
eBook 6
9789815027938
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Learning through Lively and Interesting Themes
Unit

15

Cleaning our
classroom

Unit

16

Interesting stories and illustrations to
engage pupils.

Cleaning our
school

r in class.

We have a duty roste

We take pride in keeping our school clean.

eboard
We clean the whit
on Wednesday.

I sweep the floor
on Monday.

I empty the
et
wastepaper bask
on Friday.

Everyone in school helps
at all.
to keep our school clean and tidy.
Fred doesn’t help
hes us.We sweep and mop.
He just sits and watc
,
We scrub and wash.
That’s not very nice
We talk and laugh.
don’t you think?
It is hard work but such fun.
What can you do to keep your school clean and tidy?

28

Activity Book: Whose duty is it? p.22

29
Weight-bearing exercises can help to strengthen
by
your bone structure which cannot be changed
the time you are in your 30s. So if you do not build
do
up your bones now, it will be too late for you to

A special note on bones

People who do not exercise regularly tend to have
osteoporosis (osteo = bone, porosis = holes) when
they become old. This disease makes the bones
weak so that they break easily. For example,
break
an old woman suffering from osteoporosis may
slowly
her bones in a bad fall. Osteoprosis develops
and its effects may not be seen immediately.

Cross-section of
a bone in a
healthy person.

Diverse themes are
relevant and compelling
to learners, inspiring
positive change.

anything then.

Exercise alone is not enough to build healthy and
strong bones. You need to take food that is rich
in calcium. Calcium can be obtained from milk,
beancurd (tofu), soya milk, anchovies, sardines,
cheese, yogurt and enriched cereals or bread.

To prevent osteoporosis, you must start doing
bars,
weight-bearing exercises now! Playing on monkey
jogging, doing push-ups and lifting weights are
examples of weight-bearing exercises.

These types
of food
are rich
in calcium

pores

Cross-section of a
bone in a person
suffering from
osteoporosis.

Remember, osteoporosis can be prevented.
7DNHSUHFDXWLRQVDQG\RXFDQDYRLGŕKROHVŖ
in your bones in the future!

5

4
10/10/17 6:08 PM

10/10/17 6:08 PM

(E)MPaH!HETB_P6.indd 5

(E)MPaH!HETB_P6.indd 4

Examines Crucial Contemporary Health Issues
Unit

6

Stop the germs!

Features up-to-date material on
contemporary health issues such as
dengue, SARS, MERS, and HFMD.

How do germs spread?
Germs are everywhere. They are in the air,
in spoilt food, in contaminated water, on animals,
on your hands and even in your body.

blood
The germs will then enter your
your
and spread to other parts of
spine
body, such as your kidneys,
the
and brain. Can you imagine
damage these germs can do?

Germs are spread in different ways. Some are spread
through the air, some through food and water,
while others spread through human contact.

tuberculosis, he will
When a person is infected with
and may experience
have a bad cough for weeks
worsens,
chest pains. If his condition
with
he may even cough out phlegm

Most of the time, your body is able to fight off these
germs and you do not fall sick. However, when your
body is weak, especially if you do not eat enough fruit
and vegetables or if you do not have enough rest,
these germs can cause you to fall ill.

blood in it.

Through the air
Tuberculosis

Tuberculosis or TB is a disease that affects the lungs.
The germs that cause TB can spread easily through
the air. When a person with TB coughs or sneezes
without covering his nose and mouth, he sends germs
into the air. If you breathe in these germs, they will
settle in your lungs and begin to grow and multiply
in big numbers.

Through food
and water

Germs can also spread
through contaminated food
and water. Cholera and
dysentery are examples
of diseases which can spread
in this way.

30
(E)MPaH!HETB_P6.indd 30

10/10/17 6:09 PM

31
10/10/17 6:09 PM
(E)MPaH!HETB_P6.indd
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Emphasis on Social and Emotional Learning (SEL)
Social and Emotional Learning is the process through which children learn to recognise
and deal with feelings, develop care for others, make responsible decisions, build good
relationships and handle difficult circumstances.
People will laugh
at me when I give
a wrong answer and
no one will want
to be my friend …

My little brother worried so much
WKDWKHGLGQŖWZDQWWRJRWRVFKRRO

Mummy,
,GRQŖWZDQWWR
be here!

ying
Look at what worr
er, Ted,
did to my little broth
.
and my friend, Eddy


'R\RXZRUU\DORW"
e you
How does this mak
LVFDQ
IHHO"'R\RXNQRZWK
FH"
ORZHU\RXUFRQILGHQ
worried
My little brother was
hed at in class …
about being laug

,ŖPVWLOOOHDUQLQJQHZWKLQ
JV
,WŖV2.HYHQLIP\IULHQGV
ODXJK
at my mistakes. My teache
r
is my friend and I can also
make
new friends in class!

I will fail
my Science test again
and Mum will scold
me …

There is
Science lesson
tomorrow. What if
,GRQŖWXQGHUVWDQG
DQ\WKLQJ"

My friend, Eddy, worries about failing his Science tests.
,ŖPMXVWQRWJRRG
in Science!

I will get better and better
in Science as I will spend
more
time studying and checki
ng with
WHDFKHUVRQDUHDV,GRQŖW
understand.

Change these
unhelpful thoughts to
helpful ones!

We all make mistakes somet
imes. However,
we should avoid makin
g careless mistakes.
)RUH[DPSOHLI\RXGRQŖW
FKHFN\RXU0DWKWHVW
or essay, you might miss
correcting a calculation
or spelling mistake. Such
careless mistakes are made
because not enough effort
has been put in. So put
in your best effort to check
your work, then you
ZRXOGQŖWQHHGWRZRUU\DE
RXWFDUHOHVVPLVWDNHV

38

© 2018 Marshall

'R\RXNQRZ
other ways to reduce
ZRUU\LQJ"

So how can we
turn it around and not be
VRZRUULHGDOOWKHWLPH"

,ŖPMXVWQRWJRRG
in Science. What if
,IDLODJDLQ"
ied
worr
also
My little brother was
want to be his
that no one would
if he gave
him
at
h
laug
friend and
in class …
the wrong answer

/HWŖVJHW
ready for
school!

Thank you,
Teacher Ben, for giving
us
very helpful advice.

Teacher Ben taught
XVWRFKDQJHŕFKLOOLKRWŖ
WKLQNLQJWRŕLFHFRROŖ
thinking.

40
© 2018 Marshall Cavendish

Activity Book:ŕ&KLOOLKRWŖ
RUŕLFHFR

Education Pte Ltd
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n Pte Ltd

Cavendish Educatio

39
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Social and Emotional Learning is introduced through relatable scenarios using cartoons.

Abundant Opportunities for Extended Learning
Activ

ity

2

Activity pages develop higher order thinking
(HOT) skills by providing opportunities for
decision-making, creative problem solving,
comparing, extending, and refining of
knowledge.

Why do you
exercise?

People exercise for different reasons.
Choose four reasons which are important
to you. Rank them. Use number ‘1’ for
the most important reason, and ‘4’ for
the least important reason.
To feel better

To pass my Physical
Fitness Test

Health Education (International)
Teacher’s Assist Pack is specially designed to provide
teachers with lesson guidelines and resources to
enhance the teaching of Health Education. The pack
consists of the following:

To keep my
heart healthy

To relax

• Scheme of work To lose weight
This outlines the use of the Pupil’s Book and
Activity Book over 4 terms.

Health
Education
(International)

•

K

ISBN 978-981-31-6825-1

Dr Sarah Foo-Ang Kai Ling

5

Small projects are also incorporated to encourage cooperative learning and
resourcefulness.

111

g regularly, using the

LESSON FRAMEWOR

them below.

9 7 89 8 1 3 16 8 2 51

hygiene by brushin

LESSON GUIDE

4
ns for exercising, write

LESSON 13

RESOURCES

Other components in My Pals are Here! Health
Education (International) include a Pupil’s Book
and an Activity Book.

If you have other reaso

to:
practise good oral

right toothbrush and

disclosing tablets.

• Pupil's Book
• Activity Book
• Appendix 10
• Pupils' toothbr
ushes
• Adult and childre
n's toothbrushes (with
soft, medium and hard
• Glass of water
bristles)
• Disclosing tablets

The resources are editable MS Word documents
which teachers can print or customise to meet
their needs.

To make new
friends

4

OBJECTIVE
Teacher’s Assist PackPupils
will be able

• Lesson plans
These contain lesson objectives, lesson guides,
suggested activities and resources that teachers
can use for classroom lessons. The relevant
thinking skills have also been highlighted
in these lesson plans.

To look more
muscular

Strategies for teaching
and evaluation are
discussed in the
Teacher’s Assist Pack.

Primary Humanit ies

Unit 4 Dental time
• Have pupils take
out their own toothbr
ush. Show pupils a
few adult and childre
n’s toothbrushes. Ask
forward and queue
them to come
to feel the bristles
of the various
toothbrushes which
have been labelled
‘soft’, ‘medium’
or ‘hard’.
• *Encourage pupils
to recall what they
had learnt
previous lesson about
tooth decay and plaque in the
Invite a pupil to read
formation.
p.22 of the Pupil's
Book.
• **Ask pupils to
form pairs and look
at the pair discuss
on p.23. Stop pupils
ion
after two minutes and
time needed to brush
tell them the
teeth effectively is
two minutes. You
may wish to search
online for a video or
piece of audio
that plays a song that
lasts two minutes.
• Stress to the class
the importance of using
of the right size as
a toothbrush
well as choosing a
toothbrush with soft
bristles to reduce the
chance of injuring
their gums.
• Drop a disclos
ing tablet
see the coloured solutioninto a glass of water and let pupils
.
Have
pupils
read p.23 of the
Pupil's Book to find
out the use of this
coloured solution.
• Explain how disclos
ing tablets are used:
> Put a tablet in
your mouth and chew
thoroughly.
> Let chewed tablet
mix with saliva and
swirl mixture
around for about 30
seconds.
> Spit out mixture
and note the areas
in your mouth that
are stained — these
are the areas with
plaque.
> Brush teeth and
gums until all stains
are removed.
• Tell pupils that
flossing must be done
regularly to help
prevent tooth decay
and gum diseases.
Pupils
choose to use floss
picks if they have trouble may also
standard floss. You
using
may wish to search
online for videos
that show pupils the
proper use of floss
and floss picks.
• **Get pupils to
suggest other oral
hygiene practices
can help them to attain
that
and maintain beautif
Finish reading the
text and discuss Auntie ul teeth.
Mel’s health
tips.

© 2018 Marshall Cavendi

MATERIALS

•

Pupil's Book
pp.22–23
• Pupils’
toothbrushes
• Adult and
children’s
toothbrushes
(with soft,
medium and
hard bristles)
• Glass of water
• Disclosing
tablets

TIME

20 min

sh Education Pte Ltd
26
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APPLIED LEARNING PROGRAMME

Applied Learning Programme
As a leading provider of distinctive K-12 educational solutions in Singapore, Marshall Cavendish
Education integrates research driven educational approaches with innovative technology to
facilitate students’ learning.
Our Applied Learning Programme prepares the learners for the future. Each programme
strengthens the learner’s capabilities and prepare them for the real world. Our programme
caters for a range of interests from coding, life science to STEM, digital literacy and art &
aesthetics. Each programme encourages creativity, promotes exploration and problem-solving.
In addition, our qualified Residential Trainers are trained to develop and conduct customised
training to both teachers and students.
The six key areas of our Applied Learning Programme are:
• MCE Coding Lab
• Arts & Aesthetics
• Digital Literacy
• Life Science
• STEM Projects
• Professional Services

113 Applied Learning Programme

LIFE SCIENCE

Bigeye Scientist is available as a training programme
or as a digital resource on MCEduhub.

Bigeye Scientist is a suite of engaging experiments which integrates biotechnology exploration
into STEM learning. It consists of step-by-step experiments which are easy to conduct, making
it suitable for learners between the ages of 7 to 12. Worksheets and videos are also included
to check learners’ understanding and enrich their learning experience. This resource provides
opportunities to reinforce and extend learning as learners can relate concepts from everyday
learning in school to the real world. Bigeye Scientist is designed for an active learning experience
that promotes scientific literacy, inquisitiveness and self-directed learning. It also hones knowledge,
skills and attitudes to help develop important competencies (OECD Education 2030) to prepare
learners for the challenges of the future world.
Available on

Extract DNA
1. Take the test tube (falcon tube) that has 50
ml of water.
2. Add ALL the salt from small tube into the
falcon tube, close the cap and shake gently
until salt is dissolved (you do not see salt
grains).
3. Put your fruit (⅓ of peeled banana) into the
ziploc bag.
4. Smash the fruit gently until it becomes soft
5. Transfer the salt-water solution into the
ziplock and close the top. Salt will neutralize
the negative charge of DNA.
6. Gently mash until you make a soft paste

Introduction video

7. Open the ﬁlter paper. It should look like a
cone.
8. Place the ﬁlter paper in a clean beaker and
fold the edges of the paper ﬁlter around the
cup.
9. Secure the ﬁlter by putting a rubber band
around the edge of the beaker and ﬁlter
paper.
10. Open your ziplock bag and pour the fruit
mash into the ﬁlter.
💡💡 Wait for the liquid to pass through the
ﬁlter into the beaker. Be patient and do not
poke the ﬁlter paper because it might tear.

Experiment video

Experiment infographic

A total of 40 experiments encourage learners to delve deeper into concepts and nurture them into
future scientists.
Lower Block
• Extract DNA
• Grow Bacteria
• DIY Microscope
• Fish Gills
• Bowing to Sun
• Sink or Float
• Mystery Matter
• Water Cycle
• Celery Autopsy
• Transport System
in Nature
• Neuroscience

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Our Digestive System
Our Blood
Our Muscles
Paper Science
Magnets
Electromagnetic Nail
Solar Oven
Light and Shadow
Mini Volcano

Upper Block
• Matter Change
• Cycle of Matter Change
• Plant on Mars
• Osmosis
• Robotic Hand
• Exercise and CO2
• Our Heart
• Brain Injury
• Gas Exchange in Lungs
• Our Lungs
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Make Biofuel
Bye Bye Plastic
Clean Up Oily Mess
Recycle Paper
Acid Rain and Soil
Interaction of Forces
DIY Catapult
Biosphere
Polar Bear Mystery
Analyse Leaves

STEM PROJECTS

STEM Projects

Marshall Cavendish Education works closely with Science Centre Singapore to develop high quality
and up-to-date solutions with authentic tasks for primary STEM curriculums. The STEM Thematic
Project places emphasis on the application of Science, Information and Communication Technology,
Engineering and Mathematical knowledge. Through these projects, students cultivate essential 21st
century competencies and learn to appreciate the impact of science in everyday life.
STEM Thematic Project provides a bank of resources and support for teachers to use. The primary
resources are based on the demands of the Singapore curriculum for primary three to six (age 8 to
11) and the kits can be used in Key stage 3 (primary) depending on the student's individual needs.

Our Programmes

As part of their STEM education, students learn fundamentals concepts that are reinforce and
built-upon by applying this knowledge to create projects such as:
• Roman Catapult*
• Traffic Light Control System*
• Electric Elevator*
• Smart Racing Car*
• Robotics Arm*
• Intelligent Table Lamp*
• Strawbees Light Sensing Plant
• Strawbees Mechanical Crane
• Smart Home
*Smart blocks compatible
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PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Professional Services
Marshall Cavendish Education has deployed Residential Trainers to over 100 primary and
secondary schools in Singapore since 2006. Over the past 13 years, Marshall Cavendish Education
Residential Trainers has supported schools in building an active culture deploying e-learning
and effective use of ICT. Working with Heads of Departments and Subject Heads, our Marshall
Cavendish Education Residential Trainers are qualified to conceptualise and design customised
ICT courses set by the Ministry of Education in Singapore. All our Residential Trainers possess
Diplomas in Multimedia/IT/Computer Studies, and are experienced in classroom management, and
the Google and Microsoft platforms.
The trainer from Marshall Cavendish Education is helpful in running ICTbased student training programmes. Having an ICT trainer provides a
wider opportunity for students to acquire ICT skills which will enhance their
learning in the classrooms.
Testimonial Provided by a Primary School Head of Department
Very professional. Marshall Cavendish Education’s Professional Services
are definitely not a fly by night service provider.
Testimonial Provided by a Primary School Head of Department

Key Services
•

Residential Trainer
Our trainer adds designs and conducts customised IT-based, STEM training workshop to
students and teachers. They advise and support our teachers in using ICT for teaching and
learning, and perform any task assigned by HOD IT.

•

ICT Executive
Provides technical advice and sourcing and purchase of computer hardware, software and
accessories. Our staff is capable of planning, evaluating, and implementing IT-related projects.
They assist schools with IT inventory stocks, condemnation of equipment & liaising with vendors
for purchase, repairs and more.

•

Infocomm Trainer
Conducts STEM, Applied Learning Programme, and customised training programmes for
teachers and students. They mentor, prepare, and train students to take part in any ICT or
multimedia related competitions.

Curriculum Design, Consultation and Training Services

STEM Thematic Project advisory committee was set up in early 2016, and it comprises leading
academic professors and practitioners in Science, Mathematics and Technology education.
The committee plays an active role in steering the development of our STEM Thematic Project
curriculum and professional development programmes. They also form the basis of our consultancy
work, which includes the promotion, planning, and implementation of strategies, to achieve an
integrated and effective STEM education.
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Stay connected with
us on social media!
@mceducation
@名创教育
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MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES
FOR EDUCATORS
The post-COVID world presents new challenges to education leaders. While institutions adapt to
new education technology, they are also seeking to adopt cost-effective solutions to benchmark
and improve school performance.
To help leaders and decision-makers adapt and thrive in a hybrid learning environment, Marshall
Cavendish Institution (MCI) offers a selection of programmes for education leaders to progress
and remain relevant.

Sustainable Educational Leadership Programmes –
Balanced Scorecard for Schools
MCI provides core modules that blend research and best practices into a comprehensive, context-driven
experience. This survey-based school evaluation and improvement programme is designed to rapidly
improve leadership performance in managing an effective and sustainable school environment through
research-based and customised solutions and assessment tools.
This data-driven approach provides a clear direction for school performance improvement, reveals immediate
blind spots, and allows schools to visualise how closely they are aligned to international best practices.
I. How to Plan for and Achieve an Effective
and Sustainable School Environment
II. Exploring of School Leadership
through Different Perspectives

III. The Practice and Art of Teaching
and the Nature of Student Learning

IV. Equity and Equality in Schools – the
Importance and Interconnectedness of
Student Performance and Well-Being

V. Understanding Technology and Its
Impacts in a School Environment

For more information on
the courses:
http://tiny.cc/mcibsfs
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MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

Equipping Leaders in Education: The Marshall Cavendish
Institute Leadership Academy
Our Leadership Academy equips leaders-in-education to meet new challenges and overcome them in a
Volatile, Uncertain, Complex, and Ambiguous (VUCA) environment.
The programme is focused on:
Managerial
issues

Deepening an understanding
of key professional issues

Leadership
issues

For more information on our
Leadership Academy, click here:
http://tiny.cc/mcileadership

Our programmes are highly customisable:
Tailored to specific
contexts, budgets,
and timelines.

Each core module can
be taken as a piecemeal
experience or a bespoke
programme in a span of
180 hours within
24 months.

To find out how we can meet your needs,
register with us and our education
consultants will contact you soon!
http://tiny.cc/mcimasterclassreg
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A Certificate of
Achievement in
Leadership will be
awarded to candidates
who have fulfilled the
required number of
hours of coursework
and assessment.

MCI LEADERSHIP PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

Success Story: Partnership with the Ministry of Education, Brunei
Marshall Cavendish Institute (MCI) conducted an efficacy study to design a programme for
teachers in Brunei. The level of mathematical pedagogical knowledge and proficiency of
teachers were measured pre- and post-programme, with striking results.
After attending MCI’s Professional Development Programme,

45%

of the teachers were
able to achieve at
least a 70% score

Lower-performing learners
improved their scores by 15%.

MCI accurately identified gaps to create a targeted intervention that generated
results. Today, MCI continues to serve educators in Brunei.
Whether you’re looking to:
Benchmark your schools’ performance
Adopt leading international best practices
Identify effective solutions in improving school leadership and
administration performance
Get started by contacting our education consultants:
http://tiny.cc/contactmc to arrange a free consultation.

Our Esteemed Partners
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MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES
FOR EDUCATORS
The global pandemic has greatly disrupted the education industry. There has been a surge in
alternative education credentials, the normalisation of virtual experiences and cloud platforms,
hybrid classrooms and online productisation of education, as well as the emergence of
COVID-19 ready campuses worldwide.
Educators and institutions must innovate to lead and sustain. MCI’s professional development
programmes offers cutting edge training content and pedagogical strategies for educators to
advance their skillsets.

Marshall Cavendish Lesson Study Academy
To improve the professional capacity of educators, current and aspiring principals and heads of
departments can implement our proprietary Lesson Study Framework across different subjects
to innovate and align with the digital transformation in education.
Our programmes are:
Conducted by fully qualified
facilitators from the Ministry
of Education (Singapore).

Part of a concerted international effort
to raise the professional capacity of
educators in the region.

Find out more: http://tiny.cc/mcilesson
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MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS

Marshall Cavendish Subject-Based Academies
At the core of Marshall Cavendish Institute lies subject-based academies that have been
developed with cutting edge training content and pedagogical strategies. Catering to educators
from preschool to high school specialisations, go to our different academies below to learn more.

http://tiny.cc/
mcilanguage

http://tiny.cc/
mcimaths

Marshall Cavendish
Language Academy

Marshall Cavendish
Mathematics Academy

http://tiny.cc/
mciscience

http://tiny.cc/
mcistem

Marshall Cavendish
Science Academy

Marshall Cavendish
STEM Academy

Enhance Your Teaching Capabilities with Microsoft
Tools
Staying competitive is key, especially in the current global landscape, which is why we offer
two courses to advance educators’ technical skills, support their teaching strategies, and guide
them through training till certification.
Certified educators can:
Expect to increase
their overall work
productivity and
efficiency.

Maintain the
effectiveness of
education while
meeting the demands
of the workplace.

Explore how to achieve this here:
http://tiny.cc/MCEMicrosoft
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Get a confidence boost
from scoring a higher
earning potential.

MCI SPECIALIST PROGRAMMES FOR EDUCATORS
Our programmes are highly customisable:
Tailored to specific
contexts, budgets,
and timelines.

Span 120 to 180
hours within 24
months.

Each core module
can be taken as a
piecemeal experience
or a bespoke
programme.

A Certificate of Teaching or Certificate of Education for Specialists will be awarded to
candidates who have fulfilled the required number of hours of coursework and assessment.

Success Story Partnership with Ministry of Education, Chile
In 2014, all public schools in Chile received Mi Matematica, a primary Maths
textbook series, from Marshall Cavendish Institute (MCI).
To ensure this resource was fully utilised by the schools:
MCI deployed bilingual trainers
who continually guided and
partnered with Chilean educators.

Professional development programmes were
tailored to the needs of Chilean educators
operating in different environments and with
different student abilities.

Get started by registering with us via http://tiny.cc/mcimasterclassreg to
arrange for a free consultation or check out our programme brochures.
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MCI MASTERCLASSES DEVELOPMENT

MCI MasterClasses
Marshall Cavendish Institute (MCI) MasterClasses offer educators the best teaching practices and
strategies. Each MasterClass, conducted in the form of a webinar, is facilitated by expert trainers from
all over the world. With topics like enhancing software productivity, understanding 21st century
pedagogical concepts, and even trendy courses like Python Coding, there’s bound to be a
MasterClass for everyone.
108 MCI MasterClasses are:
Suitable for educators of

Preschool, Primary and
Secondary levels.

Available, on-demand

Learn more about our MasterClasses:
http://tiny.cc/mcimasterclasses
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MCEDUHUB FOR EDUCATOR DEVELOPMENT

MCEduHub FOR EDUCATOR
DEVELOPMENT
With Marshall Cavendish Education’s (MCE) commitment to empowering educators with relevant skills
required for the future world, MCE has partnered with Nanyang Technological University (NTU) in
Singapore to improve the professional development of educators globally.
The platform is an online community:
Constituted by leading educators
worldwide that engage in the sharing
of strategies and best practices.

Filled with bite-sized courses
designed to build up specific skillsets
for the modern-day educator.

The enhanced user interface and compatibility with the latest HTML5 technologies of this portal means
effective and engaging learning anytime, anywhere. And this translates to competitive educators who
can keep pace with an ever-changing environment.
These online short courses are hosted on MCEduHub, a one-stop and multi-functional content
repository developed by MCE.

Get started or find out more here:
http://tiny.cc/mceduhub

Our Esteemed Partners
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Stay connected with us
on social media!
@mceducation
@mc名创教育
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www.mceducation.com

@mceducation @名创教育

